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contributors highlight the rewards of researching hitherto neglected material.
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PREFACE

This book is the first collection in the Western academic world of articles on

Persian historical documents. Persian documents are essential sources for the

historical study of Iran and Central Asia (Turan); in those regions, most

administrative and legal documents were written in Persian after the Mongol

period. Compared to Ottoman documents, however, Persian documents have not

been fully studied by researchers. The reason is obvious. The study of these

particular historical documents has been hindered by huge obstacles, in

particular lack of access. For years, native researchers were permitted to access

archives. Foreign researchers were obliged to use published documents, which

were limited in number and in theme. For this reason, historical study of the

region stagnated somewhat until recently. Now that the archives are more

accessible than before, investigation of the documents is bringing many new

discoveries in historical studies, especially in the field of social history.

The documents dealt with in this volume are all related to the social history of

the region, but vary greatly in form and content, being waqf deeds, sale deeds,

documents on Sufi rituals, and more. They were produced within a vast

geographical area. At first glance, the reader may wonder how we can define the

term “Persian documents.” But if the reader looks closely, many common

elements appear. The variety and unity of the documents open the way to a

comparative study, which is an important point of this volume. For example, one

can compare the form of waqf deeds from Central Asia with that of Iranian waqf

deeds. Of course, it is also possible to compare them with Ottoman counterparts,

which were studied long before us. Sometimes we tend to consider Ottoman

examples “Islamic,” but the “Islamic” examples in this volume differ from

Ottoman ones. In the Eastern part of the Islamic world, a different tradition did

exist, and to clarify that tradition will certainly be useful for understanding the

whole of Islamic history.

This volume was first intended to be the proceedings of the workshop on

Persian archival sources, sponsored on December 4, 1999 at the Institute of

Oriental Culture, University of Tokyo, by the Islamic Area Studies Project. This

project, headed by Sato Tsugitaka, was set up in 1997 with a five-year Grant-in-

Aid for Scientific Research from the Japanese Ministry of Education, Science

xv



and Culture, to develop new methods for understanding the Islamic World. Unit

6 of the project was named “Source Materials for the Study of Islamic

Civilization,” and I was part of it from 1998 to 2002. The study group for Persian

documents was organized within the project, and research meetings and

seminars on this topic were held.

All the contributors to this volume joined the workshop and had discussions

on this theme. Some contributors are represented here by different chapters from

the ones they contributed to the workshop, but the results of the workshop

discussions are fully reflected in this volume.

The first two chapters deal with the formal aspects of the documents. Isogai

Ken|ichi is a specialist in Persian documents from Central Asia, interested in the

relationship between Islamic law and the form of documents. He points out that

the discussions on Islamic jurisprudence are fully reflected in the closing

formula of Central Asian waqf deeds. The records of nominal lawsuits against

the founders of waqfs, inserted into the closing formulas or the endorsements

(sijill) of the deeds, are indispensable to protect the waqfs from usurpation. It is

noteworthy that such nominal lawsuits are found in Ottoman cases,1 and Isogai

clarifies the theoretical background of these cases.

Christoph Werner’s chapter is concerned with formal characteristics of sale

deeds from Qajar Iran. It offers not only practical support to researchers but also

a comparative study of the deeds; we will understand the long-term development

of the form of Iranian deeds and their deviation from Central Asian deeds even

though both were written in Persian. Moreover, behind these formal

developments, one can assume socio-historical elements. For example, the fact

that the position of the endorsement was moved from the bottom to the top of the

document after the reign of Shah \Abbas corresponds to other social and

religious developments.

Next, contributions from Bakhtiyar Babajanov and Mansur Sefatgol are

concerned with new types of sources. Babajanov introduces a scroll of

documents that justify Sufi rituals. It includes quotations from works on legal

jurisprudence and Sufism, Sufi chains of spiritual successions, and legal opinions

(fatwa). It shows that as Sufi rituals developed, jurists attempted to justify them,

with surprising consistency over a long period.

Mansur Sefatgol’s chapter introduces majmū\ahs, which include many

documents as well as literary works. They are not only important sources for

the study of later Safavid history but also good examples of how the documents

survived for about 300 years. Since most Safavid original documents no longer

exist, clearly the researchers have to work on these majmū\ahs in order to revise

later Safavid history.

Although a considerable numbers of waqf deeds survive, study of them has

not progressed far. Iwatake Akio’s chapter analyzes the waqf deed of a Timurid

amir, who was an emigrant from Mamluk Syria. Through the waqf endowments,

the amir and his wife tried to keep their property for their descendants. They

sought profit at the same level as urban notables and became assimilated into

xvi
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urban society. The chapter shows one aspect of Iranian society under the

Timurids.

Kondo Nobuaki’s chapter is related to rewrites of waqf deeds. The particular

case examined is quite remarkable because the deed was rewritten twice after the

founder’s death. By investigating the process of rewrites, Kondo has attempted to

clarify some aspects of social relations and judicial customs under the Qajars,

which are very different from their Ottoman counterparts.

Part IV concerns urban and rural studies. Although the documents are

indispensable sources for these studies, they have not been fully utilized by

historians. Rajabzadeh introduces some unpublished documents on irrigation

under the Qajars. His effort to collect and publish documents is very worthy, and

the documents tell us much about the traditional irrigation system in Iran.

Yamaguchi Akihiko discusses urban–rural relations in eighteenth-century

Hamadan. His article is based on the Ottoman tahrı̂r defterleri, not on Persian

documents. However, the Ottoman document to which he refers provides not

only the precise data of the region but also some idea about similar, missing,

registers that must have been compiled under the Safavids.

I wish to express my profound gratitude to the authorities of the IAS project

for accepting our request for the workshop and publication, to all the participants

of the workshop, and to the staff of the project.

Finally, I express deep grief at the untimely death of Professor Iwatake Akio.

He was one of the pioneers of Persian document studies in Japan, and always led

our study group on Persian documents.

Kondo Nobuaki

October 2002

Note

1 Toru Miura, “Personal Networks Surrounding the S
˙
ālih

˙
iyya Court in 19th Century

Damascus,” in Études sur les villes du Proche-Orient XVIe-XIXe Siècle: Hommage à
André Raymond, ed. Brigitte Marino (Damascus: Institut français d’études arabes de
Damas, 2001), 134–137.
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Part I

F O R M A L A S P E C T S





1

A C O M M E N TA RY O N T H E

C L O S I N G F O R M U L A F O U N D I N

T H E C E N T R A L A S I A N WAQ F

D O C U M E N T S

ISOGAI Ken’ichi

The waqf documents preserved in almost all the parts of the Muslim world

contain rich information on the past social life of Muslim communities. These

documents have attracted a wide range of specialists engaged in historical

research into every aspect of the Islamic world, including the history of

Muslim Central Asia. Aware of the documents’ importance as historical

sources, several specialists in this area devoted themselves to studying waqf

deeds drawn up at various times in the region. Rich and specific information

drawn from the contents of these documents appears to have been well

analyzed by scholars, mainly from socio-historical or socio-economic

historical viewpoints.1 However, researchers have paid much less attention to

both the external appearance and internal structure of the documents2 even

though the form of a document sometimes gives information as valuable as that

provided by the contents.

This chapter examines issues related to the closing formula often found in the

waqf deeds of Central Asia after the sixteenth century. It aims to show how the

teachings of the Hanafite school exerted influence on the form of the court

document as composed in a region where this school enjoyed a dominant

position for a long time.

The closing formula

The waqf deeds drawn up in Central Asia after the sixteenth century often

include the same formula in their endings. Here, I will show the text of this

formula in generic form, reconstructed on the basis of five documents whose

dates range from the end of the sixteenth to the middle of the eighteenth

century.3

3



Persian text

English translation

(1) After [the wāqif’s statement that he had turned the legal status of the objects

explained above from privately owned property into waqf,] the wāqif removed

these properties from his possession (dast),4 set them apart from his other private

properties, and delivered them to the one whom he had appointed to administer

the waqf, having been free from anything that might prevent the delivery.

(2) Then the wāqif wanted to put these properties changed into waqf at his own

disposal again, under the pretext that [the waqf] lacked binding force or

irrevocability (luzūm). (3) At this point, His Excellency the qadi whose noble

name and sublime surname would adorn the bottom of this document under his

seal, having known about the points where the disagreement and divergence

among religious scholars and mujtahids – may God be satisfied with them all –

had occurred, (4) passed judgment against the defendant who was present and

denied [the claim of the plaintiff], first, that the contract of the given waqf had

been made legitimately and, second, that the given waqf had acquired binding

force. Then [the waqf mentioned in this document] became the legitimate

(s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

), binding (lāzim) and lawful (shar\ı̄) waqf provided with the sijill

(musajjal).

The text can be divided into four parts, as demonstrated above: (1) the wāqif’s

declaration of delivery (taslı̄m), (2) the wāqif’s intention of revoking waqf

(rujū\), (3) the description of the qadi who passed the judgment and (4) qadi’s

judgment (h
˙

ukm) confirming the legitimacy (s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a) and binding force (luzūm) of

the waqf.

The wāqif who intended to establish waqf according to the teachings of the

Hanafite school had to acquire through a formal, or fictitious, lawsuit the qadi’s

judgment affirming the binding force of the waqf to warrant its permanent

continuation.5 The origin of this complicated and somewhat curious procedure

can be attributed to controversy among three founders of the Hanafite school

over the binding force of the waqf, as is alluded to in the following passage:

“. . . having known about the points where the disagreement and divergence

4

I S O G A I K E N ’ I C H I

jy> ...5'>\..I J\....,) .J J:;j.,$ cl_;..\ jy> ..::,.....,j jl \.J ..::.,\j~.,_. 01.1.J~l. --iily •~.J (1) 

(2) ~\ t\Y' <f" l_Jl.;. J:;j yi. ~ J:;j Y. oj yi. ~ ,) c.)~ JS A .J J:;j yi. )j\ 

J;.:i f?~ -.sill(..>""~ u~ JS(3) .x,_y:;, J~ ~\~ pJ r->->-~ ljl jl, .J 

~~ J)L;. ~ J:;jy, r~ JS -.?.J .Jj JWI '½---i .J w.;.~1 "--C'"\ ~~~.,JI .j,i, 

~ ...1.>~ .,,..;,G.~ ..r. (4) ~\ ~ ..'.tl ,).,....:,.J J..~ J~I ~I.,_. .J J..j 
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among religious scholars and mujtahids – May God be satisfied with them all –

had occurred . . . .”

As will be discussed later in detail, Abu Hanifa, contrary to his two

disciples Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani, had denied the binding force

of waqf; therefore, jurists assumed that the issue must have been resolved by

individual qadis. In other words, the decision whether the binding force of

waqf was to be admitted or not was put into the hands of individual qadis.

Thus, as far as the Hanafite school is concerned, the binding force (luzūm) of

each waqf can be confirmed only by the judgment (h
˙

ukm) of individual qadis,

and these circumstances find their clearest expression in the closing formula in

question.

On the other hand, Central Asian waqf deeds drawn up before the sixteenth

century were usually accompanied by a separate sijill, that is, a document

recording the judgment of a qadi.6 The word “musajjal,” found in the closing

formula and meaning “being provided with a sijill,” suggests that the binding

force of waqf was originally considered to be documented by a separate sijill.

The following section will describe these separate sijills attached to waqf

deeds before the sixteenth century and show the process of transition from a

separate sijill to the formula incorporated into the text of a waqf deed.

From the separate sijill to the closing formula

According to Hanafite jurists, the judgment confirming the binding force of waqf

had to be acquired through a formal lawsuit. Ibn al-Humam (d.1457), the author

of Fath
˙

al-Qadı̄r, explains its process.7

The judgment of a h
˙

ākim8 is acquired in the following manner: [a wāqif]

delivers the property which he made waqf to a mutawalli and, after that,

manifests his intention of revoking waqf. Then [the mutawalli] brings a

lawsuit against [the wāqif]. Finally, the qadi to whom the lawsuit was

brought pronounces the judgment in favor of the binding force of the waqf

in question.

wa-s
˙

ūratu h
˙

ukmi al-h
˙

ākimi . . . an yusallima-hu ilā mutawallin thumma

yuz
˙

hira al-rujū\a fa-yukhās
˙

ima-hu ilā al-qād
˙

ı̄ | fa-yaqd
˙

iya al-qād
˙

ı̄ bi-

luzūmi-hi

The process consists of four elements: delivery (taslı̄m), revocation (rujū\),
lawsuit (mukhās

˙
ama or murāfa\a), and judgment (qad

˙
ā| or h

˙
ukm). One would

find these elements far more strictly reproduced in the separate sijills than in the

closing formula incorporated into the text of waqf deeds. Here, I quote the part

of the sijill – dated 9 February 1299 – attached to the waqf deed bearing the date

13 January 1299 as an example:9

WAQ F C L O S I N G F O R M U L A
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I, Abu al-Fadl Muhammad b. Muhammad b. \Umar b. al-Mahmud

al-Bukhari . . . pronounced a judgment in favor of the legitimacy and

legality of this waqf and also in favor of the validity and binding force of

this s
˙

adaqa concerning all the properties which were described to be waqf

in the main text of the waqf deed . . . . The judgment was delivered as a

consequence of a legitimate and lawful suit . . . which had taken place in

my presence and which had been brought by the plaintiff whose claim had

been permitted in law to be heard against the defendant, who as an answer

to the plaintiff had denied the legitimacy and binding force of the waqf in

question – in this case it is permitted in law to pronounce judgment against

him because the defendant’s claim tends to the invalidity [of the waqf]. I

came to the decision stated above when, with sufficient knowledge about

the points of controversy, I exerted the ijtihād, which led to the conclusion

affirming the legitimacy and binding force of the waqf in accordance with

the pious imams of the past – may God have mercy upon them – who had

upheld the legality of a waqf like this and the binding force and validity of

a s
˙

adaqa in this form.

. . . h
˙

akamtu bi-s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

ati hādhā al-waqfi wa-jawāzi-hi wa-nafādhi hādhihi

al-s
˙

adaqati wa-luzūmi-hā fı̄ jamı̄\i mā buyyina waqfı̄yatu-hu fı̄ bāt
˙
ini s

˙
akki

al-waqfi hādhā . . . wa-dhālika ba\da da\wā s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

atin shar\ı̄yatin . . . jarat

bayna yadayya min khas
˙

min mudda\in jāza fı̄ al-shar\i samā\u da\wā-hu
\alā khas

˙
min munkirin s

˙
ih
˙

h
˙

ata-hu wa-luzūma-hu wa-sāgha fı̄ al-shar\i
ijrā|u al-h

˙
ukmi \alay-hi mā|iluu ilā jihati al-fasādi wa-dhālika ba\da mā

\araftu mawād
˙

i\a al-khilāfi wa-mawāqi\a al-ikhtilāfi waqa\a ijtihādı̄ \alā

s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

ati-hi wa-luzūmi-hi \amalan minnı̄ \alā qawli man yarā jawāza hādhā

al-waqfi wa-luzūma hādhihi al-s
˙

adaqati wa-nafādhi-hā min al-a’immati

al-salafi al-s
˙

ālih
˙

ati rah
˙

ima-hum allāhu

The sijill cited above gives the full details of the process of this formal

lawsuit. That a mutawalli appears as a plaintiff, while a wāqif is allocated the

role of a defendant, and that the judgment is delivered as a result of the qadi’s

own ijtihād are not clearly shown in the closing formula after the sixteenth

century. On the whole, besides the detailed description of the lawsuit, these

separate sijills have the essential feature which provides a striking contrast to the

closing formula incorporated into the text of a waqf deed, that is, they are written

in the first person in the name of the qadi who passed the judgment in favor of

the binding force of the waqf in question.10 This feature – being written in the

first person in the name of a qadi – appears to have been well preserved in the

second half of the fifteenth century when the description of the lawsuit became

drastically simplified.11

The fact that some Central Asian waqf deeds drawn up before the sixteenth

century have a separate sijill in the first person, even though they also contain the

description of the lawsuit in the third person at the end of their own text,12

I S O G A I K E N ’ I C H I
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clearly shows the significance of these separate sijills. At least, at that time

including only the description of the lawsuit in the text of a waqf deed apparently

could not give waqf the effect expressed by the term “musajjal” (lit., being

provided with sijill).

In contrast to these precedent separate sijills, the later closing formula was

neither written in the first person nor took the form of a separate document. The

new features of the closing formula after the sixteenth century can be

summarized as follows:

1 The text was written in the third person and entirely incorporated into the

main text of a waqf deed.

2 The description of the formal lawsuit came to include taslı̄m besides rujū\,
murāfa\a and h

˙
ukm, while its text became quite simplified.

3 The effect formerly expected in a separate sijill came to be given by merely

putting qadi’s seal to a document.13

This process of transition (from a separate sijill to an incorporated formula),

which most likely took place sometime in the sixteenth century, appears to have

run parallel with the contemporary teachings of the Hanafite school. For

example, the late fifteenth century Central Asian fatwa compilation, Fatāwā

Shı̄bānı̄ (or Shaybānı̄), contains the case cited below in an abridged form.14

Question: Provided that Zayd converted his own garden and houses into

waqf and stated that he had made them waqf, delivered them to a

mutawallı̄ and a qadi had passed judgment in favor of the legality of this

waqf. Then, after his death, his heirs assert that Zayd did not receive a sijill

(musajjal nı̄ shuda ast) and they intend to sell all that he made waqf. In this

case, if Zayd wrote down his statement mentioned above literally in his

waqf deed, though he had not acquired a sijill, do his heirs have right to

sell that which he made waqf? Answer: No.

This passage explicitly reflects the fact that, at least in late fifteenth-century

Central Asia, the separate sijill written in the name of a qadi was no longer

necessary for the waqf to acquire binding force. The following statement of

al-Kuhistani (d.1554), the mid-sixteenth century Central Asian jurist, in his

Jāmi\ al-Rumūz justifies this change theoretically.15

The fulfillment of the lawsuit is not required, because if a scribe just writes

down the wāqif ’s statement that one of the qadis of the Muslims

pronounced the judgment in favor of the binding force of the waqf in

question, it will be binding [automatically]. This method is not regarded as

deceit that nullifies the truth and legitimatizes an illegitimate case, because

it protects waqf from nullification. Thus, there is no objection to it. This

method can be applied not only to waqf [but also other similar cases],
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because in each case where the judgment of a h
˙

ākim on the point of ijtihād

is to be required, such as the lease contract of joint ownership and so on, it

is permitted to adopt the measures mentioned above (cited from

Jawāhir).16

wa-lā yushtarat
˙
u al-murāfa\atu fa-inna-hu law kataba kātibun min iqrāri

al-wāqifi anna qād
˙

iyan min qud
˙

āti al-muslimı̄na qad
˙

ā bi-luzūmi-hi s
˙

āra

lāziman wa-hādhā laysa bi-kidhbin mubt
˙
ilin li-h

˙
aqqin wa-mus

˙
ah
˙

h
˙

ih
˙

in

li-ghayri s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

in fa-inna-hu man\u al-mubt
˙
ili \an al-ibt

˙
āli fa-lā ba|sa bi-hi

wa-hādhā idhā lam yakhtas
˙

s
˙

bi-al-waqfi fa-inna kulla mawd
˙

i\in yuh
˙

tāju

fı̄-hi ilā h
˙

ukmi h
˙

ākimin bi-mujtahadin fı̄-hi ka-ijārati al-mushā\i wa-

ghayri-hi jāza fı̄-hi mithlu hādhihi al-kitābati ka-mā fı̄ al-Jawāhiri

We can safely assume that the sixteenth-century transition from a separate

sijill to an incorporated formula was caused by the opinion which justified a

wāqif in omitting the fulfillment of the lawsuit, though the opinion itself had

already appeared as early as the thirteenth century.17 Now, a wāqif is only

required to write down in his waqf deed that a qadi pronounced the judgment.

The wāqif no longer has to acquire a separate sijill, since it is the closing formula

and qadi’s seal that makes his waqf musajjal.18

The theoretical background of the closing formula

Finally, we will deal with the theoretical background that introduced the formal

lawsuit into the process of establishing waqf. For this purpose I will have

recourse to one of the most famous Hanafite juristic works, Hidāya, composed

by \Ali al-Marghinani (d.1197), which enjoyed an authoritative position among

Central Asian jurists for a long time. Of course, this work also cannot be

completely free from the author’s own viewpoint. However, it is worth

mentioning that the work was traditionally considered the most authentic

textbook on jurisprudence in Central Asian madrasas.19 Thus, we may assume

that the teachings described in Hidāya were accepted as the normative view of

the Hanafite school by the Central Asian qadis, who once must have studied at a

madrasa and who were supposed to pass the judgment confirming the binding

force of waqf.20

The Kitāb al-waqf of Hidāya begins with the question of whether ownership

by a wāqif of the property turned into waqf is extinguished or still remains in it.

From the standpoint of Abu Hanifa, who held the continuity of wāqif’s

ownership, waqf is to be defined as the retention of a thing under the ownership

of a wāqif, while donating the proceeds gained from it to beneficiaries (h
˙

absu

al-\ayni \alā mulki al-wāqifi wa-al-tas
˙

adduqu bi-al-manfa\ati).21 Abu Hanifa is

therefore said to have denied the binding force of waqf, because if the

ownership of a wāqif still remains in the property changed into waqf, he has full

disposal of it and if so may even sell it to another, revoking waqf itself.22 In this
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sense, later Hanafites considered that according to Abu Hanifa waqf was

allocated a position similar to a loan without interest (\ārı̄ya), in essence

revocable.23

On the other hand, the definition of waqf based on the teachings of Abu Yusuf

and Muhammad al-Shaybani is the retention of a thing to the same degree as

given by God’s ownership (h
˙

absu al-\ayni \alā h
˙

ukmi mulki allāhi ta\ālā).24

Thus, ownership over the property turned into waqf leaves a wāqif, but nobody

else,25 and consequently waqf becomes binding, while its proceeds fall into the

hands of beneficiaries.26

From the discussion described in Hidāya, one understands that the origin of

controversy over the binding force (luzūm) of waqf is to be attributed to

disagreement about the ownership of a wāqif. The question whether the

ownership of a wāqif leaves him or not is represented by the term “khurūj” (lit.,

to leave). According to Ibn al-Humam, the fifteenth-century commentator on

Hidāya, Muslim jurists generally considered these two elements – luzūm and

khurūj – to be inseparably related.27 In their argumentation khurūj is regarded as

a prerequisite for luzūm. Thus, waqf cannot acquire binding force (lazima) until

the ownership of a wāqif leaves him (kharaja).

In short, Hanafite jurists were faced with great difficulties. Since Abu Hanifa

had explicitly denied the khurūj, they needed to find clear evidence from the

Qur|an or Sunna that would give grounds for legitimatizing the khurūj, in order

to realize luzūm. However, according to Ibn al-Humam, no such evidence that

led to khurūj was in either the Qur|an or in authentic Hadith literatures.28

Hanafite jurists managed to solve this theoretical difficulty by regarding the

issue on khurūj as the one open to ijtihād and handing the decision on it over to

individual qadis,29 who were expected to pronounce judgment in favor of both

khurūj and, consequently, luzūm by carrying out ijtihād themselves. This is why

a Central Asian wāqif had to acquire qadi’s judgment confirming the binding

force of waqf through his “ijtihād.”

The process of the formal lawsuit also reflects the situation described above. In

its process, the lawsuit is brought by a mutawalli against the wāqif who manifested

the intention of revoking waqf under the pretext that waqf was not binding (ba-
\illat-i \adam-i luzūm). One can easily find out that the argument adopted by the

wāqif’s side is nothing but the opinion of Abu Hanifa.30 On the other hand, what is

demanded by the mutawalli’s side is the legitimacy (s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a) and binding force

(luzūm) of waqf. The crucial point, for the moment, is that the claim of a

mutawalli is apparently drawn from the teachings of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad

al-Shaybani, who held the binding force of waqf. Thus, the judgment was given

through the lawsuit brought by the mutawalli whose claim was based on the

opinion of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani against the wāqif who

intended to revoke his waqf in accordance with the teachings of Abu Hanifa.

The next issue is why the legitimacy (s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a) of waqf is demanded by a

mutawalli as well as its binding force (luzūm). The reason is again connected

with a disagreement, in this case between Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-

WAQ F C L O S I N G F O R M U L A
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Shaybani over the condition for khurūj. While Abu Yusuf considered that the

wāqif’s statement of his establishing waqf (qawl) was the necessary and

sufficient condition for khurūj, according to Muhammad al-Shaybani the

delivery of the property turned into waqf to the hands of a mutawalli (taslı̄m) was

needed in addition to the wāqif’s statement.31 Confronted by this divergence,

Hanafite jurists resolved it by admitting that if waqf was established in a

legitimate way (s
˙

ah
˙

h
˙

a), khurūj would take place automatically beyond the

disagreement between them.32 In other words, as far as the teachings of Abu

Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani are concerned, the legitimacy of waqf

(s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a) is considered a prerequisite for khurūj. Thus, in the process of the

lawsuit, the mutawalli whose claim represents their opinion demands s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a as

well as luzūm in order to realize khurūj, which, in its turn, entails luzūm.33

The process of the formal lawsuit through which a wāqif acquired the binding

force of waqf is as follows:

1 A wāqif delivers property changed into waqf to a mutawalli (taslı̄m), which

indicates explicitly the completion of waqf.

2 The wāqif manifests his intention of revoking waqf (rujū\) by adopting the

teachings of Abu Hanifa.

3 The mutawalli brings a lawsuit (murāfa\a) against the wāqif on the basis of

the opinion of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani, to prevent the wāqif

from revoking waqf.

4 A qadi gives priority to the teachings of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad

al-Shaybani through the ijtihād executed by himself.34

5 The qadi pronounces the judgment confirming, first, the legitimacy of waqf

(s
˙

ih
˙

h
˙

a), which entails khurūj and, second, its binding force or irrevocability

(luzūm), which depends on khurūj.

As is shown in this chapter, Hanafite teachings could actually exert influence on

the structure of Central Asian waqf deeds. Moreover, while the lawsuit described

in either the separate sijills or the closing formula was only a formal and fictitious

one, the description itself had great importance, for, as far as Hanafite school is

concerned, the binding force of waqf could be proved only by it.
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˙
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21 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 40.
22 Ibn al-Humām, Fath

˙
al-Qadı̄r, 5:40.

23 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 40.
24 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 40.
25 “yazūlu mulku al-wāqifi lā ilā mālikin” [Ibn al-Humām, Fath

˙
al-Qadı̄r, 5:40 (citing

Qād
˙
ı̄khān)].

26 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 40.
27 Ibn al-Humām, Fath

˙
al-Qadı̄r, 5:42.

28 Ibn al-Humām, Fath
˙

al-Qadı̄r, 5:40–41.
29 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 39, 43.
30 This assumption is reinforced by the following passage found in the closing formula

of TsGA, f.323, op.1, ed. khr.305/22: “va bāz ān-rā ba-\illat-i \adam-i luzūm
mutas

˙
arrif shuda būdand ka-mā huwa maz

¯
hab-i . . . h

˙
ażrat-i imām-i a\z

˙
am-i Abı̄

H
˙

anı̄fa Kūfı̄ . . .” (Then the wāqif wanted to put these properties changed into waqf at
his own disposal again under the pretext that [the waqf] lacked binding force, as was
the teachings of His Excellency Abu Hanifa Kufi.)

31 Since waqf cannot be completed until khurūj takes place, controversy over the
condition for khurūj inevitably has to do with the completion of waqf. See Note 10.

32 al-Marghı̄nānı̄, Hidāya, 45.
33 To put it at its most extreme, luzūm can be obtained by the judgment confirming s

˙
ih
˙

h
˙

a
only, since the latter inevitably entails the former via khurūj. In this sense, it is quite
suggestive that in the earliest sijill qadi’s judgment refers only to s

˙
ih
˙

h
˙

a of the waqf in
question (Khadr, “Deux actes,” 320).

34 The following passage found in the sijill cited in the previous chapter apparently
indicates Abu Yusuf, Muhammad al-Shaybani, and those who followed them: “. . . the
pious imams of the past – May God have mercy upon them – who had upheld the
legality of a waqf like this and the binding force and validity of a s

˙
adaqa in this

form . . . .”
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2

F O R M A L A S P E C T S O F Q A JA R

D E E D S O F S A L E

Christoph WERNER

Exploring the formal characteristics of archival material might not initially

appear as a particularly thrilling endeavour. However, there are good reasons to

let the actual subject matter of documents rest for a while. For one, the analysis

and description of both outward appearance and internal formulary structure of

documents is an important step towards their correct understanding – and thus a

precondition for any subsequent interpretation of contents. This ancillary aspect

of diplomatic studies does not only facilitate the basic task of reading a

document in hand – or prior to “reading,” browsing through material found in an

unspecified file or collection – it might also help to ascertain defective dates or

to verify whether one is dealing with an original, a contemporary copy, or a

much later effected transcript. In many instances, an awareness of formularies

might be the only way to find out about what one is actually looking at. Thus, to

give an example, what appears at first glance to be a waqf deed, might in fact

turn out to be only the legal acknowledgement of a previously or separately

established foundation. Equally, what starts out as a contract of sale might

deviate from the standard and include additional stipulations, often constituting

a mixture of sale, rental agreements, and the reciprocal settlement of divergent

claims.

The proper identification of a document’s external and internal characteristics

should consequently also prevent an erroneous or misleading categorisation.

This demand sounds much easier than it turns out to be in practice; in fact, there

is little common ground among historians in Iran, as the primary editors of

document collections, on basic questions of terminology and the organisation of

the often extensive material in their hands. Some prefer thematic principles, such

as everything dealing with landed property, endowments, or water rights, while

others follow strict formal guidelines and distinguish along legal concepts and

issuing authorities.1 The absence of established categories is also a characteristic

mark of many archival and manuscript catalogues, where terms such as sanad,

qabālah, or raqam (“document,” “deed,” “decree”) continue to be used

indiscriminately, often in combinations such as qabālah-i kharı̄d-u-furūsh
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(“deed of purchase and sale”) that have no basis in neither legal terminology, nor

in the wording of the documents.

In a second step, the “technical” features of documents provide precious

information on the social, administrative and legal institutions that produced

them. They offer an insider’s view into the workings of the state bureaucracy or

the judicial system and inform us about officials involved, as well as about

various procedural aspects – this is something other sources are rarely able to do.

Registry remarks and endorsing attestations may reveal much about how and by

whom decrees were issued, how requests were treated and how civil contracts

were recorded and declared legally valid. Apart from these utilitarian

considerations, it should be stressed that documents as the material output of

a past administration, in their own right, deserve as much attention as other

artefacts of human civilisation. To examine formal traits of archival material

should therefore neither be considered arcane, nor esoteric.

Documents characterised as “private deeds” offer the unique chance to learn

about the workings of the civil judicial system, commonly often referred to as

the shari\a courts. In an Islamic context “private” denotes court or notary deeds,

written and ascertained by Islamic jurists, as opposed to decrees and orders

issued by state chancelleries. The differentiation between “private” documents,

whether dealing with sale, rent, marriage, inheritance, or pious foundations, and

royal or administrative decrees is however not always clear-cut and relies often

more on silent consensus, than on exact definitions.2 Diplomatic studies on

private deeds – whether written in Arabic or Persian – have hitherto focused

almost exclusively on the earliest available specimens, where age alone justified

closer interest. The modern and early modern periods, to the contrary, have not

received adequate attention, although these are the periods when archival

material becomes abundant.

This chapter intends to start filling this gap with a closer examination of

Iranian contracts of sale from the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The choice

of deeds of sale as a model for private documents lies first in the relative

simplicity of form and structure, as well as the plainness of the transactions

recorded in them. This, together with the fact that the contract of sale constitutes

a prototype for other contractual forms in Islamic law, for example rent or

marriage, makes results derived from contracts of sale also applicable to other

contracts.3

My objectives are twofold, revolving around the incentives outlined above;

the first part aims primarily at offering practical support to those who wish to

deal seriously with Persian private documents from the Qajar period through a

systematic analysis of outer appearance, structure, and formulas. Such an

attempt needs to explain certain phenomena with reference to earlier periods or

other regions, and thus offers also comparative and diachronic perspectives. A

closer look on Qajar deeds of sale discloses the final stage of a century-long

development of writing legal deeds in Persian that started before the Ilkhanid

period and ended without a clear demarcation only in the 1930s. Much of the
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legal terminology, as well as many basic concepts of contractual law, survived

the introduction of Western codified law. However, with the effective shift of

authority in civil legal affairs from the ulama to a new state bureaucracy, the

diplomatic and formal development of deeds came to a halt.4 This means that

what we see is not necessarily a completed, but irrevocably terminated process.

We are investigating diplomatic, judicial and formal aspects not from the point

of their earliest origins, but rather from the other end, in the last stage of their

existence.5

The second part elaborates on this diachronic perspective and treats both

long-term developments in the formulary composition of deeds of sale and

issues beyond immediate ancillary concerns. One of them relates to the question

whether the establishment of Shi\ism as state religion under the Safavids and the

emergence of independent Usuli-jurists in Iran is mirrored in the formularies and

appearance of private deeds. The other looks for the reasons behind the virtual

disappearance of the century-old standard employed for the documentation of

sale (bay\) towards the end of the Qajar period and its replacement with the legal

category of settlement (s
˙

ulh
˙

).

Characteristics of Qajar deeds of sale (mubāya\ah)

The deed edited here as an exemplary model for Qajar contracts of sale (see

Figure 2.1 and the accompanying step-by-step text edition with translation)

actually precedes the establishment of the Qajar dynasty for at least two

decades.6 However, since private documents are much less affected by dynastic

change than royal decrees, this is not crucial for our purpose. More important is

the fact that this document from 1186AH, equivalent to the year 1772, serves as

a perfect starting point that comprises already all the major features that

characterise contractual deeds of the nineteenth century. In addition, with its

plain and straightforward appearance in both style and outward execution –

which is rarely achieved in deeds from the late Qajar period – this deed can be

considered as a qualified archetype. This suggestion should however not pass

without an introductory note of caution: since private deeds are the product of a

pre-modern, neither unified, nor centralised judicial institution, every single

deed is unique, shaped by the individual preferences of both the issuing jurist

and the requisitioning client.

Outward appearance

Paper and script

Contracts appear to have been written on whatever kind of paper was at hand, but

there is a marked change in size and quality of the writing material in the course

of the nineteenth century. Prior to the European economic penetration of Iran,

most of the paper would have been produced in the region, providing large sheets
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Figure 2.1 Sale of the Bagh-i Mirza Zahid – mubāya\ah dated 1186/1772
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of heavy and durable quality. The format of contracts before the nineteenth

century is therefore often surprisingly large, at times exceeding a modern A3

size, and they are in an astonishingly good condition.7 With the influx of cheap,

imported paper, this changes considerably: sometimes only small scraps of paper

are used, the quality and durability suffered, the use of coloured paper was not

deemed inappropriate (a dark blue seems to have been quite popular around the

1830s and 1840s, and often one can detect the watermarks of foreign, especially

Russian, producers. Without venturing further into the details of production and

trade, the quality and appearance of the paper on which a deed was written

should be seen as one of the most important immediate impressions one can get

from a document (as long as one is allowed to touch the original). It might be of

help to ascertain a given date, as well as to assess the importance of a transaction

and the parties involved.

Moving from paper to script, one will immediately notice that the quality of

writing also differs extremely from one document to another. Almost all

documents are written in a mixture of shikastah and nasta\lı̄q, sometimes more

inclined to the one side, and sometimes to the other, although pure nasta\lı̄q is

extremely rare.8 As a general rule one can rely on the close correlation between

the significance of the contract and the care applied to its writing. However,

exceptions are common and even deeds involving Qajar princes and high

dignitaries at times feature very crude hands. Crude means scripts that appear

rather square and slightly jerky, i.e. not particularly pleasant to the eye, but

should be distinguished clearly from the writing of people without professional

training. The difference is important, because even a crude, but traditionally

trained hand is easy to read because of its inherent consistency.

Our example might be representative for a deed executed carefully, but

without the attempt to write elegantly or particularly smoothly. Especially

towards the end, the concentration of the scribe appears to have waned, and his

writing shows traits of what I described above as crude – going hand in hand

with a denser and deliberately smaller script. However, as we will see below,

such a judgement on the scribe’s moral is clearly erroneous, since such an

alteration is part of the overall graphic design.

What catches the eye, is the use of a different script for the h
˙

amdala, the

formula of praise for God, in the first line of the main text. The use of a thulth-

like script for Arabic passages is quite frequent, and it is consequently also often

used for the judge’s endorsements, as in our example, and for the “invocation.”

Graphic division and text markers

Private deeds from our period follow a basic graphic partition into two zones that

are clearly separated from each other. One comprises the main text of the deed,

positioned towards the left bottom corner, while the top and right side margins

serve as a virtual container for invocations, endorsements, testimonies, remarks,

and seals. This division is rarely violated, and the graphic means to separate the
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“open” side of the deed, which allows marginal additions, from the “closed” side

are easily recognisable.

Towards the bottom margin this is a gradually decreasing line spacing and, as

we noticed already, the use of a smaller and denser script. On the left side the

final words of each line are drawn upwards, one on top of each other, which

gives the impression of a distinct edge that fences off the free space between the

lines. Both techniques together create a darker, frame-like border area to the left

and bottom side. One should be careful not to interpret them as the repeated and

unsuccessful attempt of the scribe to press as much information as possible in a

line or on a given piece of paper after running out of space.9

Further graphic markers can be found inside the main text. We mentioned

already the use of a different script (thulth) to separate the Arabic preamble from

the proper text of the deed that begins with va ba\d, “and then.” If no enlarged

h
˙

amdala exists, then a simple formula, such as ba\d al-h
˙

amd va al-s
˙

alavāt, is

often emphasised by a different script, or just a broader pen, and combined with

an approximate one-third indent of the first line (see Figure 2.3).10 This version

with right-side indent of the first line appears to have become increasingly

popular in the course of the nineteenth century, particularly for simple deeds. A

corresponding left-side indent often occurs at the bottom end of the text, when

the date is set with a two-word-space apart from the left margin, thus creating

space for an optional concluding seal by the seller.

In addition to the indentation that graphically defines the beginning and the

end of a deed, the text itself often contains visual pointers that facilitate

orientation by highlighting keywords through broader or enhanced writing. In

very elaborate deeds, this might also be done in coloured ink. Such keywords

might comprise, apart from the mentioned va ba\d – or ammā ba\d, the verb

Figure 2.2 Abstract layout sketch of a private deed
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indicating the concrete nature of the transaction (bifurūkht), the agreed price

(mablagh), the phrase introducing the sold object (hamagı̄ va tamāmı̄), the

cardinal points in border demarcations, and sometimes key expressions of the

legal clauses, in our example the wording of żamānan islāmı̄yan (“liability

according to Islamic conventions”).11 The insertion of financial details in

accountancy script (siyāq) in between the lines, also serves indirectly as a

marker in that it clearly denotes the place where the transactional part of the text

ends and the legal clauses begin.

We will treat the contents of the margins in more detail further down, but

what appears at first glance as a widely chaotic and disorganised area, follows

nevertheless certain rules. We designated the upper and right side margin as a

container for a wide variety of floating objects, such as endorsements by judges

and notaries, invocations and other religious formulae, the separately recorded

name of a high ranking seller or buyer, later affected additions (such as a change

in price, separate acknowledgements, or special stipulations), witness remarks

and testimonies with seals, and notes on the number of issued copies of the deed.

The margins do not usually contain lists of any kind (objects, prices, borders),

which tend be placed rather in-between the lines of the main text.

Figure 2.3 Sale deed from 1279/1863
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In order to orient oneself among this multiplicity of diverse objects, one should

be aware that they are not inserted all at once. Thus invocations and religious

formula would be written before endorsements, and endorsements usually

separately from testimonies. A rough guideline is that objects tend to be arranged

clockwise, starting at the top left corner, since the paper is turned anti-clockwise

in the process of adding remarks, which results in the seemingly topsy-turvy

positioning of seals and notes. The upper left area is usually reserved for

endorsements (A in Figure 2.2), the upper central area for religious invocations

(B), and the right side margin for the testimonies made by the witnesses (C).

Main text

Traditional diplomatics, as the ancillary science dealing with documents, would

define textual segments of private deeds, similar to chancellery documents,

according to categories derived from European scholarship. Consequently, we

would have to define the protocol, or introductory part, the text itself with further

subdivisions, and finally the concluding protocol (also called eschatokoll), with

the date, closing formula, and final attestations.

While such a distinction can be useful, especially for a wider comparative

approach, whether contrasting private and public documents, deeds from

different areas of the Islamic world, or even documents from completely diverse

cultural backgrounds, the application of such terms to Persian documents is not

unproblematic. Their close indebtedness to European models always carries a

notion of Eurocentricity, and the use of Latin terminology, although introduced

very convincingly by Busse for Safavid decrees, consequently failed to catch on

in Iran itself.12 Furthermore, many textual parts that can be determined in royal

decrees, such as arenga, narratio, or dispositio, rarely appear in private deeds

and introductory and closing parts might often turn out to be extremely brief.13

Instead, I will choose an alternative, more pragmatic approach and proceed in

the analysis of our example according to the above outlined graphical, twofold

division (margins/text), and in the text along the internal optical and textual

marker, employing four main thematic divisions: introduction, transaction, legal

clauses, conclusion and date.

Introduction

The introductory part begins in our example with an extended and elaborate

h
˙

amdala and tas
˙

liyah, the praise of God and the Prophet with his kin. Formula

employed in contracts of sale would often include allusions to the Koranic verse

2:275 of “God permitted sale and prohibited usury,” often in the form of ah
˙

alla

al-bay\ wa al-shirā wa h
˙

arrama al-ghas
˙

b wa al-ribā, 14 and make frequent use of

mālik, the Owner, to relate to God.15 In fact, both are very clear indicators for a

contract of sale and serve as flags that signal from the start the type of contract

concluded.
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The formula of praise is immediately followed by the expression va ba\d or

ammā ba\d, that is, a call to move on. In more elaborate documents, such as

prolonged vaqf deeds, this is a crucial marker for the onset of the actual

transaction, but most sale deeds would not include lengthy rhetorical passages at

the beginning. The va ba\d is then simply used to separate the h
˙

amdala and the

following text. In concise deeds initial formulas of praise and va ba\d are

consequently often contracted to a mere ba\d al-h
˙

amd va al-s
˙

alavāt, “after

praise and laudation.”

Still part of the introduction is the formulaic declaration of purpose, in our

document: gharaż az tah
˙

rı̄r va tarqı̄m-i ı̄n kalimāt-i shar\ı̄yat al-\ināyāt ān-ast.

Constructed always along the line of “the reason for writing this deed is as

follows,” its actual wording is left up to the discretion of the scribe. For “purpose,”

gharaż, one can also use bā\is
¯

, murād, maqs
˙

ad, or sabab, synonyms for tah
˙

rı̄r

include tast
˙
ı̄r, tarqı̄m, and nigārish, while the deed itself might be referred to

simply as kalām, s
˙

ut
˙
ūr, \ibārāt, arqām, or more to the point as varaqah or vas

¯
ı̄qah.

There is no limit to possible qualifying additions, often in the form of Arabic

compounds including shar\ı̄ or vāżih
˙

, however, the elegance of the phrase

ultimately relies on the judicious use of rhymed prose and alliteration.

This special type of “purpose-declaration” can be found in the introductory

section of Persian private documents at least since the ninth/fifteenth century,

i.e. already prior to the Safavid period. Although at this early time, many deeds

of sale still preferred the older introductory formula of ı̄n-z
¯

ikrı̄ ast (“this is a

record/note that . . .”) that we know already from pre-Mongol deeds.16 In our

period, the use of a gharaż . . . ān ast type opening was considered almost

obligatory for most private documents and was rarely omitted. The purpose-

declaration phrase in the introduction thus constitutes one of the most obvious

textual characteristics of Qajar deeds.

Table 2.1 Text edition, first part, of the model deed of sale from 1186/1772

Introduction

H
˙

amdala & tas
˙

liyah

Praise be to God, the Owner of all
Properties, and Hail to the one addressed
as “Who but you” [i.e. Muhammad], his
kin and descendants, verily they are the
heavens’ stars,

Moving on

and then:

Declaration of purpose

the reason for writing and composing
these words of benign lawfulness is the
following:
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In very rare instances of particularly luxurious deeds, the whole introductory

part including h
˙

amdala, tas
˙

liyah, and declaration of purpose might be elaborated

into a dense masterpiece of embellished rhetoric, incorporating quotations from

the Qur|an and Hadith, and introducing literary motives and metaphors

appropriate to the object exchanged in the contract.17

Transaction

P L A C E A N D T I M E O F T H E M A J L I S

The first element of the text’s main section that outlines the actual transaction,

introduces the abstract time and place of the contract’s conclusion. It is optional

and therefore quite often omitted, especially in shorter deeds. The unity of place

and time where the contracting parties meet and the sale is concluded is crucial

in the legal definition of sale and referred to in jurisprudential literature as the

majlis (session, meeting, gathering).18 As a theoretical concept, it comprises the

consequent acts of offer (ı̄jāb) and acceptance (qabūl) that only together

guarantee the validity of a contract of sale. Concrete reference to “acceptance”

and “offer” is however rarely made in this context and if inserted in the deed, is

rather part of the legal clauses or included in the endorsement.

In our example, the abstract reference to place and time serves primarily as a

dramatic device to introduce the first protagonist of the contract and prepares the

stage where the selling party makes its first appearance: h
˙

āżir shud. The precise

time is of no practical importance and consequently turns into a token of good

omen: “in the best of times.”19 Interesting to note from a comparative point of

view is that in many Central-Asian deeds of sale and at least in one of the pre-

Mongol Persian deeds from Ardabil this concept of time is real and the deeds

actually begin with the mention of the date, immediately after the ammā ba\d
formula.20 However, with the transferral of the date to the end of the text only a

symbolic reminiscence of time remains.

The reference to the place of the transaction is more difficult to analyse. Similar

to many other examples of official Persian prose the question remains whether to

read terms and expressions as “real” or merely as rhetorical clichés. Clearly, the

reference to the “House of the Law” (dār al-shar\) in our model contract is too

imprecise to allow any efficient location of the event. Neither the town or quarter of

the transaction is usually named, nor is the name of the presiding judge or notary

revealed. Furthermore, the idea that large cities contained only one central religious

court that offered legal services is clearly erroneous.21

Still, emphasis is placed on the fact that the contractual agreement is located

not anywhere, but at a place especially designated for legal business, and that the

contract is drawn up in the presence of both parties and a judge. Even if reference

to place and time are omitted, the fact that the parties were present or appeared in

person is hinted at with a simple h
˙

āżir gardı̄dand. Alternatives for dār al-shar\ can

be mah
˙

żar, mah
˙

kamah, or even echoing the above stated legal term majlis-i
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Table 2.2 Text edition, second part, of the model deed of sale from 1186/1772

Transaction

Place and time of the majlis

In the best of times came to the radiant
‘House of Law’,

Seller

the pilgrim to the Haramain, Hajji \Ali
Akbar, son of the late Karbala’i Badr
Khan, a preacher from Tabriz known as
Shah Vermeshlu

Acknowledgement of free will

who legally acknowledged that – of his
own free will and desire –

Selling

he had sold

Type of contract

through a legally correct and valid,
binding and obliging mubāya\a and a
covenant according to Islamic
denomination

Buyer

to the eminent, high-ranking, a pillar of
grandees and notables and scion of sayyids
and noblemen, Mirza Muhammad Riza
\Abd al-Vahhabi, the vakı̄l-i ra\āyā of the
dār al-salt

˙
ana Tabriz

Object marker

all of

Object

the jointly held half of a well-known and
demarcated garden, planted with vines,
located in the area of Malahjan of
Mihranrud, known as the Bagh-i Mirza
Zahid Khan with the size of 100 man
‘seed’

Borders

which borders the land of Hajji Rafi\, the
garden of Hajji Aqa Baba and the street
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shar\.22 There is a certain tendency to move from a terminology that evokes the

notion of a “court” (as in dār al-shar\), mirroring a still institutionalised

administration of Islamic law in the eighteenth century, to a more individualised

expression of the venue that hints at the presiding jurist, as in the address
\ālı̄h

˙
ażrat-i \ālı̄mah

˙
żar-i shar\ towards the end of the Qajar period.23

C O N T R AC T UA L PA RT I E S ( S E L L E R A N D B U Y E R )

The party selling, as the active part that initiates the transaction is in our period

always introduced first.24 It can consist of one or several individuals, and if not

present in person, can be represented by a proxy (vakı̄l). Especially women and

minors often are represented by male relatives or their guardian, but also high

ranking dignitaries often preferred to do business through their agents.

Depending on the status of the involved individuals their names might be

preceded by an elaborate chain of honorifics, that run parallel to honorific

epithets employed in contemporary decrees. In most cases the father’s name is

provided (in the case of women sometimes also the name of the husband or

another close male relative), sometimes followed by other personal character-

istics, such as residence, profession, or nicknames. The same is true for the other

contractual party, which is usually introduced only after the formulas naming the

actual transaction. There is no formulary distinction in the way both parties are

presented, but we sometimes find the seller’s seal in between the lines where his

name is mentioned, in addition to placing his seal at the final end of the contract,

which is never the case with the buyer.

S E L L I N G , AC K N OW L E D G E M E N T O F F R E E W I L L , A N D T Y P E O F C O N T R AC T

The keyword that functions as an axis around which the recorded transaction of

sale revolves is plain and direct Persian: bifurūkht (“he/she sold”). Set in the past

tense, as is the rest of the contract, the exclusive use of the prefix bi- at this point

emphasises the action grammatically, while elevated, broadened or coloured

script marks this keyword graphically.

Appurtenances

with all legal appurtenances and
accessories according to Islamic
convention

Price

for the price of a determined amount of 27
tuman and 5,000 dinar of current
circulation, its affirmed half being 13
tuman and 7,500 dinar as specified,
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Arranged around this keyword are elaborations on the theme of free will and

a more precise designation of the mode of contract. It is a crucial stipulation for

the validity of the sale that the selling party acts out of free will, is not under

duress and under full physical and mental control. As a mere legal prerequisite,

it is usually considered sufficient to insert Arabic fragments as in our example:

bi al-t
˙
aw\ wa al-raghba, often also in the form of t

˙
aw\an raghbatan. More

elaborate forms would exclude possible pressure (i.e. dūn al-ikrāh wa al-ijbār)

and include mention of the seller’s sane state (i.e. dar h
˙

ālat-i sih
˙

h
˙

at). Note that

this is only a requirement for the seller, not for the one actually purchasing, since

the former is the one initiating the transaction.

One can perceive a certain inclination to balance the rather candid Persian

verb of action with an Arabicised explanation. This is done through the

additional reference to the exact type of contract employed in the contract which,

in our case, is called a mubāya\ah. If one looks for an unambiguous definition of

a Qajar deed as contract of sale, then the term mubāya\ah serves as a clear

internal classifying sign.25 Some document collections also arrange deeds

accordingly and clearly separate contracts of this type from other contractual

transactions effecting factual sale, such as settlement-contracts.26 The systemic

use of Arabic verbal nouns derived from the III. stem to denote contractual types

is among the most interesting phenomena of early modern Persian legal

language. Parallel to mubāya\ah, we encounter mu|ājarah, mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah, or the

generic term mu\āqadah.

The deliberately ambiguous style that oscillates between Persian and Arabic

becomes evident in the long chain of iżāfah-connected attributes defining the

contract as legally correct and binding. Thus, ba-mubāya\ah-i lāzimah-i

jāzimah-i s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

ah-i s
˙

arı̄h
˙

ah-i shar\iyyah, could in theory also be read bi-

mubāya\atin lāzimatin jāzimatin. . . , especially since neither tā| marbūt
˙
a, nor

iżāfah are usually indicated in writing.

Despite the fact that in our example the actual transaction is introduced with a

separate clause of acknowledgment (i\tirāf-i shar\ı̄ namūd), the contractual type

is not that of a unilateral iqrār, and should also be distinguished from documents

where this is a recurring and obligatory part of the deed.27

One should be aware that the structure outlined above is neither rigid, nor

obligatory with regard to all mentioned components. Thus, the order of single

elements can be changed at will and certain parts can be omitted for the sake of

convenience. Another deed might start, for example, with a more simple furūkht,

then adding an elaborate clause recording the seller’s free will, while leaving out

any reference to the type of contract, which is in any case repeated in the legal

paragraphs of the deed.28

O B J E C T

What is actually sold or transferred, the Arabo-Persian legal term for the sold

object being mabı̄\, is introduced with the words of tamāmı̄ va hamagı̄, or at
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times even tripartite as hamagı̄ va tamāmı̄ va jumlagı̄, meaning simply “the

whole and complete.” That in many instances the object of sale does not

constitute a complete entity, but might consist only of a fragment of a larger unit,

such as, for example, half a one-sixth (dāng) of a village, should not be seen as a

contradiction. In fact, the formula simply serves as a marker for the object to

come, separating it from the previous text, or in case there are several distinct

objects included in the transaction, also from a following item, for example

shares of a qanāt in the vicinity.

How detailed the description of the sold object turns out to be varies

considerably from one document to the other. To a certain decree, this depends

on the object’s value and size, but equally on whether it is widely known under a

specific name, is located in the area, and whether the contract of sale is based on

previous contracts that already define the object in a sufficient manner. In the

latter case, deeds documenting the history of previous ownership would have

been exchanged together with the object in the course of the transaction – thus

making yet another detailed description superfluous. Included often is therefore

the provenance of the sold object, or how, for example, through inheritance, it

came into the possession of the present selling owner.

In most instances, the description of the object is reduced to a kind of “index

card” carrying certain keyword entries that allow those who know the area and

the object to recall its characteristics, without providing the kind of in-depth

information that would allow an outsider, including the historian, to venture an

evaluation or to pin it down on a map.

A typical “index-card” would contain the number or exact fraction of what is

sold, following immediately after the neutral object marker hamagı̄ va tamāmı̄. It

would include the appropriate count-words, such as qit
˙

\ah or bāb, and a clear

and unambiguous categorisation, such as bāgh, tı̄mchah, khāna, zamı̄n, or qanāt.

Since often only shares of larger objects were exchanged that were commonly

held and operated, expressions such as shāyi\ or mushā\ are inserted to indicate

jointly managed property. Next comes a rough indication of location with

vāqi\ah dar that might refer to a rural district or an urban quarter without further

details, before the actual name of the object, if it carries one, is given with the

words of mashhūr bah. If size or quantity plays a role, such as the size of a field,

the amount of water from a qanat or the number of shops in a caravanserai, this

might be mentioned separately with mushtamilah bah.

B O R D E R S A N D A P P U RT E NA N C E S

The borders and exact demarcations of the object, although of significance in

theoretical legal literature, are usually part of the above “index-card” and kept to

an absolute minimum. Border demarcations start with the keyword of mah
˙

dūdah

bah and a short enumeration of adjacent properties, in most instances without

the mention of cardinal points. In rare instances, however, borders might be

listed under the four points of the compass in more detail, but then rather in
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tabular form in-between lines, rather than as part of the main text.29 Tabular

arrangements are also widespread if a contract of sale includes more than two

separate objects.

Without the separately recorded price these standardised descriptions, even

less informative than flyers from modern real-estate agents, give only a very

sketchy impression of the object’s value and quality. It should also be noted that

we talk here only about sales of real estate, landed property and water rights, not

about the sale of movable property, such as agricultural produce, manufactured

objects, or animals, that would require different attributes. Sales of movable

objects appear not to have been legally recorded on a regular basis, and if they

were registered nevertheless, then it would not have been necessary to preserve

documentation on such sales for a longer time, which might explain their

absence in family archives.30

Reference to the legal appurtenances or accessories of the sold object, or in

other words, the explicit mention that the object is sold with everything that law

and common sense (shar\ and \urf) would assume to be an integral part of it, is

rather a juridical formality than a real practical necessity. In some deeds, these

appurtenances that are mentioned as the lavāh
˙

iq or tavābi\ of the object can be

spelled out with great love to detail, often introduced by Arabic expressions such

as ma\ jamı̄\ mā yata\alliq bihi/bihā or kull mā dhukira au lam yudhkar. In the

case of a village, for example, mention would be made of used and unused

qanats, cultivated and uncultivated land, woods, pastures and hamlets.

P R I C E A N D M O D E S O F PAY M E N T

The price (mablagh or s
¯

aman) is mentioned last and thus concludes the

actual description of the sale. Graphically however, it is positioned in the

centre of the whole deed, highlighting its importance as the most crucial

statement of the whole contract – before the composition moves on to the

often lengthy, obligatory legal clauses. The amount is always spelled out in

words and given usually in the abstract accountancy unit as tūmān and dı̄nār.

In order to make sure that the amount is not altered, but primarily to allow

both quicker access and easier transfer into ledgers, the amount is quite often

recorded in siyāq as well, added in-between the lines like in our deed.31

Similarly, the amount is at times repeated as its confirmed half, a practice that

stretches far back, but becomes increasingly rare towards the later half of the

nineteenth century.

Since the tūmān was an accountancy unit that had no direct equivalent in

concrete currency, and since coinage was crucial in determining the actual value

of money, only few contracts in Qajar times could pass without the explicit

mention of the kind of money used in the transaction. The fact that our model

contract from the Zand period can do without it, might be seen as a clear

indication of the monetary stability during this period. While reference to recent

and circulating coinage (rāyij or jadı̄d al-żarb) is a standard, we encounter quite
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often more detailed definitions such as “for the price of 200 tūmān in riyals

minted under Fath-\Ali Shah, with a weight of two mis
¯

qāl, eight pieces on one

tūmān”.32 Or in the later Qajar period with even greater emphasis on weight as

“20 tūmān in cash of recent coinage with a weight of 24 nukhūd”. Contracts

reflect very clearly the monetary conditions at a certain period, and both parties

made sure that at this point no formulaic expressions were used.

Legal clauses

Legal clauses take up the remaining half of our deed and not only in their outer

appearance often resemble the cluttered “small print” of modern contracts. Their

inclusion was to a certain degree obligatory, although the question to what extent

was handled quite differently. Unless they included separate agreements or

special conditions (shurūt
˙
), something that is rather rare in most contracts of

sale, the actual contents of these standardised clauses were probably of little

interest and concern to most clients. The frequently occurring lawsuits and

disputes on ownership consequently never refer to the legal clauses of a contract

or take up any of the issues treated in them. If contracts are discussed in court

protocols, it is first the mere fact of their existence, and second their

genuineness, resulting quite often in the question of the credibility of the

endorsing judges and the authenticity of their seals.

While both structure and contents of our deed until now followed a relatively

straight and logical sequence of providing factual information, from here on the

choice of what clauses were included and how they are arranged appears often

accidental. It is most convenient to understand this final part of a deed along

certain keywords that provide at least a certain orientation. One should, in any

case, be prepared for an often deliberate selection of fragments, both Persian and

Arabic, that are pieced together often without any attempt to provide syntactic

links. The following legal provisions are therefore to be regarded primarily as an

intrinsic part of a contract’s formulary – and they deserve our attention above all

from this perspective.

C O N F I R M AT I O N O F E F F E C T E D T R A N S F E R A N D C O N T R AC T P U T I N T O F O R C E

In our example, the transaction is summarised with reference to the price having

been taken (ma|khūz
¯

) by the seller, and the buyer as thus having bought (ba-

kharı̄d) the mentioned object. The contract is once more explicitly defined as a

legally valid mubāya\ah. With the effected transfer of price and sale-object the

transaction was successfully concluded between them and the contractual

agreement thus put into force.

The major keywords at the end of this passage are vāqi\ va jārı̄ shud (“it took

place and became effective”). Quite often, though not in our case, another

keyword precedes the naming of the contractual type: the employed legal

formulary, s
˙

ı̄ghah. In more elaborate deeds, the effected exchange would be
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defined with further attributes such as ı̄jāban va qabūlan, “as offered by the

seller and accepted by the buyer,” or the formulary would be characterised as

having been expressed \arabı̄yan va fārsı̄yan, “in Arabic and Persian.”

Sometimes the extended wording of the type \aqd-i mubāya\ah . . . jārı̄ shud/

gardı̄d, “the contract of sale . . . became effective,” would include mention of the

general conditions (named as sharāyi\, arkān or qavā\id) of the contract, that are

listed separately in our model contract.

E X C L U S I O N O F A N N U L M E N T ( FA S K H ) A N D G UA R A N T E E O F L I A B I L I T Y ( DA R A K )

The two stipulations dealing with the questions of annulment and liability are

not open to individual choice or modification. To be more precise, they form an

integral part of the binding legal form of the contract, and most deeds include at

least rudimentary allusion to these two concepts of barring annulment of the

contract and of guaranteeing liability. Both of them constitute declarations of the

selling party that are intended to provide increased security for the buyer, who as

the accepting part in the contract, is assured a high amount of security in Islamic

contractual law.

In the first declaration, the seller renounces any right to annul the contract

(isqāt
˙
-i khiyārāt-i faskh) and abstains deliberately from any future legal action

(da\vā) in this regard. This is even valid in case of premeditated fraud – or as the

deeds name it, of fraud of the highest or most abominable degree (ghabn-i

afh
˙

ash). Once again, this is a formulary expression, meant to prevent future legal

suits if the seller should later decide that he is not satisfied with the transaction.

It does not intend to provide a charter for anybody to cheat, nor does it

necessarily relate to actual practice.33

Furthermore, the seller accepts his unambiguous obligation to provide legal

liability, called żamān-i darak, in case a third party should later on raise any

claims to the sold object. In most deeds of the Qajar period, this declaration is

given partly in Arabic, following the model \inda al-khurūj al-mabı̄\
mustah

˙
aqqan li-l-ghayr, but the expressions employed are often fragmentary.34

We can understand the underlying concept much better if we look at the rare

instances where this condition is spelled out in detail: va żamān-i darak-i shar\ı̄
ba nah

˙
vı̄ ast kih hargāh . . . ah

˙
adı̄ az vurrās

¯
va ghayr vurrās

¯
dar khus

˙
ūs
˙

-i

qaryatayn z
˙

āhir gardad bar bāyi\ ast kih az \uhdah-i gharāmat dar-āyad, “legal

liability is defined thus that whenever anybody, whether one of the other heirs or

somebody else, appears with claims on the villages, it is up to the seller to fulfil

his obligation to provide compensation.”35 The party selling would then be

obliged to return the price paid and, if necessary, even provide further redress.

This clause is meant to protect the buyer in case the object sold was originally

not in the exclusive possession of the seller or in cases where ownership was

contested, for example, in the case of inherited estates.
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Table 2.3 Text edition, third part, of the model deed of sale from 1186/1772

Legal clauses and conclusion

Confirmation of effected transfer

which was taken with his legal
acknowledgement, and the honourable
Vakil, as the aforementioned customer
bought the whole recorded object for the
price agreed upon as contracted.

Contract put into force

Between them a sharı̄\a-conform, correct
contract of sale and agreement of Islamic
denomination according to the obligatory
revealed Law took place and became
effective.

Exclusion of annulment (faskh)

The aforementioned seller has knowingly
and consciously dropped and released all
legal claims with regard to options of
annulment of sale, such as legal action
because of fraud – and be it of the highest
decree.

Guarantee of liability (darak)

Concerning the guarantee of legal liability
– in case other claimants to the sold
property arise, whether whole or in parts,
on whom the Lawgiver made it incumbent,
liability rests with the aforementioned
seller, according to Islamic liability
conventions.

Affirmation of new ownership

Now, in consequence of this legal and
correct contract of sale, the whole
aforementioned object became the
exclusive property of the aforementioned
eminent buyer. He shall use it in every way
he wants, such as owners’ exercise rights
on their properties and those holding
rightful actual control over their
possessions.

Date

This took effect on the 24th Rajab 1186.
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A F F I R M AT I O N O F N E W OW N E R S H I P

Formulas affirming the unlimited ownership rights of the buyer – the practical

outcome of the successfully implemented sale – can be found at the end of the

deed’s legal section. The new owner’s property is defined as māl-i khās
˙

s
˙

-i khālis
˙

or milk-i t
˙
alaq, and his rights are often defined in Arabic as ka-tas

˙
arruf al-

mullāk fı̄ amlākihim (“as the free disposal of owners in their property”). These

passages are plain and unproblematic, but it is interesting to note that the

reluctance to include such expressions as noted by Wakin, was not headed

anymore in our time.36 Among the legal clauses that are completely absent in our

period are statements concerning the “inspection” (ru|ya) of the object.37

The above is a very rough sketch of the major components of legal clauses, but

once again it should be borne in mind that every contract was shaped and drafted

individually and while some parts could be dropped completely, others would also

be executed in much more detail. Although we can discern clear preferences in the

usage of one particular judge/notary or in documents written in one region at a

certain time, the final draft was always decided upon by the individual who wrote

the deed and who was able to chose from a wide variety of model drafts.38

In the legal clauses even more than in other parts of the contract, there is a

clear tendency in the Qajar period towards a certain Arabicisation of the deed

and an increasing avoidance of plain Persian wordings. Often, whole sentences

are inserted in Arabic which, quite interestingly, contrasts clearly with early

deeds from the Safavid period that attempt much more frequently to “translate”

legal concepts into Persian. Thus the style of Qajar private deeds evokes much

more the impression of being classical and conservative – probably a deliberate

and intended effect. Although this more frequent usage of Arabic does not

necessarily indicate a higher level of Arabic literacy, as can be gleaned easily

from the frequent mistakes made in the process of inserting certain phrases or

keywords. It might be also interpreted as a certain attempt from the side of the

expanding clerical judicial system to affirm its exclusive access to legal

knowledge and to differentiate itself from a “secular” Persianate society.

From the above, one could easily infer that for practical reasons, it would be

most convenient to skip over the legal part of a deed completely and concentrate

only on the factual contents. While this is justified in the vast majority of cases,

in some cases however, we might still encounter additional stipulations or a

secondary contract after the legal clauses of the first one. In practice, it is

therefore most advisable to quickly scan the legal section for the mentioned

major keywords – unless something unexpected pops up, one can be sure that

one did not miss anything.

Conclusion and date

There is no universal expression to close a contract of sale similar to formulas

such as bar \uhdah shināsand, “they shall consider it their responsibility,” in
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chancellery decrees. There are equally no final signatures or invocations, such as

khutima bi-l-khayr, at the end of Qajar deeds. In most cases, the final segment of

the employed legal clauses, whether affirming the new rights of ownership or

simply validating the correct form of the transaction, would lead straight to the

date. In deeds where the legal clauses are carefully executed, one can sometimes

find an internal break (in our model contract: aknūn) that would start a new

paragraph and thus connect a final passage with the concluding date.

The date is introduced either with the form common in decrees as tah
˙

rı̄ran fı̄,

or with other expressions such as kāna dhalika fı̄, or a straight ba tārı̄kh-i . . .

What distinguishes private deeds most markedly from decrees is that in almost

all cases not just month and year, but also the exact day of the transaction is

included – a clear necessity in case of later disputes. Note especially that in some

cases secondary endorsements might display dates different from the main date,

which is a clear sign that the deed was sometimes taken to other judges for a

separate acknowledgement which might have taken several days or even weeks.

In deeds from roughly the late sixteenth century onwards, the year is usually

given in numerals. A complete spelled out version of the year in Arabic is in our

period only used for ornamental reasons, prior to the numeric date. The long,

wave-like drawn sana functions as a “carrier” for the numeric year and closes

the deed graphically.

Margins

Analysing the graphic layout of private deeds, we noted already the wide variety

of “floating objects” to be encountered in the margins on the top and the right

side. In most editions from Iran, endorsements and witness remarks, as the

judicial means of attesting the validity of a deed, are summarised under the

heading of sijillāt.39 It is now time to examine these objects in more detail and

add some remarks on the procedure of validating deeds of sale in our period.

Endorsements

The most prominent written element outside the main text is in most deeds the

judge’s or notary’s endorsement. It is always positioned on top of the deed,

usually oriented towards the top left corner. We will discuss further questions

related to the position and nature of judicial endorsements separately in issues

beyond ancillary diplomatic analysis, and therefore concentrate at this point

mainly on the formulas employed, their immediate content and their significance

for the validity and authenticity of the deed.

Contracts were concluded in the presence of a judge or notary who would

have drawn up the formulary of the deed, supervised the proceedings and

endorsed the final deed with an attesting remark that gave the contract legal

validity. I use the rather vague term of judge/notary since, in the Qajar period, all

independent and certified members of the ulama, i.e. those who had acquired a
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relevant ijāza or gained approval inside their communities, participated in the

promulgation of legal deeds. This professional activity was not restricted

anymore to those carrying official positions or titles, such as qadi or shaykh al-

islam, nor was it necessary to have been widely acknowledged as a mujtahid.

Prospective clients were free to seek legal services wherever they wanted, and

they chose those members of the ulama whom they trusted or with whom

cooperation had proved agreeable in the past. To a certain degree, the prominence

of a leading member of the ulama would also confer some prestige on the deeds he

signed. In particular, his seals would have been known and acknowledged beyond

regional boundaries – a precondition for the conclusion of more wide ranging

transactions. While the actual function of the endorsing clerical jurist was that of a

notary, many of them would also have acted as judges in a more narrow sense,

passing verdicts, arbitrating disputes, and issuing legal opinions. From the form of

their attestations alone, it is impossible to deduct their professional status or to

decide whether they carried any relevant official title or position.40

For almost all bilateral contracts, a judge’s endorsement was indispensable to

guarantee the validity of a transaction. Witnesses alone were not considered

sufficient, and even more, their testimony could actually be dispensed with

completely if necessary. This already deviates considerably from earlier

practices and other regions of the Islamic world and reflects clearly the quite

distinct structure and organisation of the Shiite Iranian legal system of the Qajar

period.

Table 2.4 Text edition, fourth part, of the model deed of sale from 1186/1772

Margins

Invocation

He alone is the owner

Endorsement

He –
In the Name of God, the best of Names.
The well-known seller, acting out of his
own will, acknowledged and recognised
what is written in it concerning the legal
deed of sale, it took place before me,
written by the judge:
Seals by the shaikh al-islām \Ata’ullah
al-Husaini and the qāżı̄ Muhammad Taqi
al-Hasani al-Husaini

Witnesses

Witnesses:
The refuge of sayyiddom and nobility
Mir Mahdi b. Mir Muhammad Rahim
Khiyabani
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Many contracts carry not only one endorsement, but two or even more, given

by different ulama – or alternatively one central endorsement remark sealed

jointly by different judges. Quite often the deeds allow us to recognise that

“courts” were run as family businesses, with both father and son sealing at the

same time. They also show which ulama worked together on a daily basis, and

hint at existing relations of employment or apprenticeship. In our example – and

we have to be aware that our deed was written in the Zand period when clerical

offices still carried considerable weight – the document displays only one central

endorsement remark, sealed jointly and apparently on an equal footage by the

qadi and the shaykh al-islam of Tabriz.

The wording of the endorsement is invariably given in Arabic; we never find a

Persian endorsement or even inserted Persian fragments. Contrary to the Arabic

passages found in the main text, the endorsement is usually free of grammatical

errors and syntactically correct. This might suggest that the main text was often

written by an employed secretary or scribe, who would simply copy available

model contracts, while the endorsement was written by the issuing judge himself

and added later on.

With the endorsing remark the judge attests the seller’s acknowledgement

(iqrār) of the contents of the contract and thus validates the transaction. The

basic formula employed is of the kind “the seller acknowledges what has been

written down as a legal contract of sale.” The actual wording might differ and

instead of the unambiguous aqarra, we can also find expressions that simply

state that the transaction has taken place, such as qad waqa\a al-bay\, then

echoing the legal clauses of the main text.

More ornate constructions, such as the one in Figure 2.4, would also mention

the major legal components of the deed concerning the transfer of price and

Figure 2.4 Endorsement from a deed of sale dated 1255/1840
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object, the barring of annulment and the guarantee of liability. The highly

stylised endorsement reads:

qad aqarra wa i\tarafa al-bāyi\ al-t
˙
āyi\ al-mājid sallamahu allāh ta\ālā

bimā zubira wa ruqima wa sut
˙
ira fı̄ al-matn min al-mubāya\a al-lāzima

al-jāzima al-s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

a al-shar\ı̄ya wa al-iqbād
˙

wa al-isqāt
˙

wa akhdh

al-thaman tāmman kamalan ladaiya h
˙

arrarahu al-dā\ı̄

(“The voluntarily acting, exalted seller – God bless him – acknowledged

and recognised what has been written, noted and recorded in the main text,

concerning the sharia-conform, correct, legally binding and obligatory

contract of sale, acceptance, waiving of claims, and the taking of the price,

fully and completely, . . .”).41

The judge himself makes his appearance only in the final preposition ladaya –

“(the seller acknowledged . . .) in my presence,” or “it took place before me,”

before the optional statement of authorship “this has been written by the dā\ı̄.”
As the standard self-appellation for ulama in the formulary context of private

deeds dā\ı̄ stands for expressions such as al-dā\ı̄ li-dawām al-dawla al-qāhira or

al-dā\ı̄ li-ubūd al-salt
˙
ana, referring to those praying for the continuity of rule.42

The actual name of the judge never appears in addition to the seal, nor is his title

or function mentioned at all.

While we can encounter references to the legal acknowledgement of the seller

in various places of the main text of our documents, it is clearly not a central or

obligatory element of the formulary. This contrasts with earlier Central-Asian

deeds of sale, where the formal declaration of the seller’s acknowledgement

follows immediately after the initial date of the transaction as part of the opening

section of the formulary.43 In our deeds the formal iqrār has been transferred

from the main text into the top endorsement where it is now reiterated by the

attesting notary judge.

Secondary endorsements, if they exist, are usually shorter and limit their

statement often to a mere aqarra bi-mā fı̄hi. Sometimes the different stages of

the transaction are taken up in separate endorsements: a second attestation

sealed by the same judge as the central endorsement would i.e. only confirm the

completed transfer of payment. Only in elaborate deeds, or in those that deal

with contested property and are thus perhaps in need of a higher amount of

judicial validation, can we find several, independently written endorsements of

equal length.

Witnesses

In some cases, the borderline between what constitutes a secondary or tertiary

endorsement and what should be considered as a witness remark becomes

blurred. Crucial in the decision whether one should identify a remark as
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testimony or as endorsement is the precise wording. As long as emphasis is

placed on the seller acknowledging the contract, or on the successful completion

of the transaction, it should be considered a judicial attestation.

Testimonies by witnesses, on the other hand, typically contain a form of the

root shahada. The most common expression is shahada bi-mā fı̄hi (“he testified

on the contents”), but there are many variants, such as ana min al-shāhidı̄n

(“I am one of the witnesses . . .”), or a parallel Persian wording such as gavāhı̄

dādam (“I testified”); the use of Arabic testifying remarks, though widespread,

was not obligatory. Another alternative, such as employed in our model deed, is

to draw a long line with the heading shuhūd, where witnesses would simply place

their seals.

Another crucial element in the decision whether we deal with an endorsement

or a testifying remark is its location on the document. In general, testimonies are

recorded exclusively on the right-hand margin, while remarks made by members

of the ulama rarely move below the top margin.

We already stated above that the central endorsement made by the judge is the

decisive means of validating the contract, while the testimony of witnesses was

considered only secondary. We therefore also look in vain for a distinct reference

to witnesses in the main text, such as the obligatory closing formula of bi-

mah
˙

d
˙

ar min al-\udūl wa al-thiqāt (“in the presence of righteous and trustworthy

witnesses”) in Central Asian deeds.

If seen from a functional perspective, secondary or tertiary endorsements

would often assume the role of independent testimonies, with the difference that

they are provided by jurists, rather than laymen. Since witnesses are rarely

introduced with their profession or title, it is difficult to decide in which way

they were related to the transaction. In some instances they are clearly concerned

by the transaction, for example as neighbours or as kadkhudās of a village or an

urban quarter. In other instances it is probably safe to assume the witnesses to

have been part of the promulgating judge’s retinue, although nothing hints at the

existence of “professional witnesses.”

OT H E R S TAT E M E N T S M A D E I N T H E M A R G I N S

In addition to endorsements and testimonies proper, we can encounter various

other objects in the margins. If a basmala or any other kind of invocation

appropriate to a contract of sale, such as huwa al-mālik bi-l-istih
˙

qāq, was neither

part of the central endorsement nor introducing the main text, it can be found in

the middle of the top margin.

Since no court registers existed where all proceedings and concluded contracts

were recorded, deeds were usually issued in several copies, of which one usually

remained in the private registry of the issuing judge and his family. Thus a plaintiff

could always claim a re-issue of a deed lost or considered not genuine. At times,

the number of copies was noted explicitly in the margins, such as in Figure 2.5,

with the expression iktāb \alā thalatha nusakh (“written in three copies”).44
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A characteristic that is obviously copied from the usage of royal chanceries is

the use of what in Latin terminology is called an elevatio, the elevated mention

of a royal or princely figure’s name outside the main text, accompanied by a

blessing. In eighteenth and nineteenth century private deeds the use of an

elevatio was not restricted to the ruler or immediate members of his household,

but was also considered a privilege of other high-ranking dignitaries. Thus

transactions involving Hajj Mirza Aqasi, the tutor and later prime minister of

Muhammad Shah, always feature his elevated name outside the main text, as do

deeds involving the crown prince \Abbas Mirza. This is also true for many semi-

autonomous tribal leaders of the eighteenth century, such as \Ali Naqi Khan

Bigdili.45

The growing competition between a modernising state bureaucracy that

extended its reach into more and more areas of society and a Shiite judiciary that

had become highly assertive towards the late nineteenth century, also made itself

felt in the field of civil legal affairs. Increasingly, state authorities interfered in

legal disputes over ownership; with the “law on the registration of deeds” issued

by Nasir al-Din Shah in 1303q (1886) an attempt was also made to put the

lucrative and important field of private legal affairs under government control.

However, the idea that from now on all documents, even those issued from sharia

courts, should be registered in governmental offices and should carry an official

seal and stamp turned out impossible to enforce. The statement made by Qa’im-

maqami that from the period of Nasir al-Din Shah onwards all private deeds after

their affirmation through witnesses had to carry the seal of the “Divānkhāna-yi

mubāraka-yi dawlat-i Īrān,” and later on that of the “Vizārat-i \adliya” is not

confirmed by the vast majority of deeds far into the fourteenth century hijrı̄.46

The process of implementing government control was a very slow process, even

more so in the provinces. If people actively sought an attestation of their deeds

by governmental offices, they would usually have been already involved in

Figure 2.5 Remark on the number of issued copies
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ongoing lawsuits and a registration would have been part of an attempt to enlist

the support of state authorities through petitions.

Finally, the margins offer the place to record any kind of later additions or

separate stipulations. This could include separate acknowledgements (iqrār)

made by other heirs or relatives of the seller that they agree with the sale,

recorded to avoid later claims or disputes. Or we can find special stipulations on

the mode of payment that were not included in the main text. Sometimes the sale

transaction was reverted or re-directed shortly after, and instead of drawing up a

new deed, the new contract was just written down in the margins of the old one.

In many instances we deal not with original versions of a deed, but with later

effected transcripts. Then, a declaration that the copy is identical with the

original (savād mut
˙
ābiq al-as

˙
l) would be placed in a prominent position.

Issues beyond ancillary diplomatic analysis

Moving beyond a descriptive analysis that serves primarily ancillary aims, we

must identify representative characteristics of Qajar deeds of sale and find out

how they differ from deeds composed in earlier periods or other Persian-

speaking regions. Furthermore, we must see how diplomatic results thus gained

can relate to wider changes in society and how the study of formal aspects can

furnish specific and exclusive arguments on more general historical questions. I

want to focus on two such themes, one dealing with the metamorphosis in the

self-conception of religious judicial authority, the other with the possible reasons

behind the gradual disappearance of the “classical” deed of sale towards the end

of the thirteenth century hijri in Iran.

The metamorphosis of religious judicial authority

If we place a typical deed from the late Qajar period side by side with a

randomly selected Persian deed of sale written in the early sixteenth century,

their outward appearance is markedly different (see Figure 2.6).47 Whereas the

Qajar document displays the earlier analysed graphic division between text block

and margins, with numerous remarks on top and a huge number of seals

scattered on the right side, the early deed is much more plain; the top is empty

apart from a simple invocation, seals are still a rarity, and instead, we find

numerous names and signatures crouched at the bottom, below the main text of

the deed. While the formularies of the main text display a striking similarity, it is

much more difficult to detect the judge’s attestation at the bottom. Far from the

elaborate endorsement of Qajar deeds, it is limited to a mere statement of

authorship, familiar to us from the standard closing expression of Qajar

endorsements: h
˙

arrarahu al-\abd al-faqı̄r Fakhr al-Dı̄n (“this has been written

by the humble Fakhr al-Dı̄n”).

In short, in this deed from 920/1514 the judge’s remark and all testimonies are

located at the bottom of the document, which is considered an obvious taboo
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area in a Qajar deed. The most prominent part of a nineteenth century deed,

quite to the contrary, is the central endorsement made by the issuing judge,

located high above the document. The question arises as to how the judge’s

remark and seal moved to the top, displaying such visible dominance and

authority.

I must confess, however, that the direct comparison of these two deeds is

partly misleading. While it is true that a majority of deeds from the ninth and

early tenth century hijri, especially those written in Persian, were of the simple

type shown in Figure 2.6, quite a number of documents exist that are much more

elaborate and that do actually display remarks above the main text.48 If we go

back in time, we see that this alternative is not restricted to a transitional period

between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but represents a valid choice that

existed already for pre-Mongol deeds. At this early time, however, only a few

deeds included a proper legalising remark by the issuing judge, that – as in our

Qajar deeds – was located usually on the top left above the main text. Many

other deeds would simply do with the testimonies of the witnesses and a

concluding scribal remark (i.e. h
˙

arrarahu, katabahu) by the judge, notary, or

court clerk, as in our example.49 The conclusion that these more simple deeds

were issued by “notaries” and not by proper judges, thus allowing a distinction

between “notary deeds” and “judge deeds,” proves however to be not generally

Figure 2.6 Outward appearance of an early Safavid and a late Qajar deed of sale. The
remarks are highlighted
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valid since many “simple deeds” were written nevertheless by a qadi, as can be

gleaned from scribal remarks.50

Our initial question must consequently be modified. Instead of asking how the

endorsement moved to the top, the point seems rather to be when and why a

central top endorsement became obligatory for most private deeds. And once it

became obligatory, when did it take up its present formulary wording and what

other changes accompanied it?

A precise answer is difficult, because of the very meagre documentation on

deeds from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Few documents survived, and

those that did, tend to reflect local usage and thus might not always be indicative

for general trends. Furthermore, we are not dealing with a centralised

chancellery, where only a handful of people were employed at the same time

and where changes of style and formulary can often be pinned down to precise

dates, such as the ascent of new rulers or dynasties. Since we are dealing with the

promulgation of private deeds that involved many individual jurists who were

not bound to observe any central ordinances, change never occurred suddenly.

Innovations were accepted and implemented only over several generations, and

there is always an extended period of transition, where different styles were able

to coexist peacefully.

A closer look at available deeds from the sixteenth century shows that the

process that made a central endorsement obligatory for almost all private

documents went hand in hand with a new understanding of the judge’s attesting

remarks. The top legalising remarks from the pre-Mongol period up to the

early sixteenth century follow the type sah
˙

h
˙

a/thabata \indı̄ mad
˙

mūnuhu (“the

deed’s contents were correct/established before me”), and would at times

include a direct statement by the judge of having passed his judgment on the

correctness of the transaction (i.e. h
˙

akamtu).51 The new type from the late

sixteenth century onwards is of the kind we described above in our detailed

analysis of Qajar deeds. It drops expressions referring to a judge’s verdict

completely and instead testifies either to the seller’s acknowledgement (qad

aqarra al-bāyi\) or to the successful implementation of the transaction (qad

waqa\a al-mubāya\a).

The other aspect of this process involves a complete overhaul of the outer

appearance of private deeds. This means a new spatial organisation that gives

priority to the top, while eliminating the bottom area below the main text, and

moving the testimonials of witnesses to the right margin. This, in connection

with the graphic demarcations discussed at the beginning, such as an emphasis

of the first line or the left indent after the date, would give documents a definitely

“new” look.

The earliest specimens featuring the new endorsement type would still stick

to single aspects of the older layout: thus the bottom part of a deed would still

contain witness remarks and was not yet perceived as a no-write-area. Equally,

secondary endorsements or scribal remarks might be found in the right-side

margin or below the text.52 Other deeds from the late sixteenth century might
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already have adopted the new layout completely and thus look like typical Qajar

deeds with the endorsement on the top left side, the witnesses’ remarks neatly

arranged on the right margin, and the first top line of the main text emphasised –

but they would still contain older textual elements in their endorsements.53

This transitional period is concluded only at the beginning of the seventeenth

century, when almost all deeds implement the refurbished layout and feature one

or more of the new obligatory top endorsements.54 The distinction between

“simple deeds” with testimonials at the bottom and a simple scribal attestation,

and “prominent deeds” featuring a judge’s legalising remark on top was now a

concept of the past.

The transformation in the appearance of private documents should be seen in

connection with the change of the main or dominant language of private deeds

from Arabic to Persian. While this shift in language was a gradual development

that had began much earlier in pre-Mongol times, it was far from being generally

accepted by the end of the ninth/fifteenth century.55 The concluded language

shift in private deeds can thus be regarded as a pre-condition for the other

transformations described above, and as a process that in its final stage would

have run parallel to the re-definition of private deeds. The same is true for the

replacement of “signatures” (usually just the recorded names of witnesses) by

seals – or rather the evolution of a culture in which nearly everybody of a certain

standing, not just the judge and high dignitaries, would have employed a private

seal.

It is tempting to locate a sudden change in the formulary of private deeds

within the first years after the establishment of the Safavid dynasty and the

introduction of Twelver-Shiism as the new official state religion. However, such

an argument would have to be presented with care. First, as stated earlier, the

judicial system was not centralised and no institution existed that could ordain

new formularies or layouts within a couple of years. Second, there is nothing

discernibly Shiite in the changes we observed – at least to my knowledge – and

the textual elements of the main text, where we would expect considerable

change after the introduction of a different legal school, remain conspicuously

unaltered. In fact, the changes observed cover a time span close to a century, and

they should be seen in the context of other long-term social developments

occurring during the first half of Safavid rule. Still, the above development is

without doubt a Safavid phenomenon that, similar to other social and religious

processes of the sixteenth century, is completed during the reign of Shah
\Abbas I.

Relying exclusively on the testimony provided by changes in the appearance

and formularies of private deeds, we might draw further conclusions. While the

composition of the ‘ulama as a social group remained rather constant after

the introduction of Shiism, a fact mirrored in the conservative treatment of the

textual level of deeds that continued to be transmitted inside the clerical

“estates,” their self-perception as independent jurists obviously changed

dramatically.
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Moreover, it is exactly at this point where the identified transformations

become significant. Up to the sixteenth century, clerical jurists in Iran appear to

have willingly accepted the acquiescent position of officials who would simply

record transactions and then place their name at the bottom, together with the

other witnesses. Now, the ulama literally claim new territory: their attestations

become the most prominent part of almost every deed, with their seals and

endorsements positioned high above the main text. Instead of legalising only

selected deeds, they now testify actively to the successful implementation of

every single legal transaction. One might be hesitant to press the interpretation

too far, but this change suggests that as soon as the new concept of the

independent Usuli-mujtahid gained ground in the religious discourse of Safavid

Iran, there must have been a growing desire among the ulama to redefine their

role in the judicial system. With the new layout of private deeds that revolves

around the judge’s now obligatory endorsement, they signalled their new

authority to the outside, in a design that at times evokes associations with a

ruler’s tughrā or seal on the top of a royal decree – a similarity that was probably

not completely accidental.

The displacement of the classical mubāya\ah

by the universal mus
˙
ālah

˙
ah

While we were discussing the legal type of a mubāya\ah contract of sale with

regard to both its function as a prototype for most Qajar private deeds and its

simplicity in structure and content, a closer look into both published and archival

collections quickly reveals that the further we move into the nineteenth century, the

rarer our chances are to encounter a straight and self-declared mubāya\ah. This

does not mean of course that fewer sales took place or that transactions were not

recorded anymore on a regular basis. Quite to the contrary, it seems that while more

and more paper was used to record sales, this was increasingly done in a different

legal form: that of a mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah, a contract of settlement or composition.56

The documents edited in the collection by Safinezhad/Krüger under the title

“Erwerb von Boden” (“purchase of land”) are, for example, all contracts of sale

of the mus
˙

alah
˙

ah-type. In fact, one wonders what the difference to a “normal”

contract of sale is, since the only difference to our model formulary is the

absence of the clear statement “bifurūkht” (“he/she sold”). Instead, we find a

sequence such as mus
˙

ālah
˙

a namūd X bā Y hamagı̄ va tamāmı̄ [object] ba māl al-

mus
˙

ālah
˙

a [amount], resulting in an obvious sale.57 That towards the end of the

nineteenth century the mus
˙

ālah
˙

a had become the dominant way to record a sale

is also confirmed by Beck, who in his selection of model contracts presents a

“Grundstücksvertrag nach muslimischem Recht,” under the Persian heading

“Qabāla-nāmchah-i shar\ı̄ ” which is a mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah, and not a mubāya\ah.58

The conclusion of contracts based on the legal concept of settlement (s
˙

ulh
˙

) is

of course not an invention of the late Qajar period, and we can find early

mus
˙

alah
˙

ah-contracts already in the Safavid period. The difference between these
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early deeds and the late Qajar practice is not only the frequency of their

appearance – mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah-contracts are quite rare before the early nineteenth

century – but especially that most of the early mus
˙

ālah
˙

as provide a clear reason

for the conclusion of a legal settlement which even if not stated explicitly, is

easily deductible from the presented circumstances. Thus, there could have been

extended inheritance disputes making litigation necessary, or acknowledged

claims and rights would have been ceded for a compensation payment.59

In most late Qajar mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah contracts this is not the case anymore, and the

legal form of a settlement turns into a universal format that is able to

accommodate a wide variety of legal transactions. This is not the place for a

conclusive discussion on the possible variants of a mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah and the resulting

legal implications, but apart from a marriage contract, a mus
˙

ālah
˙

a could replace

almost every other contractual agreement, such as sale, rent, loan, hire, or any

combined arrangements.60

The collection of documents edited by Sutudeh/Zabih is the only one that

distinguishes stringently between the two types of mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah and mubāya\ah,

whereas all other editors treat them as interchangeable expressions of a sale

transaction. This is not completely unfounded, since the difference between the

two options increasingly lies merely in the self-appellation provided inside the

deed, while the employed formulary is almost identical. In some cases even this

simple means of differentiation becomes obsolete, once the main text mentions

bifurūkht as the mode of transaction and introduces the seller as bāyi\, while the

endorsements refer to the contract as s
˙

ulh
˙

, and the participating parties as

mus
˙

ālih
˙

.61 Such occurrences in particular hint at the increased vagueness of legal

terminology.

Reasons for this development have to remain speculative, prior to a more

systematic attempt to analyse this phenomenon, but can be found probably in the

fact that a mus
˙

ālah
˙

a allowed more flexibility than other, “stricter” contracts. In

some cases, its binding force might have been less rigorous and allowed more

options for later cancellations or annulments, although this is not reflected in the

formulary itself that usually contains legal clauses identical with those of a

standard contract of sale.62

In practice, a mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah requires more attention with regard to details, since

the first task is to find out what kind of contract is actually emulated (bay\,
ijārah, or a combination of both,) or whether one deals with a “real” settlement.

Furthermore, mus
˙

ālah
˙

a contracts are less predictable than ordinary contracts of

sale or rent, and may contain changes in formulary, as well as additional

stipulations and clauses.

Beyond practical concerns, however, it is of high significance that private

deeds underwent yet another major transformation in the last decades of their

existence under shar\ı̄ legal control. It appears as if the opening of formulary

constraints, at a point when the ulama had to protect one of their most vital

domains against infringement by state authorities, was a deliberate move – or at

least a clear response to changing social conditions.
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Conclusion

If we are to name the most prominent characteristic of Qajar private deeds, it

would be the ongoing Arabo-Persian bilingualism that is not restricted to an

opposition between Arabic endorsements versus Persian main text, but can be

found in almost all sections of the deed. A trend displayed in some documents

from the fifteenth century that tried to replace as much Arabic with Persian as

possible did not turn out victorious. To the contrary, Qajar deeds show a much

more legalistic and formulary approach than some deeds written some centuries

earlier. It is consequently also not astonishing that formularies are highly

developed and sophisticated, and the separation from developments in Central

Asian private deeds remains valid. In some details, such as the introduction of

individuals and their names, we can identify a clear parallelism with

developments in royal and princely chanceries – a field that deserves separate

attention, as do formal aspects of other documents that we were unable to

incorporate adequately at this point, such as waqf-deeds, marriage contracts,

testaments, and judicial verdicts (ah
˙

kām).

Despite the fundamental transformations outlined in Issues beyond ancillary

diplomatic analysis, Qajar private documents display an astonishing continuity

in many aspects of their textual formulary, especially if compared directly with

the earliest available specimens from the pre-Mongol period. It is particularly

remarkable that this noticeable continuity must not just simply be seen with

regard to Persian as the deeds’dominating, though never exclusive, language, but

rather as a specific inner-Iranian phenomenon. As such, it actually transcends the

long-term shift of the main language of private documents from Arabic to

Persian that occurred between the twelfth and the fifteenth centuries. This

continuity is clearly an expression of the transfer of traditions through local

schools of Iranian ulama that deviates from an early stage on from developments

in other Persianate cultures of Central Asia.

Consequently, the conversion from Sunni, mainly Shafii and Hanafi legal

usage, to Twelver-Shi\ism and Ja\farite legal concepts ordained by the Safavids,

which one might assume to have been a major impact on all aspects of applied

Islamic Law, is not perceivable as a sudden turn in the textual composition of

private deeds. If one looks for an independent proof for the premise that Sunni

clerical estates managed to maintain their influence and to contribute their

professional expertise alongside their conversion to Shi\ism, the close

examination of private deeds furnishes a strong argument in this respect.

Continuity should however not be confused with the idea of stagnation or a

static concept of private legal deeds. Certainly, this is a conservative field, and

contrary to dynastic change that prompted chancelleries to devise new concepts,

iconographies and linguistic innovation to emphasise a different understanding of

legitimacy or ideological representation, ulama were neither in need, nor capable

to implement hurried changes. Transformations occurred slower and over a longer

period, which makes them so much more difficult to spot and locate.
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Thus the Safavid turn did not cause a sudden change in how deeds were

written, but initiated a radical new definition of the outer appearance and the

layout of private deeds that highlighted successfully the new role and re-defined

self-perception of the ulama in Iranian society. This new role is particularly

expressed in the new judicial practice that made a central endorsement on top of

every deed obligatory and therefore enhanced their independent authority in

civil legal affairs considerably. Completed roughly during the reign of \Abbas I,

this transformation corresponds to other social and religious developments that

occurred at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

The other major turn in the legal practice and composition of private deeds

we identified is the increasing preference for the universal contractual model of

s
˙

ulh
˙

/mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah during the later decades of Qajar rule that began to replace

distinct contracts and blurred hitherto strictly separate legal categories. As a

preliminary hypothesis I would suggest to regard this trend both as an indirect

response to the growing claims of the state to interfere in the sphere of civil legal

affairs and as the result of the multiplication and wide spread of ulama authority

that destroyed the rigid control of local schools and traditions and thus furthered

the dissolution of uniform formularies.

Notes

1 Among the collections used in the present contribution, Ması̄h
˙

Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and

Manūchihr Sutūdah, Az Āstārā tā Istārbād: Asnād-i Tārı̄khı̄-yi Gurgān, vols. 6–7,
(Tehran: Anjuman-i Asar-i Milli, 1354/1975), are the most strict in their distinction
on legal and formal grounds (i.e. separate listings of hibah-nāmah and
istishhādnāmchah). Ghulām H

˙
usayn Bı̄gdilı̄, Tārı̄kh-i Bı̄gdilı̄: Madārik va Asnād

(Tehran: Bu \Ali, 1367/1988), exemplifies best a middle ground between thematic
organisation (i.e. asnād-i amlāk) and differentiation between document types (i.e.
vaqfnāmah and \ahdnāmah).

2 This differentiation becomes problematic as soon as the “state” (i.e. the ruler,
members of the aristocracy, governors, or high officials) takes an active part in a
contractual agreement: for example in the case of a ruler establishing a pious
foundation using the outward form of a royal decree. Equally, the borderline between
“state-administrative” institutions and civic judicial entities is drawn differently in
various epochs and might sometimes be blurred. A third problematical area concerns
all forms of correspondence – whether issued by chancelleries or individuals from the
administration or the judiciary – which do not necessarily follow strict formularies,
but nevertheless have very concrete legal effects. Compare also Monika Gronke, “La
rédaction des actes privés dans le monde musulman médiéval: théorie et pratique,”
Studia Islamica 59 (1984): 160, and Rudolf Veselý, “Die Hauptprobleme der
Diplomatik arabischer Privaturkunden aus dem spätmittelalterlichen Ägypten,”
Archiv Orientálnı́ 40 (1972): 318–20.

3 Josef Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1964), 151–52.

4 The establishment of the Islamic Republic in Iran has not reversed this process. The
new government has put clerics at the head of existing bureaucratic institutions, but
never intended to pass the control over civil legal affairs back into the hands of
individual ulama.
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5 The origins of Iranian private deeds are treated in an exemplary manner in the
introduction to Monika Gronke, Arabische und persische Privaturkunden des 12. und
13. Jahrhunderts aus Ardabil (Aserbaidschan) (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz, 1982),
summarised as Monika Gronke, “Zur Diplomatik von Kaufverträgen des 12. und 13.
Jahrhunderts aus Ardabı̄l,” Der Islam 59 (1982): 64–79 – needless to say that the
present chapter is heavily indebted to these studies.

6 The document is stored in the “Iranian National Archives” (Sāzmān-i Asnād-i Millı̄-yi
Īrān), under no. “29600056 Alif Aza” in the electronic catalogue. With reference to
the existing microfilm formats, access to the originals is usually not granted;
therefore, no concrete measurements and details of paper quality, ink, or remarks on
the reverse can be provided. On the context of the deed, see Christoph Werner, An
Iranian Town in Transition: A Social and Economic History of the Elites of Tabriz
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 177–79. I avoided the use of further unpublished
archival material, since wording and appearance are not easily verifiable, and relied
for comparative references mainly on published collections of documents.

7 Once more, a note of care: one should be aware that important deeds probably stood
out in paper quality, size, calligraphic design from the beginning, in turn resulting in a
higher survival rate.

8 For a good introduction to various hands and typical ligatures, see William L.
Hanaway, Reading Nastaliq: Persian and Urdu hands from 1500 to the present (Costa
Mesa: Mazda, 1995); helpful for the novice are also the tables in Sebastian Beck,
Neupersische Konversationsgrammatik (Heidelberg: Julius Groos, 1914), 438–39.

9 In fact, it would be highly naive to assume that a professional scribe was unable to
estimate the space still required for the intended text. The sometimes suggested
reason for pulling final words up as a means to prevent falsification is also not very
convincing, since the irregular positioning of words at the end of lines makes it much
easier to insert a word or two later on.

10 See for example Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 342, facsimile of document 96, dated
1279/1863.

11 This practice becomes increasingly rare in deeds from the second half of the
nineteenth century.

12 Heribert Busse, Untersuchungen zum islamischen Kanzleiwesen an Hand turkme-
nischer und sawidischer Urkunden (Kairo: Sirovic, 1959). See the different approach
by Jahāngı̄r Qā|im-maqāmı̄, Muqaddama|ı̄ bar Shinākht-i Asnād-i Tārı̄khı̄, (Tehran:
Anjuman-i Asar-i Milli, 1350/1971).

13 Very elaborate private deeds might contain an ornate introduction alluding to the
purpose of the document (arenga), and the distinction between narratio and dispositio
is valid for court verdicts (h

˙
ukm/ah

˙
kām), which do however not follow strict

formularies, as well as for more complicated settlement contracts. For a discussion of
private deeds based on this tripartite division, see Gronke, Privaturkunden, 17f.

14 Document 12 (1174/1760) in Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:31–33, or

document 91 (1317/1900) in Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va asnād, 222–23, facsimile 337.
15 One can draw a direct line from the invocation huwa al-mālik to the final concluding

phrase that confirms the new owner with ka-tas
˙

arruf al-mullāk fı̄ amlākihim – the two
occurrences of mālik/mullāk serve as brackets to hold the deed together.

16 For early specimens see the iqrār-nāmahs from 842/1438 and 844/1440 in
Muh

˙
ammad Taqı̄ Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i Darvı̄sh Tāj al-Dı̄n H

˙
asan Valı̄

dar Niyāk-i Lārı̄jān,” Nuskhah’hā-yi Khat
˙
t
˙
ı̄ 4 (1344/1966): 481–648: 504f and 508f.,

both with sabab-i tah
˙

rı̄r-i ı̄n kalimāt, and the deed of sale from the same year 842 that
still sets out with ı̄n z

¯
ikrı̄ ast. See Urkunde 7 (603/1207) in Gronke, Privaturkunden,

192 for the earliest example of the Persian introduction with ı̄n z
¯

ikrı̄ ast, which
actually follows Arabic formularies.
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17 A prime example is the sale of a garden that elaborates on the motif of paradise and
celestial gardens, document edited as “Sale Varia 2” in Werner, Iranian Town, 346–54.

18 Susan E. Rayner, The Theory of Contracts in Islamic Law: A Comparative Analysis with
Particular Reference to the Modern Legislation in Kuwait, Bahrain and the United Arab
Emirates (London: Graham & Trotman, 1991), 107–8. Johannes Christian Wichard,
Zwischen Markt und Moschee: Wirtschaftliche Bedürfnisse und religiöse Anforderun-
gen im frühen islamischen Vertragsrecht (Paderborn: Schöningh, 1995), 110–15. Parviz
Owsia, Formation of Contract. A Comparative Study under English, French, Islamic
and Iranian Law (London: Graham & Trotman, 1994), 474–77.

19 Sometimes even more ornate as maqrūn bah khayr va barakāt, “blessed and
favourable,” as in Beck, Konversationsgrammatik, 461.

20 Gronke, Privaturkunden, 192, Urkunde 7 (603/1207) combines the date with the
purpose declaration of ı̄n z

¯
ikrı̄ ast. Examples for Central Asian sale-deeds Al’fred K.

Arends (ed.), Dokumenty k istorii agrarnykh otnoshenij v Bukharskom khanstve, 1.
Akty feodal’noj sobstvennosti na zemlyu XVII–XIXv. (Tashkent: Akadamiya Nauk,
1954).

21 There are exceptions: some deeds mention the town, such as an early deed from 1123/
1712 in Z

¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:18 that mentions the venue as

mah
˙

kamah-|i muh
˙

akkamah-i qal\ah-i mubārakah-i dār al-mu|minı̄n-i Astarābād.
Also two late nineteenth century documents in Javad Safi-Nezhad and Eberhard
Krüger, Traditionelle iranische Landwirtschaft in Dokumenten, mit diplomatischen
Untersuchungen von Christl Catanzaro, (München: Two-step, 1995; also Tehran:
Sahab 1376/1996), 6–7, 94–95, introduce it as mah

˙
żar-i mas\ūd-i muh

˙
taram-i shar\-i

mut
˙
ā\-i dār al-khilāfah-yi T

˙
ihrān.

22 Examples from Bigdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 38, 45 mah
˙

żar-i anvar-i shar\-i mut
˙
ā\,

majlis-i shar\-i mut
˙
ā\

23 Beck, Konversationsgrammatik, 461, dated 1325/1907.
24 This is congruent with traditional legal ordinances, but contrary to earlier deeds where

the active transaction is one of “buying” rather than one of “selling,” Gronke,
“Diplomatik,” 70. Pre-Safavid deeds of the above-mentioned “ı̄n z

¯
ikrı̄ ast”-type also

start out with bikharı̄d as the central transaction, Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i
Darvı̄sh Tāj al-Dı̄n,” 510f, dated 845/1441.

25 Other derivatives of the root BA\ can also be found in this context, i.e. ba-bai\-i bāt.
26 More on this below in Issues beyond ancillary diplomatic analysis.
27 See Gronke, Privaturkunden, 50–52. As an integral part of the introduction in

fifteenth-century deeds from Samarkand that begin with dar [date] iqrār kard [seller]
kih furūkhtah-am, Olga D. Chekhovich, Samarkandskie dokumenty XV–XVI vv., o
vladenijakh khodji Ah

˙
rāra v Srednej Azii i Afganistane, (Moskva: Nauk, 1974), 51.

Endorsements regularly contain clauses of acknowledgement, and sometimes
additional iqrārs of third parties are noted in the margins, see below.

28 A deed contemporary to our model contract, dated 1194/1780, Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va
Asnād, 32f.

29 Tabular arrangement of borders (although numbered, not with cardinal points) in
document 13, Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 259.

30 Neither in archival material, nor in published collections of Qajar documents did I ever
encounter a contract of sale on movable property as defined above.

31 Siyāq is a special system of writing numbers used in accountancy. The best
introduction to the Qajar variant which is quite different from that used in the
Ottoman Empire, India or Central Asia is Muh

˙
ammad Shı̄rvānı̄, “\Ilm-i Siyāq,”

Mı̄rās
¯

-i Jāvı̄dān 2–1 (1375/1996): 40–45.
32 Z

¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:36, contract dated 1235/1820. Bı̄gdilı̄,

Madārik va Asnād, 214, contract dated 1304/1887.
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33 A special variant that appears to have been quite common in contracts of sale of the
eighteenth century, is the inclusion of a fictive lawsuit because of fraud that resulted in
a settlement (s

˙
ulh

˙
) between the two parties. In exchange for an additional payment

that amounted to a certain percentage (about 5 per cent) of the original price, the
selling party revoked once and for all any further claims, see for example Z

˙
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and

Sutūdah Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:19, dated 1123/1712.
34 The Arabic formula is often shortened to a mere \inda al-khurūj al-mabı̄\ or

mustah
˙

aqqan li-l-ghayr bar āmada, expressions that do not make sense on their own.
The wording used is almost identical to that of pre-Mongol Arabic deeds from Iran,
where it appears as iltazama \uhdat al-darak lau kharaja al-mabı̄\ yauman min al-
ayyām mustah

˙
aqqan li-wāh

˙
id min al-anām, Gronke, Privaturkunden, 465 (Urkunde

22, dated 647/1249). Another deed from 894/1489 has it as d
˙

amān al-darak ladā
khurūj al-mabı̄\ mustah

˙
aqqan yauman min al-ayyām li-ah

˙
adin min al-anām iltizāman

shar\ı̄yan, Hakob D. Papazyan, Matenadarani parskeren vaveragrere. 2: Kalvacogre,
(Erevan: Nauk, 1968), 452. This is also an opportunity for the author to confess a
previous blunder made in the translations of sale documents in Werner, Iranian town,
where the relevant passages of darak-clauses have been partly mistranslated and
should be amended according to what is said above.

35 Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 63, contract dated 1253/1837.
36 Jeanette A. Wakin, The Function of Documents in Islamic Law. The Chapters on Sales

from S
˙

ah
˙

āwı̄’s “Kitāb al-shurūt
˙

al-kabı̄r,” ed. with introduction and notes (Albany:
SUNY Press, 1972), 64.

37 Gronke, Privaturkunden, 42f.
38 A rare example for such a collection of model drafts that includes private deeds is the

St Petersburg manuscript edited in Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 6:453–509

– a model contract of sale (Dastūr-i tah
˙

rı̄r-i bai\-i bāt), 499.
39 Which should absolutely not be confused with sijills, as court-registers, in an Ottoman

context.
40 For a more detailed discussion, see Werner, Iranian Town, 229–39.
41 Unpublished deed of sale from the private collection Turabi-Tabataba|i in Tabriz,

recording a sale between Mirza \Ali Asghar shaykh al-islam (which explains the
blessing invoked on the seller) acting as an agent for Shaykh Hasan b. Shaykh
Muhammad Ja\far Mujtahid and the mother of Ja\far Quli Khan Dunbuli over the
village Jamalabad near Urumiya, dated 10 Zi-qa\da 1255 (15.01.1840).

42 See Werner, Iranian Town, 346, and Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 6:518,

contract dated 992/1584. The appellation is not a Safavid phenomenon, see
Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i Darvı̄sh Tāj al-Dı̄n,” 514f, with an early
occurrence of h

˙
arrarahū . . . al-dā\ı̄ . . . al-qāżı̄ . . . in a deed dated 845/1441.

43 See above, Note 27.
44 Figure 2.8 from Werner, Iranian Town, 320, another example in Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va

asnād, 268. This is also the reason why the best collections of private deeds outside of
governmental institutions and shrines are in private collections held by clerical
families in Iran; see for example the list of private collections that formed the basis of
Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 6:27.

45 Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, document 3 (1169/1755), 29, facsimile 249: the text of the
elevatio is khānı̄-yi \az

˙
ı̄m al-sha|nı̄ \Alı̄ Naqı̄ Khān Bı̄gdilı̄ dāma iqbāluhu al-\ālı̄.

Examples for deeds involving \Abbas Mirza and Hajji Mirza Aqasi in the collections
of the Mūzah-i Kākh-i Gulistān.

46 Qā|im-maqāmı̄, Muqaddamah|ı̄, 315, 317, illustrations 318–19. For a wide selection
of deeds written after 1303q not carrying these seals, see Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād,
section on Asnād-i amlāk (an example for an officially registered deed is document
86, facsimile with seal on p. 332).
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47 The two deeds placed side by side are document 2 dated 920/1514 in Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and

Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:3–4 (plates not paginated), and document 87, dated
1304/1887 in Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 333.

48 Deeds from the ninth century included in Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i Darvı̄sh
Tāj al-Dı̄n,” 499 (dated 837/1433–34), 511 (dated 845/1441), or 549 (dated 928/1522)
follow almost completely this type. For deeds from the same period carrying central
endorsements on top of the deed, see Papazyan, Matenadarani parskeren vaveragrere,
document 9, a mubāya\ah written in Arabic from 1489/894, 450–54, facsimile
552–59, or document 15 from 931/1525 written in Persian, 471–72, facsimile 572–73.

49 Gronke, Privaturkunden, 50, 62–65. Of the four Persian deeds only one carries a
proper endorsement, located at the bottom left side (Urkunde IV), and of the ten
Arabic sale-deeds, four feature an endorsement above the main text (Urkunden VIII,
IX, XI, XXII). Note the distinction made by Gronke between “Legalisierungsver-
merk,” “Schreibervermerk” and “Bestätigungsvermerk.”

50 For example Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i Darvı̄sh Tāj al-Dı̄n,” 541, document
dated 860/1456, written (h

˙
arrarahu) by \Abd al-Haqq b. Zayn al-Din b. Karim al-Din

al-Qazi.
51 See for example Z

¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 4–7, deed of sale 2 dated

938/1532 (note that the facsimile is not complete), variants include wad
˙

ah
˙

a etc.
52 H

˙
usayn Mudarrisı̄-T

˙
abāt

˙
abā|ı̄, Bargı̄ az Tārı̄kh-i Qazvı̄n. Tārı̄khcha|ı̄ az Āstānah-i

Shāhzādah-i H
˙

usayn va Dūdmān-i Sādāt-i Mar\ashı̄-yi Qazvı̄n, (Qum: Mar\ashi
Najafi, 1361/1982), 429–34, plates not paginated, document 153 from 999/1591
features an i\tarafa-endorsement on the top, but witness remarks and secondary
attestations are still to be found at the bottom.

53 Papazyan, Matenadarani parskeren vaveragrere, 500-1, facsimile 594, document 25
is the first deed that looks like a “modern” deed, with a single endorsement on the top
left side, witnesses on the right margin, written on one single sheet of paper, but its
endorsement is not yet typical.

54 For example document 4 in Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūda, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 9–12, dated 1042/

1633, with typical layout and a top left endorsement of the waqa\a al-bay\ type.
55 See the ninth-century deeds in Dānishpazhūh, “Asnād-i Āstānah-i Darvı̄sh Tāj al-

Dı̄n,” which are all written in Persian. Late deeds written completely in Arabic can be
found in Papazyan, Matenadarani parskeren vaveragrere, 450–54, deed from 894/
1489.

56 Composition: “a legal agreement to pay a sum in lieu of a larger debt or other
obligation” (COD), is the translation preferred by Owsia, Formation of Contract.

57 Safi-Nezhad and Krüger, Traditionelle Landwirtschaft, 93, document 1, dated 1332/
1913. This collection of documents should be treated with care, since it contains
numerous mistakes both in the edition of the texts and the translations.

58 Beck, Konversationsgrammatik, 461. He translates mus
˙

ālah
˙

ah-i s
˙

ah
˙

ı̄h
˙

ah-i shar\iyyah
namūd as “verbriefte er rechtsgültig in vollem Umfange” and in a note gives the literal
meaning as “schloß er einen korrekten rechtlichen Vergleich,” and thus avoids the
term sale.

59 Z
¯
abı̄h

˙
ı̄ and Sutūdah, Āstārā tā Istārbād, 7:74f., document 6, dated 1255/1839, deals

with a settlement of inheritance claims, 7:65f, document 2, dated 954/1547, is a very
early example that refers explicitly to rights (h

˙
aqq) being ceded.

60 Owsia, Formation of Contract, 238, offers no reason for the popularity of s
˙

ulh
˙

as a
legal category, but is the only author to mention the special status of s

˙
ulh

˙
in Iranian

law.
61 Bı̄gdilı̄, Madārik va Asnād, 222–3, document 91, dated 1317/1900.
62 Owsia, Formation of Contract, 259 on the question whether a s

˙
ulh

˙
-contract should be

considered binding (lāzim) or facultative (jā|iz), or in other words, dissolvable.
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Part II

NEW SOURCES





3

ABOUT A SCROLL OF

DOCUMENTS JUST IFY ING

YASAVI R ITUALS 1

Bakhtiyar BABAJANOV

The scroll of documents discussed below was found recently in the course of

work on a new catalogue which will include full descriptions of hitherto

unknown Sufi texts dating from the eighteenth to early twentieth centuries kept

at the Institute of Oriental Studies “al-Beruni” (Tashkent).2 The documents have

been glued together to form one scroll, a procedure known from other types of

documents as for example, endowment deeds (vaqf-nāmah) or other secular and

religious decrees and acts (yārlı̄q, vas
¯

ı̄qah, etc.) (see Figures 3.1–3.3). The

beginning of the scroll has not been preserved. The language of the documents is

Arabic and Persian with only a few insertions of Turkic, mostly stemming from

the h
˙

ikmatlar attributed to Khwajah Ahmad Yasavi. The size of the scroll is 545

6 56 cm. The handwriting is nasta\lı̄q, at least by seven different scribes can be

identified. The paper is evidently from Bukhara (transparent, glossy and cream

colour) and Samarqand (with dense structure and glossy). The different parts of

the scroll (judging by the seals) were drawn up at different moments, in a time

range spanning the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Only once an

author of one of the rivāyat included left some brief information about himself

and cited two chains of a spiritual succession (silsilah) linking him to the

Mudjadidiyyah and the Qadiriyyah lines (see below).

The so-called rivāyats are glued together with the documents. Rivāyats are

quotations from different well-known compositions on fiqh, Sufi theoretical works

which in our case are meant to give justifications of Yasavi or Qadiri rituals, most

notably, the vocal commemoration of God, dhikr jahr and in particular, “the dhikr

of the saw” dhikr arra which are both equated (using the method of analogy well

known from works of fiqh, qiyās) with other ritual actions such as takbı̄r,

t
˙
albiyyah, qirā|at and others. There are two documents in the scroll drawn up

according to the type of theological/legal responses (fatwas) and sealed with the

seals of qadis and muftis. The remaining fifteen documents (sometimes also sealed

with one or two seals) are different rivāyats by their volume.
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In this chapter we offer a general review of these documents.3 Besides, the

political and religious situation which promoted the appearance of this unusual

scroll will be briefly considered here.

General description of the document

As mentioned above the scroll lacks the beginning and therefore we cannot tell

which title was given to it by its compiler (or the person who glued the pieces

together into one scroll). In the card file catalogue of the Beruni Institute, this

scroll is under the title “Majmū\at al-fatāwā wa al-riwāya li-ibāh
˙

at dhikr jahr.”

As it was said the text consists of separate documents written sometimes on the

whole width of the paper, sometimes in two columns. As long ago as at the

beginning of the 1960s the compiler of the corresponding card in the file

catalogue counted the separate parts of the preserved text, dividing the scroll into

twelve documents and marking their ordinal numbers at the beginning of the

text. However, looking through the text in detail, we counted seventeen

documents, which are completed by double or three times “tammat.” On the

other hand, though some of the documents are separated by a line and on this

basis are counted as separate units, they are actually one document (for instance,

numbers VII and IX). In order to avoid confusion we preserved the previous

order and numbering of the documents, marking the new ones by additional

ligatures “a”, “b” . . . (11a, 11b . . .). We give a brief description of each

document.

Document 1

The beginning is missing. The language is Arabic. The preserved part starts with

quotations from an-Nasafı̄’s al-Khizāna4 which are legitimizing both types of

dhikr. However, the following formulas are more preferable to be pronounced

aloud (jahran): takbı̄r (calling out allāhu akbar) during the call to prayer (az
¯

ān),

tahlı̄l (pronouncing the kalima – Lā ilāha illā llāh), tasbı̄h
˙
(the formula subh

˙
āna

Allāh) and others. An opinion of Ibrahim Shahi (with reference to Hadith) is

given further. He considered that sama\ (the kind of vocal dhikr accompanied by

music and sometimes dancing) could be interpreted as a religious duty (fard) or

as Sunna or else as a reprehensible innovation (bid\a): sama\ is a duty for those

who are seized by passion in their aspiration to God; it is Sunna for those whose

love for God has overwhelmed their hearts, and it is an inadmissible innovation

to hypocrites.5 And sama\ makes those cry whose love to God has won over their

hearts.

Further, the author adduced arguments in favor of vocal pronunciation

(jahran) of tasbı̄h formulas during the recommended nightly prayers during the

month of Ramadan6 or in other ritual actions. In this, there are many references

to works of the hanafite school of law. The document is sealed: al-Mufti

Muhammad Yunus Khwajah ibn \Isam al-Din Khwajah-i \Alavi.
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As we see this document is most probably a usual rivāyat, i.e. it quotes

extensively from different theological compositions and collections of fatwas

where all types of rituals implying vocal pronunciation of some formulas are

considered legitimate.

Document 2

The next document is also a rivāyat, which starts with a quotation (in Arabic and

Persian) from the work Tanbı̄h al-Żallı̄n,7 apparently not extant, by Shaykh

Khudaydad, a Yasavi author from Bukhara, second half of the eighteenth century

(see below). It is confirmed in this selection of quotations that most of the

author’s contemporaries who call themselves “ahl-i khwājagān va naqshban-

diyyah” are actually totally ignoring what this means. And in particular, since the

path of the Khwajagan unites the methods of all four tariqas,8 it would be

completely wrong to consider that the Khwajagan keep exclusively to the silent

types of dhikr (akhfā| wa sukūt). Further, the distinctive features (which appear

like this in the quotation) of Khwajagan path are evoked. In particular, the only

secular occupations (\amalat-i dunyā) to be recognized are the links with

governors (umarā| va salāt
˙
ı̄n), rich people, the representatives of the normative

clergy (\ulamā|-yi dunyā) and that Khwajagan have recourse to this kind of

occupation only after they have succeeded in destroying their secular affections.

Among the other distinctive peculiarities of this tariqa the following ones are

cited: sama\ is recognized as one kind of Sufi spiritual nourishment (ghiz
¯

a-yi

rūh
˙
), serving to strengthen belief; listening to the loud voices of hafiz promotes

excitement of passion and love to God. dhikr jahr is considered a permissible

and laudable innovation (bid\at-i h
˙

asanah) which the Khwajagan have

introduced into Sufi practice.

The document is completed as follows: “At present, the Tarı̄qah-|i
Khwājagān does not exist, and those who pretend to belong to this tariqa, in

fact, do not know the secrets of Khwajagan Path (suluk-i Khwājagān).” And the

last postscript: “This question is [elucidated] in ‘Tanbı̄h
˙

al-Żallı̄n’.”9

Document 2a

The beginning of the document gives an explanation of the rules applying for the

recitation of the Qur|an. Moreover, it is proved with reference to Hadith that

vocal and melodious reading is to be preferred. Further again, concerning the

question whether the vocal commemoration of God dhikr jahr is legitimate, this

practice is compared to such rituals as takbı̄r and tahlı̄l, the latter, as it is known,

are pronounced aloud before or during ritual prayers or when performing

additional prayers (ba\d adā| al-s
˙

alawāt).10
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Document 3

The document is in Arabic. The first part of the document is dedicated to sama\.
Its compiler tried to justify this ritual by reference to stories about the mythic

Prophet al-Khidr.11 The latter, according to the legend, fully observed shari\a
(sic) in everything and was fond of listening to attractive voices, admired nice

dances and bodily movements; sama\ was a usual occurrence at his meetings.

Dhikr jahr is justified by approximately the same legendary stories. For instance,

the legend is cited according to which Allah ordered Israfil,12 one of his very

close angels, to perform dhikr jahr. Here is a reference to Imam Ja\far al-Sadiq
who allegedly called out: “Jahr – Islam’s power!” (al-jahr quwwat al-islām). The

document is completed by additional references to the Qur|an (for example,

8:47) and other theological arguments in favor of the vocal dhikr. At the end,

there is a seal of a certain al-Mufti Muhammad Yunus Khwajah ibn \Isam al-Din

Khwajah \Alavi.

Document 4

The language is Arabic. Here, the places and times, when dhikr is prohibited, are

listed: before and during the Friday khutba, during prayers, at the time when the

community is reciting the Qur|an or somebody is reciting and the rest is

listening, at the places in the mosque where disciples and madrasa students

gather for learning, and at last, before the second call to prayer (iqāma). In fact,

these regulations are a quotation from a well-known composition al-Fatāwā al-

S
˙

ufiyya fı̄ T
˙

arı̄q al-Bahā|iyya (an author is Fazlullah Muhammad b. Ayub).13

Document 5

This document is drawn up in Persian and has an Arabic title written in the

dı̄vānı̄ script: Akramu al-a\lā a|immat al-islām rad
˙

iya Allāh ta\ālā \anhum

(Explanations of the great expressions of imams of Islam – my God Most High

be satisfied with them!). Here the main question under discussion is the Sufi

tradition regulating the relationship between disciple and master, murid and

murshid and the appearance of “special circumstances” during the training

process which are marked by the term imtih
˙

ān (trial). The statement follows the

form of rhetorical questions which evoke a positive reply. At the beginning it is

said that all the prophets and past shaykhs (mashā|ikh-i salaf) strove for

knowledge of God and that this striving is God’s command (amr) and quite

corresponds to shari\a. However, to travel the path without a murshid is

inadmissible. A murshid has to find an acceptable form of training for each of

his murid. The difficulties the path leading eventually to God presents determine

the specific character in the relationship between master and disciple; for all this,

any deviation from the norms of relations accepted between other people is

natural and permissible. For instance, it is considered to be appropriate (jā|iz va
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mashrū\) that a murshid who has irshād (permission to train disciples) scolds his

negligent murid for his actions and even submits him to corporal punishment.

Then the question is discussed whether a murid who has performed the rite of

spiritual and physical submission (bay\at) has a right to leave his teacher. The

document is certified by ten seals: Mufti Muhammad Yunus Khwajah b. \Isam
al-Din Mufti Khwajah \Alavi, 1230;14 Mulla Mir-baba b. Mulla . . .; Mulla Shah-i

Abdal b. Mufti Mulla Shah-i Muhammad Amin. 1240; Muhammad Qurban . . .

ibn Mulla \Abd al-Jabbar, 1243; Mulla Jan b. damulla Shah Na\mat . . . 1242;

Shah-i \Abd al-Karim b. Mulla Akhund Shah-baz, 1237; Khwajah-i buzurg

Khwajah b. Khwjah-i khan \Umari Qadi [al-] shari\atu sharif, 12??. There are

also five imitations of seals (see illustration).

Document 6

The language is Persian. It is entitled like the previous document: Akramu al-a\lā
a|immat al-islām rad

˙
iya Allāh ta\ālā \anhum. The document is also similar in

style to the previous one – rhetorical questions predominate. The aim of drawing

up this document is revealed in the first sentence:

Explanations of the great expressions of imams of Islam (may God Most

High be satisfied with them!) on the following question: a group of

dervishes gathers in the open and practices the vocal dhikr in front of

many people. (And they do it) until their hearts get softened and the rust,

dirt and curtains hiding the veiled one falls down from it . . . .”15

These actions of dervishes directed to remove ignorance (ghāfilān) from the

hearts should be considered appropriate since they correspond to the shari\a (ja|iz
va mashrū\). Further, the compiler of the text adds that this dhikr of dervishes is

performed every time in the form of arra,16 for the reason that the Prophet

performed this type of dhikr on mount Hira| together with his Companions.17

This tradition was accepted by many pious shaykhs (mashā|ikh-i salaf). The

compiler of the document further stresses the legitimacy of this kind of dhikr by

adducing a consensus reached by the mujtahids (ijma|-yi mun\aqad shud), who

found direct instructions (nusus) in the Qur|an and the Hadith. However, one can

see from the subsequent text that this consensus concerned only the vocal

pronunciation of the tahlı̄l, takbı̄r formulas and the call for prayer (az
¯

ān).

The next part of this document conveys an explanation of all “doubtful”

actions of Sufis practicing the vocal dhikr. It is affirmed that when dervishes

hear a mention of Allah (dhikr Allāh) or praises and glorification (na\t va

munqabaż) to the Prophet or even just hear a hafiz’s pleasant voice chanting a

holy text, they at once start joining in the singing (ba-taghannı̄ bāshad). If

dervishes hear the stories (h
˙

ikāyat) about pious ancestors or sermons, these

kindle the fire of infinite divine love in their hearts and they go on to experience

states of ecstasy and emotional outbursts (vajdı̄ va sadāyı̄) which cause them
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great suffering. They fall down on the earth or start involuntarily hitting the

tambourine or they burst into sama\. The compiler of the text concludes that

jahr as well as the described actions are quite in keeping with the shari\a and

that only an ignorant and silly person could think of them as innovations

(bid\ah), so that it is not possible to argue their banning on the basis of the

shari’a.18 Ten seals (same persons as in the previous document) are impressed

at the end of the document (V).

Document 7

The language is Arabic. This document is actually a fatwa regulating the

relations between murid and murshid, with particular consideration given to the

problem of a trial (imtih
˙

an) of murids by their master. The content is close to

document 5 with the difference that it is more explicit in recommending that

murids adopt certain forms of behaviour towards murshids. The terms of a

murid’s trial are also specified here in order to identify the level of his perfection

(daraja); and the signs (\alāmatun) identifying certain stages of a spiritual

perfection are marked. To illustrate this, examples (borrowed from other

compositions) of testing murids are given, showing Ahmad Yasavi (d.1164) and

his disciple Hakim-Ata; the Herati shaykh Zayn al-Din Khwafi (d.1435) and his

disciple shaykh Darvish Ahmad al-Samarqandi and others. Only that shaykh is

recognized as legitimate who has his Irshād-nāmah.19

Document 8

This document is in Arabic. It recalls usual rivāyat by its structure, but has more

general content. The main source the compiler used has been mentioned above:

“al-Fatāwā al-S
˙

ūfı̄ya . . ., besides, he quotes from other Sufi works. The text

begins with the usual Sufi references to verses from the Qur|an (8:47; 18:24/23;

29; 44; 33:41; 13:28; and 17:110) which allegedly make the commemoration of

God (dhikr) a duty. Hence one can draw the conclusion that such an obligation is

absolute (mut
˙
laq), i.e., clearly laid down in Qur|an and Sunna, and consequently

it should not be considered an inadmissible innovation (bid\a). The compiler of

the document considers that practicing both types of dhikr is admissible though

he pays special attention to the jahr variety. However, in the arguments stated

afterwards (these are extracted from different sources, fiqh as well as Sufi

treatises), the discussion most probably concerns normative rituals such as tasbı̄h
˙

after prayers and so on (see above).

Document 9

The language is Arabic. Actually it is a continuation of document 7. Here special

attention is given to the murshid’s qualities, his “knowledge of the veiled” and as

a consequence, his abilities to show a wonder-working foresight (karāma) which
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becomes similar to the prophets’ ability to accomplish different unusual actions

(iz
˙

hār al-mu|jizāt).

Document 10

The language is Arabic with two rivāyats in Persian. There are eight seals at the

end of the document. It continues the subject of document 8, paying special

attention to the justification of jahr whose conformity to shari’a was proved in

fatwas of “ulama of the hanafite and the shafiite schools of law.” Further it is

affirmed that the legitimacy of this kind of dhikr is also proved by the consensus

(ijmā\) of a number of jurists; the most well-known of them are as follows: 2,000

mujtahids who lived in the times of Khwājah Ahmad Yasavi, and the 22,000

excellent ulama and 1,000 mudarrises who were in his service. This ijmā\ was
based on how the Prophet acted; the same ijmā\ existed in the times of Imām al-

Kardari and Muhammad al-Parsa al-Bukhari (d.1419). There is another

reference to the latter’s opinion that jahr is acceptable in this very document.

At the end of the text, two rivāyats in Persian and one in Arabic are added.

Document 10a

The language is Persian. With reference to Imams Abū Hanı̄fa and Abu \Abd
allah Muhammad al-Shafi|i as well as Khwajah Ahmad Yasavi, it warns against

“embarking on the (Sufi) path being ignorant (jāhil), that is, not having mastered

the exoteric sciences (\Ilm al-z
˙

āhir).” As an illustration, a h
˙

ikmat by Ahmad

Yasavi is quoted (in Turkic) and commented upon.

Document 10b

The language is Arabic. To start with, a Hadith is adduced and briefly

commented upon (evidently, it is false):

Allah said (glory and eminence to Him!): Who does not forget to mention

me, I will initiate him into sciences without training and make him

powerful before 20 (years of age) and give him property without

(mastering of) a profession and earn his living without difficulties.

A commentary on a famous Sufi maxim follows which is ascribed here to

Najm al-Din Kubra (killed in 1221): Sharı̄\at is like a ship, t
˙
arı̄qat is like the sea,

h
˙

aqı̄qat is like a pearl.

Document 10c

The language is Persian. It is an excerpt from a fatwa about dhikr, which was

composed by the faqı̄h (from Mawarannahr) \Alı̄ b. Muhammad b. \Alı̄ b. Mahmud
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al-Muhtari, al-Khwarazmi al-Kubravi (sixteenth century)20; at the end of the text,

there is a reference to one of his works, al-Fatāwā \Alı̄yah.21 The essence of the

problem (mas|alah) under discussion is in the following: is a muh
˙

tasib legally

entitled by the shari\a to prohibit the vocal and public dhikr (z
¯

ikr-i \alānı̄yah) held

by the Muslims if their aim is to admonish the negligent (tanbı̄h-i ghāfilı̄n)? The

reply is given with a reference to Imam Abu al-Fazl,22 in the sense that this ritual is

an acceptable and laudable innovation (bid\atun h
˙

asanatun; or – bid\a h
˙

asana) and

should not be banned even if this solution is not without contradictions. In the

same place, another curious conclusion was drawn with reference to Najm al-Din
\Umar an-Nasafı̄:23 any action whose legitimacy cannot be established without

contradictions, but is widely practiced by the Muslims, should not be forbidden by

the muh
˙

tasib because otherwise he would overreach his competence.24 This

excerpt is certified by eight seals: \Abd al-Rahim b. Akhund Shah-i Mulla Niyaz

. . .123?; Khwajah-i Buzurg Khwajah b. Khwajah-i Khan \Umari Qazi [al-

]shari\atu sharif. 12??; Mulla Baba-jan b. Mulla Mufti . . . 1230; Mulla Mir . . b.

Mulla \Inayatullah ; Muhammad Shah-i Abdal b. Mufti Mulla Shah-i Muhammad

Amin, 1240; Mulla . . . Khan b. Mulla Niyāz-shaykh Mufti; Mufti Muhammad

Yunus Khwajah b. Mufti \Isam al-Din Khwajah \Alavi, 1230.

Document 11

The language is Arabic and Persian. Unlike the rest of the documents it is written

over the whole width of a sheet and framed by many coloured lines. It is stated at

the beginning that the dhikr using “huwa” as a formula should be performed

aloud (jahran). Brief grammatical analyses of the words “jahr” and “ikhfā”

come next. Further, the arguments given in the documents above are repeated

with the same references to the Qur|an, the Hadith, decisions of celebrated

Hanafi and Shafi\i faqı̄hs, all proving that dhikr, and in particular, dhikr jahr can

be legitimately practiced by Muslims. This is stated in particular of that type of

dhikr which was introduced by al-Sultan Khwajah Ahmad Yasavi which, as the

compiler affirms, was corroborated by a consensus (ijmā\) including many

distinguished ulama. The document ends with Persian quatrains praising the first

four caliphs of the Prophet (chahār-yār).

Document 11a

The language is Persian. It is a poetic insertion which is about the Sufi Path

(t
˙
arı̄qah) as one of diverse ways to Allah, about the appropriateness of dhikr

jahr, etc.

Document 11b

Here the compiler somewhat unexpectedly gives the two chains of his spiritual

succession (silsilah) linking him to the Mujaddidi and Qadiri lines. He takes the
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opportunity to introduce his silsilah by the following remark “this poor man (=

author) has yet another ijāzat, namely to the sublime Qadiri tariqa (dı̄gar bāyad

dānist kih ı̄n faqı̄r rā ijāzat-i tarı̄qah-i \aliyyah-i Qādiriyyah nı̄z hast . . .), this

phrase can mean that above (perhaps in the lost beginning of the scroll) one

more of his silsilah was cited.

Document 11c

More small poetic insertions in Persian follow with praise of the dhikr jahr.

Document 11d

Analysis of advantages and statement of peculiarities of the pronouncing

technique of dhikr tayyibiyyah (that is, using the shahāda as formula) in Arabic.

There are references to Fatāwā-yi S
˙

ūfiyyah, Fatāwā-yi Qāżı̄-khān25 and others,

where the cases in which certain ritual formulas (tasbı̄h
˙
, tahlı̄l) are to be

pronounced aloud (jahran) before, after and during prayers are enumerated. The

vocal pronunciation of these formulas promotes “the cleansing the heart from

rust and prevents negligence and ignorance (ghaflat).” Then the terms on which

the short chapters (maqs
˙

ūrah) of the Qur|an can be recited vocally are given, and

the text states that these rituals are justified, appropriate and even preferable

(jā|iz wa mustah
˙

abb). The last part of the document is dedicated to the dhikr

arra. Here the compiler starts like this: “Let it be known that in our place (fı̄

dı̄yāri-nā)26 the dhikr is known under the name of arra” and that since time

immemorial its legitimacy is directly based on the Qur|an and the Hadith (nusus)

as well as consensus (ijmā\) as was stated above (that is, in the other parts of the

scroll). Next, the arguments cited above in favor of this type of dhikr are

repeated over again. In particular, it is affirmed that the Prophet with his

Companions resorted to the vocal dhikr in the arra variety on mount al-Hira|
when he was seized by love of God and driven into states of ecstasy (shawq wa

ghalaba). The basis of this dhikr is the formula “huwa” (= He), this name is,

among the names of Gods “the root of the tree of monotheism” (aslu shajarati

al-tawhı̄d). Then the peculiarities characterizing this and other types of dhikr are

described (for instance, the dhikr of the heart, the dhikr of the tongue, the dhikr

of the hands and so forth). There is a seal: Shah \Abd al-Karim b. Akhund Mulla

Shah Niyaz, 1238.

Document 12

Fatwa in Persian concerning the twofold call to prayer (az
¯

ān) on Fridays. It was

decided that by Sunna, the az
¯

ān should be pronounced twice: before the khutbah

from the minaret and the second time – in the mosque, before offering the

individual namāz (Sunnat) which is held before the communal prayer. The text is

followed by a resumé in Arabic. The fatwa is sealed with eleven seals: Qazi \Isa
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Khwajah b. Khwajah Yunus, 1237; Khwajah-i Buzurg-khwajah b. Khwajah-khan
\Umari; Muhammad Yunus Khwajah b. \Isam al-Din Mufti Khwajah \Alavi,
1230; Mulla Baba-jan b. Mulla-birdi Mufti, 123?; Mulla Mir-baba b. Mulla
\Inayatullah, 1230; Muhammad Kara-bash b. Mulla \Abd al-Jabbar Mufti, 1232;

Khwajah-i Buzurg-khwajah b. Khwajah-khan \Umari, 123;27 Mulla-khan b.

damulla Shah-i Na\mat Mufti. 123?; Muhammad-Shah Badal b. Mulla Shah

Muhammad-Amin Mufti, 1240; Damulla. . .-khan b. . . .; Mulla Shah-i Hidayat

b. Mulla Niyaz Shaykh Mufti.

Document 12a

Rivāyats from fiqh works, regarding the rules of az
¯

ān

Sufi rituals, as the Path (t
˙
arı̄qa) to God himself, were always debatable from

the point of view of esoteric scholars. In particular, the jurists and traditionalists

could not reconcile themselves to the ritual actions commonly practiced in the

milieu of the Yasaviyyah brotherhood (many specialists connect their origin with

pre-Islamic rituals of shamanism), among which sama\, dhikr arra and the ritual

dance raqs
˙
were and still are the most questionable in the eyes of some ulama.

As is well known, this was what induced the Sufi shaykhs themselves to look for

arguments proving the legitimacy of the Path and the rituals they were

practicing. Apparently because of this the Sufi treatises rarely did without a

commentary on this or that aspect of the rituals. The authors naturally aspired to

prove that their Path conformed to the shari\a. The most widely used arguments

in this respect are based upon a special interpretation of certain verses of the

Qur|an and some Hadith.

In Mawarannahr, H
˙

adı̄qat al-\Arifı̄n28 seems to be one of the earliest Yasavı̄

treatises extant,29 which is in a significant portion dedicated to legitimizing dhikr

jahr and sama\. The author considers forty-seven verses of the eighth chapter of

the Qur|an (fol. 4b) as a direct hint at dhikr jahr (using the formulas “huwa” and

“allah”). Further the author (Ishaq b. Isma\il-Ata) sharply objects to those

scholars who consider dhikr jahr a reprehensible innovation (bid\ah). His

arguments are as follows: this dhikr cannot be considered an innovation because

the vocal pronunciation of some ritual formulas (for instance, takbı̄r) was

accepted in Islam since the times of the Prophet and his Companions. Besides,

this type of dhikr is aimed at cleansing the heart of the sālik, the traveller on the

Path, at glorifying Allah and so on. Then Ishaq b. Isma\il-Ata adduces other

arguments which he culls from works on fiqh where the vocal pronunciation of

other ritual formulas (5a–10b) is justified. Likewise, the author tries to prove the

legitimacy of sama\, although in this case, he did not manage to find direct

support in the Qur|an. The main aim of sama\ is to improve the spiritual qualities

and to help suppress carnal attachments. Ishaq-Ata also warns that simple and

uninitiated people (\āmmah) are forbidden (h
˙

arām) to perform this ritual,

whereas it is a necessity for the select. The use of a tambourine30 (daf) is

considered permissible in sama\ (with reference to \Abdullah b. Mas\ud).
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Evident justification of dhikr jahr but without a sufficient basis (at any rate, as

far as fiqh standards go) can be noticed in other Sufi authors, for instance, the

well known Naqshbandi writer al-Kashifi.31 Better arguments in defense of the

dhikr jahr and the sama| in the framework of shari\a was penned by the famous

Naqshbandi shaykh Ahmad b. Mawlana Jalal al-Din al-Kasani al-Dahbidi, better

known as Makhdum-i A\zam (d.1542).32

Later, in the mid-seventeenth century, Muhammad \Alim al-Siddiqi al-\Alavi,
the biographer of the Yasavi shaykhs (d.1093/1682), repeated and even extended

his reasoning. He dedicated the first part (maqs
˙

ad) of his work Lamāhat min

nafahat al-quds to the justification of dhikr jahr and sama\.33
The most richly argumented and methodically professional reasoning in

justification of dhikr jahr comes from an outstanding faqı̄h who at the same time

was a Naqshbandi shaykh and disciple of Baha| al-Din Naqshband, Khwajah

Muhammad Parsa (d.1419).34 In his as yet little known work Majmū\at

al-Fatāwā,35 he uses all kinds of legal arguments and thus conforms to the norms

ruling jurisprudential argumentation. From the very beginning the compiler

raises the question whether dhikr jahr is a reprehensible action (makrūh) in

Islam. He notes that this question has not found a common answer among the

ulama, but he specifies at once that dhikr is only a means to achieve the state of

hal (spiritual trance). The fatwa of Muhammad Parsa is based on the tenets and

methods usual in hanafite jurisprudence. In particular, he makes wide use of the

method of qiyās (judgment by analogy) or the particularly hanafite method of

preferring a given solution (istisan), and thus, he comes to the conclusion that

the vocal commemoration of God is legitimate on the basis of obvious (z
˙

āhir)

analogies to consensus (ijmā\) reached regarding ritual actions such as takbı̄r,

az
¯

ān, the vocal reciting of the Qur|an (qirā|at) and others (180b–181a). He also

tries to prove that this dhikr is an acceptable and laudable innovation in Islam

(bid\atun hasanatun or bid\a hasana) which conforms to the principles of

shari\a. (181a–182a).36
Fazlullah b. Muhammad b. Ayub, another Naqshbandi author and faqı̄h of the

end of the fifteenth to the first half of the sixteenth centuries, had a few more

reservations concerning the legitimacy of the vocal dhikr. Even in the title of his

work (Fatāwā S
˙

ūfiyya fi T
˙

arı̄q al-Bahā|iyyah),37 the aspiration to prove the

legitimacy of the practiced rituals is apparent. At the beginning he cites the

scholarly consensus (ijmā\) existing about the vocal forms of the mentioned

rituals (takbı̄r, tasbı̄h
˙
, az

¯
ān and so forth), and like other authors he concludes

from this that the vocal dhikr as a Sufi ritual can legally be practiced. However,

the author at once specifies the terms under which dhikr jahr is forbidden

(131a–133b, 134b–139b). As for the quoted verses from the Qur|an (8:47), he

sees them as a simultaneous incitent to both types of dhikr (bi-l-lisān wa bi-l-

qalb; 139b–142b).

Approximately half a century later, \Ali . . . al-Kubravi, another faqı̄h of the

early Shaybanid (1500–1603) era, also addressed the question of the vocal

dhikr38 in his compilation on fiqh, Fatāwā-yi \Āliyyah (which he composed in
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Persian, an absolutely exceptional phenomenon for works of this genre),39 but in

his brief conclusions he only says that the legitimacy of this ritual was

established by Sufi shaykhs and ulama of both the hanafite and the shafiite rites.

Thus, even our brief survey shows that Transoxanian authors attempted to

prove the legitimacy of dhikr jahr and sama\ with surprising regularity over an

extended period of time. Obviously, this practice was always subject to criticism

brought to the fore both by Sufi shaykhs preferring the silent dhikr khafı̄ and by

jurists/traditionalists. This criticism probably culminated during the last quarter

of the eighteenth century when it was instrumental in opposing shaykhs from

different schools and brotherhoods. This was the period when Shah-Murad

(Ma\sum) b. Daniyal Atalik (1800–1885) ruled, the most consistent supporter for

a revival of the shari\a among the rulers of the Mangit dynasty. He supported the

aspirations of some circles in the Mujaddidiyya40 Sufi brotherhood who fought

to forbid dhikr jahr and other rituals which were dubious from the traditional

shar’i point of view.41 By the way it was Shah-Murad who undertook an attempt

(which, however, was never completed) at bringing together a new authoritative

compilation of fatwas42 which would have interpreted the formulas used vocally

in az
¯

ān, takbı̄r and similar exclusively as a part of the prescribed rituals they

were part of, but not as a starting point and basis (al-as
˙

l) to be used in legal

reasoning to reach the conclusion that dhikr jahr can be practiced legally,43 as it

is done in the documents presented in this chapter.

In his struggle for the “renewal of pure, pristine Islam,” at first Shah-Murad

proclaimed that the mentioned Yasavi (or Kubravi or \Ishqiyya)44 rituals are

inadmissible innovations (bid\ah). Mujaddidi rituals seemed to him much closer

to what he understood to be shari\a, and in particular the silent dhikr (khafı̄),45

which the Mujaddidiya practiced. This rather harsh attack which Shah-Murad

led against Sufi rituals46 which were generally practiced in Bukhara inevitably

provoked a reverse reaction on the part of the leaders of those brotherhoods

whose ritual practices now turned out to be legally unacceptable. For instance,

Khudaydad b. Mulla Tash-Muhammad \Azizan al-Bukhari (a contemporary of

Shah-Murad), a little known Yasaviyyah author, composed a number of works in

Arabic, Persian and Turkic in which he made considerable effort (judging by the

massive volume and superior quality of his works) to justify Yasavi47 rituals.

These works have only now become known and only now have attracted

scholarly attention.48 The unique compilation of documents presented in this

chapter can obviously be regarded in the same way: that is, as an original “Yasavi

answer” (or “Kubravi”, or “Qadiri”) to the religious reforms introduced by Shah-

Murad. Even though the earliest date on the seals is 1237/1811–1812 and thus

falls into the reign of Amir Haydar (1800–1825), son and heir of Shah-Murad.

His reign distinguished itself already by some tolerance towards the rituals of the

diverse Sufi brotherhoods.49 It can be assumed that this relatively tolerant

situation came about as a result of the efforts by a number of Sufi authors who

prepared the ground for the final (in our case even “documentary”) justification

of a number of “doubtful” Sufi traditions and ritual practices. However, the legal
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reasoning they used in the process (even their use of such principles and

methods of fiqh as istih
˙

sān and qiyās), remained eminently vulnerable for

criticism on the part of authors who supposed that Islam should be cleansed of

all innovations, that is, of everything which has not been practiced in the times of

the Prophet and his followers.

Notes

1 I owe special thanks to Professor J. Paul, who corrected the English translation of this
article and gave me much inspiration.

2 This work is the second stage of describing non-catalogued Sufi works (eighteenth to
twentieth centuries) in the holdings of the Beruni Institute. The cataloguing is being
conducted under the supervision of Professor Jülgen Paul and the author of this
chapter, with financial support by the Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit
(GTZ).

3 We hope to accomplish their full publication in the future.
4 On the whole the texts have references to more than 100 authors and compilers of

fatwas, with quotations justifying the vocal commemoration of God or explaining the
rules of a vocal pronunciation of other ritual formulas (az

¯
ān, takbı̄r and others). We

could not always identify precisely these works and fatwas. Therefore, in this chapter,
we restrict ourselves to such cases where the author and his work are given in the
original of our text, leaving the complete identification to the full publication of the
document. Besides, well known faqı̄hs, for instance, Abū Hanı̄fa (d.150/767;
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie Vostochnih rukopisey
Akademii nauk Uz SSR 11vols. (Tashkent: Akademiya nauk Uzbekiskoi SSR,
1952–1987), 4:169, No 3027; Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen
Litteratur, 2vols. [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1943–1949] 1:176–77), a lot of well known
authors from Central Asia appear in the documents, for instance Abū al-H

˙
asan \Ali b.

Muh
˙
ammad al-Nasafı̄ al-Pazdavı̄ (d.482/1089; Brockelmann, Geschichte, 1:460;

Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 4:187, No 3047), Muh
˙
ammad b. Ah

˙
mad b. Abū Sahl as

Sarakhsı̄ (d.495/1101; Brockelmann, Geschichte, 1: 460–61) and others.
5 al-sama\ fardun wa Sunnatun wa bid\atun: fardun li-l-\āshiqı̄n wa Sunnatun li-l-

muh
˙

ibbı̄n wa bid\atun li-l-munāfiqı̄n.
6 In Ramadan this prayer (tarvı̄h

˙
) is read every night; it consists of 20 rak\ats.

7 As far as it is known up to now, this work has not been found. Below, other works by
this author will be mentioned.

8 . . . mustajmi\ ba-jāmi\ chahār tarı̄qah. . . . Usually, chahār t
˙
arı̄qah means Yasaviyyah,

Kubraviyyah, Tayfuriyyah/\Ishqiyyah and Naqshbandiyyah in Central Asian Sufi
texts.

9 Īn mas|alah dar Tanbı̄h al-Żallı̄n ast.
10 References to al-Hidāya by Burhān al-Dı̄n \Alı̄ b. Abū Bakr al-Marghı̄nānı̄ (d.593/

1197; Brockelmann, Geschichte, 1:466–67; Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 4:217,
No. 3083), commentaries to this composition (\Ināya) and other hanafite works.

11 Al-Khidr (or al-Khadir) in Arabic, Khiz
¯

r in Persian. According to the late tradition,
the invisible spirit of this legendary Prophet initiated and taught many Sufi shaykhs.
See: R. Rahmonov, “Khidr,” in Islam na territorii bivshey Rossiyskoy imperii.
Encyclopedicheskiy slovar’ (Moskva: Vostochnaya lit-ra, 1999) 91–93.

12 About this angel see: A.S. Wensinck, s.v. “Isrāfı̄l,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, New ed.
13 We used the copy (written in 950/1543–1544 in nasta\lı̄q script) at al-Beruni

Institute of Oriental Studies; MS. inv. No. 7132, fol. 132b–133a. Good state of
preservation.
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14 In some cases, it was not possible to discern the years of the seals due to the
illegibility of the impressions.

15 Akramu al-a\lā a|imma al-islām (rad
˙

iya Allāh ta\ālā \anhum!), dar ı̄n mas|ala kih
jam\ı̄ az darvı̄shān dar makān-i z

˙
āhir jam\ shudah z

¯
ikr ba-t

˙
arı̄q-i jahr va \alāniyyah

mı̄ khānand, tā dil rā narm kardand va zang va dāgh va h
˙

ijāb’hā-yi ān rā bardārad . . .
16 The way in which God’s names (most frequently, it simply is huwa – He) are recited in

the Yasavi dhikr reminds the listener of the sound which is produced in the sawing of
firewood. Hence the name of this dhikr – dhikr arra (lit. dhikr of the Saw).

17 Har chand ı̄n dhikr az ı̄n darvı̄shān ba-t
˙
arı̄q-i arra s

˙
ādir shudah bāshad chūn-kih

h
˙

ażrat-i Nabı̄y-nā ( \alayhi al-s
˙

alavāt va al-salām!) ma\a jam\-i ash
˙

āb-i karamı̄
(rad

˙
ı̄ya Allāh ta\ālā \anhum!) dar kūh-i H

˙
irā| z

¯
ikr-i arra rā kardah būdah-and.

18 Agar kası̄ az rāh-i bi-khirad va nādānı̄ z
¯

ikr-i jahr-i maz
¯

kūr rā va yā h
˙

ālat-i darwı̄shān-
i z
¯

ikr-i maz
¯

kūr rā bid\at guyān man\ āyad, dar ı̄n s
˙

ūrat ı̄n man\ az ı̄n kas az ghayr-i
h
˙

ujjat-i sharı̄\at nā masmū\ va nā mu\tabar-i shar\ı̄-i sharı̄f mishavad.
19 An irshād-nāmah is a special document which a master hands over to his most

prepared deputies (khalı̄fah) giving them permission (rukhs
˙

at) to take on their own
disciples. Usually a chain of a spiritual succession (silsilah) is given in the irshād-
nāmah. As a rule, the silsilah is traced to one of the Prophet’s caliphs, thus
emphasizing the legitimacy of the tariqa in question.

20 See about him: Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 8:290.
21 This work on fiqh in Persian (which in itself is a rather rare occurrence, as almost all

works of this kind are in Arabic) was written in Samarqand. For descriptions of
available manuscripts, see Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 8:309–313 No. 5870, 5871,
MS No. 7177/III, 8675). The fatwa about dhikr jahr: ms 7177/III, fol. 143b–144a.

22 We failed to identify the full name of this faqı̄h.
23 Najm al-Dı̄n Abū Hafs \Umar b. Muh

˙
ammad b. Ah

˙
mad b. Luqmān al-Nasafı̄ al-

Maturı̄dı̄ (d.537/1142: Brockelmann, Geschichte, 427; Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie,
4:328, No3264).

24 Har mas\alah kih “mukhtalif fı̄-hā” bashad musulmanı̄ bi-ān \amal namāyad muh
˙

tasib
rā na-mı̄ rasad man\-i ān.

25 Compiled by H
˙
asan b. Mansur al-Uzjandi al-Farghani (d.592/1196; Seminov et al. ed.

Sobranie 4:206, No.3074).
26 Evidently, in Mawarannahr and Turkistan.
27 This man left two different impressions of seals on the document (see the legend of

the second seal in the same copy).
28 Language, Chaghatai and Arabic, author, Ishaq b. Hazrat Isma\il-Ata. The work is

supposed to have been written not earlier than the end of the fourteenth century, and
as far as known, it has not been described in catalogues so far. We use the Beruni MS
No. 11838 (copied approximately in the middle of the eighteenth century).

29 Another work (not dated so far) Persian written by a Yasavi author is Risālah-i H
˙

isām
al-Dı̄n Sighnāqı̄, where the main subject also is dhikr jahr (in particular, in its chahār-
żarb “four-beat” variety), sama\ and raqs

˙
and the participation of women in these

rituals (Beruni MS No. 11084, fol. 11b–14a). The author, while claiming the
legitimacy of these rituals, does not try to justify it.

30 An example from the life of Abu Bakr Siddiq is given here. He forbade the use of
percussion instruments; however, according to this rivāyat, the Prophet removed this
ban.

31 Mawlānā Fakhr al-Dı̄n \Alı̄ b. H
˙
usayn Vā\iz Kāshifı̄, Rashah

˙
āt \Ayn al-H

˙
ayāt. ed. \Alı̄

As
˙
ghar Mu‘ı̄nı̄yan. (Tehran: Bunyad-i Nikukari-i Nuriyani, 2536/1977), 1:32–33,

59–61. The author particularly insists that some shaykhs of the Naqshbandiyyah
brotherhood before Baha| al-Din Naqshband (d.1389) had been practicing the vocal
dhikr (see in more detail: Jülgen Paul. Doctrine and Organization. The Khwajagan/
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Naqshbandiyah in the First Generation after Baha’uddin [Anor – I. Halle/Berlin: Das
Arabishe Buch, 1998], 20–26).

32 See, for instance, his treatises: Risālah-i Sama|iyah (Beruni MS 501/II, fol. 13b–32b;
brief description – Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 3:301, No. 2519); Risālah-i
Bāburiyyah (ms 501/XXV, fol. 272a–276b; brief description – Seminov et al. ed.
Sobranie, 3:311, No. 2529).

33 About this work and its author, see Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 3: 354, Beruni MS
495.

34 See about him in more details: Paul, Doctrine and Organization, 27–28.
35 The texts of this fatwa (on the basis of several manuscripts) is presently being

prepared for publication by Professor J. Paul. We used the earliest copy, Beruni MS
3010/X, fol. 179a–1186a).

36 See Paul, Doctrine and Organization, 27–28.
37 Beruni MS 7132.
38 The author speaks mainly about a special ritual vird (= recitation of the praying

formulas in use in a given brotherhood), held after morning prayers (namāz-i
bāmdād). This ritual, according to the text, also included vocal pronunciation of the
tasbı̄h

˙
formulas (Beruni MS 7177/III, fol. 143b–144a).

39 See a detailed description of this work and some information about its author:
Seminov et al. ed. Sobranie, 8:309–313; MS No 5870, No 7177; 3:309–310.

40 See some information on Mujaddidi activities in Mawarannahr: Bakhtiyar
Babadzanov, “On the History of the Naqshbandiyyah-Mujaddidiyyah in Central
Mavara’annahr in the late 18th and Early 19th Centuries,” in: Muslim Culture in
Russia and Central Asia from 18th to the early 20th Centuries, ed. M. Kemper, Anke
v. Kügelgen, and D. Ermakov. (Berlin: K. Shwarz, 1996) 385–413, and more in detail
in: Anke v. Kügelgen, “Die Entfaltung der Naqshbandiya Mujaddidiya im mittleren
Transoxanien vom 18. bis zum Beginn des 19 Jahrhunderts: ein Stück Detektivarbeit.”
In Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia ed. Kemper, Kügelgen, and Frank,
106–154.

41 Measures of “cleansing and reviving” religion undertaken by Shah-Murad and his
circle have been brilliantly described and interpreted in the article by Kügelgen “Die
Entfaltung” 105–133.

42 Fatāwā-yi Ahl-i Bukhārā. Beruni MS 5804 (Description in Seminov et al. ed.
Sobranie, 8:332–335, No. 5886–89).

43 MS 5804 (without pagination), Kitāb al-S
˙

alawāt.
44 Kügelgen, “Die Entfaltung,” 103, 116–117, especially 120–122, 126.
45 Ibid. 121–122 and further. However, some Mudjaddidi shaykhs (or shaykhs with

multiple affiliations, being Mujaddidis alongside other silsilahs) did not reject the
vocal dhikr and even practiced it themselves (Majz

¯
ūb Namanghānı̄, Taz

¯
kirah-|i

Majz
¯

ūb Namanghānı̄. Beruni MS 2622, fol. 28b; Babadzanov “On the History,”
408–411; Kügelgen, “Die Entfaltung,” 121–123).

46 Professor Anke v. Kügelgen reasonably suggested that Shah-Murad’s struggle against
the supporters of the vocal dhikr did not last long and that later on, he became more
inclined to compromise as the danger of confrontation remained with a considerable
number of distinguished people in whose eyes the forbidden rituals remained more
attractive. (Kügelgen, “Die Entfaltung,” 129–130).

47 Shaykh Khudaydad gives the list of his compositions (about 20) in his massive (984
fol.) commentary on Irshad al-Murı̄dı̄n, a work by Abū al-Najı̄b al-Suhrawardı̄ (d.32/
1234): MS 2406 (not catalogued so far), fol. 1a. Detailed descriptions of two works by
this author (Pisand-i Z

¯
ikr-i Jahr and Bustān al-Muh

˙
ibbı̄n) included in this copy which

contain mainly justifications of Yasavi rituals (particularly, dhikr jahr) will be
included in the mentioned catalogue, see Note 1. And there is a reference to another
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work by the same author – Tanbı̄h al-Żāllı̄n (document 2 in theroll featured in this
chapter

48 These compositions (or records about them) were discovered during while
cataloguing Sufi manuscripts from the eighteenth to the beginning of twentieth
centuries in the collections of the Beruni Institute.

49 Kügelgen, “Die Entfaltung,” 132–133.
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4

M A J M Ū \A H’H Ā : IMPORTANT

AND UNKNOWN SOURCES OF

H ISTOR IOGRAPHY OF IRAN

DURING THE LAST SAFAVIDS

The case of Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā1

Mansur SEFATGOL

I

Owing to the establishment of the Safavid state, Iranian society witnessed

many changes in the political, social, economic, religious and, in my opinion,

literary and historiographical spheres. These important changes were

significant for the political and religious structure, for the beginning of

Safavid rule marked the beginning of a new era in Iranian society, affecting all

aspects of the life in Iran.

A change in the method and theory of historiography and literary style was

one of the main changes in this period. During the later part of the Safavid

period, a strong desire arose for preparing source material known as majmū\ah,

or sometimes jung, a kind of source material still mostly unknown and to which

scholars have not had access. Its information, despite its importance, is unknown

to Safavid researchers.2

The sources discussed below are important but unknown sources belonging to

later Safavid studies. Scholars usually emphasize the chronicles of the Safavid

historians and sources written by European travelers or official envoys, all of

which contain valuable information from different perspectives. Most of the

sources, of course, belong to the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.3 Both

Iranian histories and the archival documents and Western works cover mainly

that period; unfortunately, the last years of Safavid rule, the reigns from Shah

Sulayman to Shah Tahmasb II, do not have many sources. Some histories from

this period, such as Dastūr-i Shariyārān4 and Zubdat al-Tavārı̄kh,5 have been

published in Iran. However, these sources are similar to previous sources in their

method and style of historiography. The scholars have not paid much attention to
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introducing and publishing the archival sources, which contain a huge number of

majmū\ah, jung and other kinds of Safavid documents. This constitutes a gap in

our knowledge of both Safavid historiography and the history of Iran during this

period, in particular the last part of Safavid rule. Another problem is that the

official chronicles mainly describe political events and do not pay attention to

the social and cultural life of Iranian society. In this context, then, the archival

sources are useful and contain interesting and important information.

As the theme of this book is the analysis of source material for the history of

Iran, my first aim is to introduce and analyse some important source material

concerning the last part of Safavid rule. For this purpose, I have chosen some

majmū\ah belonging to this period and will introduce them and demonstrate

their importance through a comparative study.

II

The archival source material for the Safavid period includes many sources. Most

of them, preserved in Iranian libraries, are royal, administrative and private

letters, vaqfnāmahs, marriage contracts, deeds, ownership documents, vouchers

and literary documents. Not many have been catalogued. In accordance with

Iranian tradition, some of these documents are gathered together in a book

entitled majmū\ah or jung or sometimes bayāż.6

The terms majmū\ah and jung describe different things. The manuscript and

archival specialists usually describe a majmū\ah as a collection of individual

essays that may be about one subject, though often about a number of different

subjects. In their description a Jung is a collection that contains scattered written

material such as selected poems, letters, etc. However in practice, this definition

has some problems. For instance, Muhammad Taqi Danishpazhuh described a

manuscript in the Central Library of the University of Tehran as “majmū\ah,”7

but this majmū\ah contains various parts such as letters, religious essays, and

vaqfnāmah. Danishpazhuh titled a part of this majmū\ah a “jung”8 that contains

selected poems. A better example of a majmū\ah is another manuscript in the

library. This majmū\ah contains nine essays, all on religious subjects and written

by Mulla Muhammad Tahir Qummi.9 Other examples are a majmū\ah entitled

al-Safinah belonging to the years 1068–1090/1655–167710 and a majmū\ah by a

poet with the pen name of Tahsin written in the year 1101/1688.11 All of them

contain copies of some Safavid royal letters,12 and sometimes private letters.13

During the reign of the Safavids, especially during the later part, many

majmū\ahs were written and gathered by scholars, poets and notables who had

relations with poets and the Ulama. I have chosen from these majmū\ahs and will

concentrate on one of them. The three majmū\ahs are: Majmū\ah-i

Findiriskı̄, Jung-i Ah
˙

mad-i Ghulām, and the main topic of this chapter,

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā. I have chosen the first two to show the importance

of information found in majmū\ahs and to compare this information to the

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā. All of them belong to the last part of the Safavid rule.
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One of the most important majmū\ahs from the last years of the Safavids is

the Majmū\ah-|i Findiriskı̄,14 preserved in the Central Library of the University

of Tehran. This majmū\ah contains sixty-six sections, made up of essays, royal

and administrative letters, royal decrees, selected poems and four chronologies

of the conquest of Hyderabad in India by the Mughals. (See Table 4.1.)

This majmū\ah is very important for the historiography of the reign of Shah

Sultan H
˙
usayn. Although the main topic of Findiriski’s writings is literature, his

work also includes important and unknown sources for the early years of Shah

Sultan Husayn. This is a book in the majmū\ah titled Tuh
˙

fat al-\Ālam.15 In Tuh
˙

fat

al-\Ālam, Findiriski describes the events of the first two years of the reign of Shah

Sultan Husayn, portraying him as a clever and ambitious ruler who decided to

improve the running of the court and the administration as well as the social life of

Iranian society. We do not find such valuable information in any other sources.

Another important majmū\ah , belonging to the last years of the Safavid rule,

until 1142/1730, is the majmū\ah or, according to \Abd al-Husayn Ha|iri, Jung-i

Ah
˙

mad-i Ghulām.16 This jung also contains important information. Ahmad-i

Ghulam was the librarian of the Safavid Royal Library in Isfahan during the

reign of Shah Sultan Husayn. Since he lived and worked during such a crucial

period, he witnessed the fall of Isfahan. His life after the collapse of Isfahan was

troubled by confusion in Iranian society. According to a date in his majmū\ah, it

seems he was alive in 1142/1730, when Shah Tahmasb II and Tahmasb Quli,

later Nadir Shah, ejected Ashraf Afghan from Isfahan. (See Table 4.2.)

From the historical point of view, this source contains some unique reports.

Ahmad-i Ghulam, who himself experienced the effects of the collapse of

Isfahan, mentions the situation of the city during this period. For example he

says, “alas, Isfahan, the city is like a dead sea and all the fish are between death

and life. The enemy of religion has captured it because there was no strong

ruler.”17 This note was written in 1138/1725. In another place he says,

I have written a transcription from Nuzhat al-Mushtaq, written by Idrisi,

and I am Ahmad-i Ghulam, an official of the treasury of the king, at the

time, when Almas, the slave of the invaders, plundered the houses of the

Table 4.1 Contents of the Majmū\ah-i Findiriski

Contents

Book 1 (Tuh
˙

fat al-\Ālam)

Letters 12

Royal orders 3

Fatwa 1

Jung-poem 28

Religious essays 4

Genealogies 1

Private letters 6
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people and divided the spoils among his followers. For the owners of these

houses were killed by famine or murdered by invaders, but I was alive and

in the place between death and life in the year 1135/1722.18

At the end of the Jung he wrote, “in Rabi\ I 1137/1724 when Mahmud had

gone to the Yazd and decided to seize the city, I wrote this section in Isfahan.

Isfahan is the city of women, because in all parts of the city there are no men,

and you can only see the women who survived.”19

In addition to these historical descriptions, this source contains a copy from

Taz
¯

kirah-i Shāh T
˙

ahmāsb.20 This taz
¯

kirah has some differences from the

published version.21 Also there is an important risālah, Risālah-i Alqāb or Z
¯

ayl-i

Risālah-i Alqāb,22 written by Muhammad Riza ibn \Abd al-Husayn Tusi. I think

that this risālah was the source for the unknown author of the Taz
¯

kirat al-Mulūk

and perhaps the book of Alqāb va Mavājib-i Dawrah-i Salāt
˙
ı̄n-i S

˙
afaviyyah.23 The

majmū\ah also includes a travelogue from the year 1129/1716 written by an

Iranian official who describes in the first person his pilgrimage to Mecca.24 Some

economic bills belonging to the Safavid state and also some vaqfnāmahs are

included.

Next I introduce and analyse another majmū\ah belonging to the reign of

Shah Sultan Husayn Safavi and then compare the contents of these three

majmū\ahs as examples of these many sources, most of which remain unknown.

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā

Another important but unknown majmū\ah from the last years of Safavid rule is

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā.25 We do not know about Mirza Mu\ina in detail. It

seems he was a prominent Safavid official in Urdubad. This is clear from his

Table 4.2 Contents of Jung-i Ah
˙

mad-i Ghulām

Subjects Amount

Royal, administrative and private letters 83

Vaqfnāmah 3

Royal decrees 2

Economic reports 10

Travelogue (Safarnāmah) 1

Historical chronicles 3

Historical description and report about the Situation of
Iran after the fall of Isfahan 3

Fath
˙

nāmah 4

Selected poems 13

Marriage contracts 1

Peace agreements 2

Tuyūlnāmchah 4
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Figure 4.1 Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā
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name: Mirza Mu\ina Urdubadi. In fact his name is Mu\in, but according to a

Safavid custom the title of āghā after the names of officials was abbreviated to

“ā”: hence Mirza Mu\ina was Mirza Mu\in Agha.

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā is a voluminous manuscript preserved in the

manuscript section of the Central Library of the University of Tehran and is one

of its most precious manuscripts, not only for its contents but also from an

artistic point of view. The contents of Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā are presented in

two sections, according to the technical terms of the specialists. These two

sections are matn and h
˙

āshiyah (text and marginalia). This was a custom in

Iranian writing style: writers and authors usually used all the space of a sheet of

paper. It was the custom also that they wrote both matn and h
˙

āshiyah. But that

does not mean that the value of the contents in matn was greater than that in the

h
˙

āshiyah in Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā. Those contents in the margin are as

valuable as the matn.

The Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā includes 180 topics in the matn and 186 in the

h
˙

āshiyah.26 It also includes some important risālah.27 The contents of the

majmū\ah are in Table 4.3.

Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā begins with an introduction from a writer whose

name was Muhammad Sadiq. He wrote this dı̄bāchah on 16th Jumada II 1109/

1696.28 Then, there is a list of the contents that Mirza Mu\ina wrote himself.29 In

his dı̄bachah, Muh
˙
ammad Sadiq says that Mirza Mu\ina asked him to write an

introduction to his majmū\ah, and therefore he wrote this dı̄bāchah in the

belletristic style of Persian during the reign of the last of the Safavids.30 As

mentioned above, the contents of the majmū\ah are presented in two sections.

Both contain literary introductions (or dı̄bāchah), royal decrees and orders,

official and private letters, economic materials, individual essays that sometimes

Table 4.3 Contents of Majmū\ah-|i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā

Contents matn h
˙

āshiyah Total

Royal, administrative and private letters 71 85 156

Royal orders and decrees 9 15 24

Dı̄bāchah-hā and literary composition 19 16 25

Selected poems 68 42 110

Books and essays 5

Economic reports and materials 12

Peace treaties 1

Sūrat-i Mah
˙

żar (reports of the conversion of six
Armenians) 1

Travelogue 1

Azādnāmchah (letter relating to the manumission of
a slave) 1 1

Chronology of historical events 4

Religious Fatwa 1
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are presented as a book, chronology of historical events during the reign of Shah

Sultan Husayn, and selected poems. Much of the material in the majmū\ah is

very significant for the study of political and social life in Iran under the last

Safavids, especially the city of Isfahan during this period. According to the

catalogue classification, Persian letters as archival documents are classified as

royal letters or administrative and private letters. In Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā

all three kinds are present.

For a better study of the contents of the majmū\ah and to aid my introduction,

I will describe the importance of the contents of the majmū\ah in four ways:

1 Political and dynastic value of the majmū\ah

2 Social and economic value

3 Religious importance

4 Value for Persian literature

For the dynastic and political history of Iran during Safavid rule, Majmū\ah-i

Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā is a major source. There are many official letters, which are

important for the study of foreign and domestic relations of the Safavid state

with the Ottomans, Mughals, and Uzbeks, as well as with the notables and

governors of Iran. Above all, what makes this majmū\ah more significant for

study of the political situation is the interesting information about the reign of

Shah Sultan Husayn. I have mentioned before that we do not have many Iranian

sources, published or unpublished, about this period; thus, any new source is

important. We do know that during the reign of Shah Sultan Husayn, uprisings

against the Safavid state occurred. One of the most important of these uprisings

was the movement of Kurdish leader Sulayman Baba, or Bābā. In an account

written by Bayandur Khan, governor or h
˙

ākim in Qarachah Dagh, during this

period, he describes the war between the Safavid army and the rebels.31 This

report is important because it shows the situation of the western borders of Iran

during this period. Also, Mirza Mohammad Baqir, an official in the Safavid

army (he was the lashkarnavı̄s) wrote an account for Mirza Muhammad Rahim,

the Safavid Vazir in Chukhursa\d, Iravan (Yerevan), on 25 Jumada II 1114/1707,

describing this area.32 There is also a chronology of Iranian history written by

Mirza Mu\ina himself. This short chronology contains the names and dates of

the reigns of those who ruled Iran from the beginning of the Islamic period to the

reign of Shah \Abbas II.33
For the social and economic history of Iran, Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā also

contains valuable information. Many private letters and literary descriptions

show us the conditions of life in Iranian society. For example, we can consider

Munsha|āt-i Shı̄rı̄n-i Ijāzah Harātı̄,34 who was in Isfahan during the last years of

Safavid rule, a significant source for social life in the Safavid capital. Harati, in

his literary description, describes the situations of the two main districts

(mah
˙

allah) of Isfahan, namely Jubarah and Dardasht. He explains the situation

of the baths, qahvahkhānah and gardens of these two districts and their people.35
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In addition, a woman in the Safavid court wrote an important travelogue

(safarnāmah).36 This is interesting because usually we do not know much about

learned women during Safavid rule. This woman was the wife of Mirza Khalil,

who was raqamnavı̄s (a kind of secretary) in the Safavid court. She describes in

her travelogue her pilgrimage from Isfahan to Mecca.37 Also there is an

āzādnāmchah about the manumission of a slave.38

From the religious point of view, Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā has some important

religious essays, also some royal orders and decrees about the Holy Shrines. One of

the most important and, in my opinion, rare documents in this majmū\ah is a s
˙

ūrat-i

mah
˙

żar or s
˙

ūrat-i majlis (process-verbal) about the conversion of six Armenians.

As far as I know, scholars have not yet used such documents for a description of the

process of conversion during the last Safavids. Therefore this s
˙

ūrat-i mah
˙

żar is very

significant. According to the text, an Armenian, Awuhan of Eklisi, and five others

converted to Islam, and Awuhan chose the name of Muh
˙
ammad \Alı̄. This occurred

in 1117/1704 in Urdubad. During the process of conversion, sayyids, ulama and

notables were present. The s
˙

ūrat-i mah
˙

żar shows that they had to obey Islamic

traditions and to go to a mosque.39

No doubt, Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā is very important for Persian literature

because there are many selected poems, as well as other passages that show the

evolution of Persian prose. These writings will add much to an understanding of

the literary history of Iran.40

Finally I compare the contents of the Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā with the two

other majmū\ahs already mentioned. Because preparing majmū\ahs was a

custom among learned people during the last years of Safavid reign, the contents

of a majmū\ah were affected by political and cultural circumstances. Table 4.4

shows a comparison.

A comparison among the three Majmū\ahs shows that each of them is

important for Safavid historiography. Chronologically, one can consider these

three majmū\ah as follows:

1 Majmū\ah-i Findiriskı̄, beginning 1104/1696

2 Majmū\ah-i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā, beginning 1109/1696

3 Majmū\ah-i Ah
˙

mad-i Ghulām, covering the last years of the Shah Sult
˙
ān

H
˙
ussyn until 1142/1730

Majmū\ah-|i Mı̄rzā Mu\ı̄nā alone of these three majmū\ahs belongs to the

golden years of the reign of Shah Sultan Husayn. It is enriched with royal and

administrative letters, some essays and selected poems. But it seems Jung-i

Ah
˙

mad-i Ghulām, written during the confusing years of the fall of Isfahan,

differs in both structure and contents from the other two majmū\ahs. Selected

poems in this Jung are fewer than in the other two, and the contents are serious in

context. Ahmad-i Ghulam is a sad writer.

From the Safavid historiographical point of view, the contents of these

sources have another significance. They help the researcher to rewrite the history
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of the last Safavid, because most of the studies of this period are, in my opinion,

“history of the collapse” not “the history of Iran.” Therefore, sources like these

majmū\ahs are of the utmost importance from a comparative and comprehensive

perspective.

On the other hand, rethinking the Safavid history of Iran is a necessity. This

will occur only when historians, to present a new picture of the Safavid period,

use all the sources, including these majmū\ahs.

Notes

1 This chapter was first presented as a lecture at the Institute of Oriental Culture,
University of Tokyo, in a one-day workshop on Persian Archival Sources. I wish to
thank Professor Tsugitaka Sato, the University of Tokyo for his generous invitation to
come to Japan as the guest of the Islamic Area Studies Project, and Dr. Nobuaki
Kondo, Tokyo Metropolitan University, for his care in arranging my visit. I benefited
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Masashi Haneda. Thanks also to Mr. Kazuo Morimoto of the Institute of Oriental
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Peace agreements 1 2
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Selected poems 110 13 28

Fatwa 1 1

S
˙

ūrat-e Mah
˙

żar 1

Āzādnāmchah 1

Tuyūlnāmchah 1 2
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Part III

WAQ F S





5

T H E WAQ F O F A

T I M U R I D A M I R

The example of Chaqmaq Shami in Yazd*

IWATAKE Akio

Yazd, in central Iran, retains much of its traditional townscape. In the central part

of the present city area (to the south of the old city) lies a masjid-i jāmi\
(congregational mosque), the Masjid-i Mir Chaqmaq.1 The person who gave his

name to the masjid, Nizam al-Din Chaqmaq b. Jalal al-Din Pur Timur Shami,

was an amir active in the region of Yazd during the time of the Timurid ruler

Shahrukh (r. 1409–47).2 The waqf deed whereby he set up the masjid exists; it

has been edited and published in a form so that it may be utilized.

The prime purpose of this chapter is to discuss the activities of an amir in the

regional city of Yazd through a particular waqf deed. This analysis will, it is

hoped, prove beneficial in throwing light on the nature of urban society during

the Timurid period.3

I

Chaqmaq Shami was in Damascus as a Mamluk amir. However, when Damascus

was under siege by Timur and the Mamluk sultan Faraj departed the city, he

surrendered to Shahrukh, son of Timur, joining the Timurid army, taking part in

the battle of Ankara on the right flank of the central army.4

Later, after becoming an amir of Shahrukh, Chaqmaq was appointed to Yazd

by him. Luckily Yazd in the first half of the fifteenth century was well endowed

with historical documents. These include Ja\fari’s Tārı̄kh-i Yazd (TY) and Tārı̄kh-

i Kabı̄r (TK), Ahmad b. Husayn’s Tārı̄kh-i Jadı̄d-i Yazd (TJY), and Ibn Shihab’s

Jāmi\ al-Tavārı̄kh-i H
˙

asanı̄ (JTH). TY goes to 845/1441–42, TK to 850/1446,

JTH to 857 /1453 and TJY to 862/1458. TY and TJY5 are gazetteers and local

histories and TK6 and JTH7 are chronicles. All were written by residents of Yazd.

Using these materials as well as chronicles of the court historians in Herat (MF,

MS), we can construct a chronological table of the movements of Chaqmaq and

his wife Bibi Fatimah Khatun (Table 5.1).8
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Table 5.1 Chronology of Chaqmaq’s activities

Year Activity Sources

803/1401 Chaqmaq surrendered to Shahrukh at the siege of
Damascus

ZNY/tx 237; /fac 382b

804/1402 Chaqmaq joined Timur’s army at the time of the battle of
Ankara

ZNY/tx 304; /fac 409b;
ZNS 255

816–17/1413–14 Chaqmaq joined the first Iraq-Fars campaign of
Shahrukh.
He contributed to occupation of Abarquh

TK/ tr 59
TK/tr 61; MF 218

818/1415? Chaqmaq was appointed to Yazd

823–24/1420–21 Chaqmaq left Yazd to join the first Azerbaijan campaign
of Shahrukh and came back the next year

MF 241, 219; MS 401

825/1422 * Chaqmaq acquired caravansary in the inner city and
built a h

˙
ammām

TY 45; TJY 99

830/1426–7 * Chaqmaq built caravansary, hammām and sugar factory
in Mahallah-i Dihuq, located outside the city wall

TJY 99

832–33/1429–30 Chaqmaq left Yazd to join the second Azerbaijan
campaign of Shahrukh and came back the next year

MS 604, 624

838–39/1434–36 Chaqmaq left Yazd to join the third Azerbaijan campaign
of Shahrukh.
He succeeded in appeasing Shah Jahan and contributed to
the defeat of Iskandar Qara Quyunlu.

TK/tri 81
TK/tr 86–87, 90; JTH
45

840/1436–7 Chaqmaq went to Manujan to aid Sayf al-Din, the ruler of
Hormus.

TK/tr 96

840 *Chaqmaq start building a masjid-i jāmi\ and khānaqāh
in collaboration with Bibi Fatimah

TK/tr 97

841/1437–8 *the masjid-i jāmi\, the khānaqāh and the cold well were
completed

TJY 97, 224

846/1442 Amir Hamzah Chuhrah held the governorship of Yazd at
the time

TJY 227

846/1442 Amir Hamzah Chuhrah was dismissed, and Chaqmaq was
appointed to Yazd

TJT 227

849/1445 *Chaqmaq and Bibi Fatimah founded a waqf See the next chapter

Chaqmaq went to Herat and left his son Shams al-Din
Muhammad in Yazd

850/1446 The revolt of Sultan Muhammad
Shahrukh appointed Chaqmaq to Yazd again

TK/tx 572; /tr 123; TJY
237

850/1447 Shahrukh’ s death in the \Iraq-i \Ajam champaign and the
start of Sultan Muhammad’s rule
Sultan Muhammad appointed Chaqmaq to Yazd but
dismissed him after a while

TJY 246

855/1451 Sultan Muhammad was defeated by Abu al-Qasim Babur
Babur reached Yazd and appointed Shams al-Din
Muhammad to Yazd
His son, Ahmad and his amir Arika became his deputy

JTH 69

856/1452 Ahmad, Chaqmaq’s grandson, and all the other Timurid
amirs retreated from Yazd

TJY 266–267, JTH 108

Yazd was ruled by Jahan Shah Qara Quyunlu

Note: * Indicates the building activity of Amir Chaqmaq in Yazd.
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The records do not give Chaqmaq’s date of assuming office in Yazd. During

the campaign of 816–17 AHAH, he played an active role in the domination of

Abarquh;9 directly after that a different amir, Muhammad Darvish (TK/tr 63;

JTH 41), was appointed to Yazd at the same time that Ibrahim Sultan b.

Shahrukh was appointed to Fars. In the autumn of 818/1415 the rebellion of

Bayqara b. \Umar Shaykh in Fars was put down and the rule of Ibrahim Sultan

was confirmed (MF 223; MS 325; JTH 42); at that time new appointments were

made (MF 223; MS 322). (Both chronicles record in particular the appointment

of Ilyas Khajah to Qum, Kashan and Ray.) Following Shahrukh’s campaign to

Kirman, the amir Gunashirin was appointed there after the siege and occupation

of the city.10 Ibn Shihab, who himself participated in the seige of Kirman,11

recognized that through this appointment “Khurasan, Central Iran (\Irāq) and

Mawarannahr came under the rule of Shahrukh” (JTH 44). In 823 AHAH, Chaqmaq

was already in Yazd and it is very likely that his appointment there had already

been made by 818 AHAH.12

Chaqmaq held governorship (h
˙

ukūmat) in Yazd for close to thirty years,

except sometime around 846 AHAH when an amir, Hamzah Chuhrah, held it.13

During that time he participated three times in the Azerbaijan campaigns and

played an important role with Gunashirin of Kirman in Shahrukh’s rule over the

western regions of his empire.14 After setting up the waqf in 849 AHAH, he left

Yazd, but returned under Shahrukh’s orders to strengthen the city when Sultan

Muhammad’s rebellion was reported to Herat. From this we can see the close

links between Chaqmaq and Yazd, and the trust that Shahrukh placed in him.

Upon his arrival in Yazd, Chaqmaq repaired the ruined Bag-i Layistan with

his amirs15 and took up residence there in the summer (TY 147). Later he built

the divān-khānah and other buildings in Qal\ah-i Mubarakah,16 or the inner

citadel of Yazd, and organized the administrative organs of government (TJY

98).17

The historical records in the Yazd gazatteers give a detailed description of the

building work and property management in Yazd by Chaqmaq and his wife Bibi

Fatimah, rather than of his administration. Since these can be considered the

most significant of his activities in Yazd, I will examine them below.

The construction of a h
˙

ammām (bath) in 825 was the first of these (TY 45).

Ahmad b. Husayn says (TJY 99) that

within the shahr (the area within the city walls) there was a caravansary

which had fallen into ruin opposite Masjid-i Jami\ (congregational

mosque). This was a waqf property of the Rashid family (az mawqūfāt-i

Rashı̄dı̄), and formerly merchants had sold cloth (qumāsh) there. The

afore-mentioned amir acquired it by means of a long lease (bah ijārah-i

t
˙
avı̄l), tore it down completely, and made a fine h

˙
ammām.

This caravansary was recorded as a waqf property of Rab\-i Rashidi endowed

by Rashid al-Din, a well-known wazir.18
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Next, in 830 AHAH, Chaqmaq built a caravansary and sugar factory (qannād-

khānah) in Mahallah-i Dihuk, outside the city walls. By 840 AHAH a masjid-i jāmi\
and a khānaqāh (Sufi hospice) had been built in this quarter,19 and in 841 AHAH a

cold-water well (chāh-i āb-i sard) and a waterworks were completed there.20 At

the time, this masjid-i jāmi\ was known as Masjid-i Naw, the New Mosque (TY

79; TJY 97).

“Many merchants put up” (TJY 97) in the caravansary. There were thirty-nine

rooms (h
˙

ujrah) and in the entrance an arcade (sābāt
˙
) was built, and there were

also ten shops (dukkān) (TY 46; TJY 98). There was an arcade in front of the

h
˙

ammām, and opposite the masjid-i jāmi\ twelve shops were built with rooms

above. In the sugar factory a workshop was built (kārkhāna-yi qannādı̄).21 The

h
˙

ammām was for men and had a changing room (maslakh) and private rooms

(h
˙

alvat) (TJY 99). Together with the cold well for drinking water, these two

facilities promoted the convenience of the bazaar. All were situated in close

proximity and comprised a single complex completed at the same time.

A qanāt (underground water channel), drawing water from Hayrabad-i Dihuk,

contributed to the facilities of Mahallah-i Dihuk. This too had been purchased

and provided by Chaqmaq. Concerning these, Ja\fari noted,

[Before, this qanāt had] a very poor supply [of water]. Its owners

(mālikān) sold it to the Amir Jalal al-Din Chaqmaq and he increased the

supply of water. It was available to many houses in the quarter and also to

Amir Chaqmaq’s caravansary, khānaqāh and sugar factory. (TY 152).

In this way, Chaqmaq and his wife played an important part in the growth of

the quarter, contributing thereby to the development of the city of Yazd. After he

left Yazd, he was able to entrust the governorship to his son Muhammad.22

However, after Chaqmaq was dismissed by Sultan Muhammad, he himself

disappeared from the pages of history. When he died is not known, but it is

thought he had already died by 855 AHAH. In 856 AHAH the Timurids withdrew from

Yazd and the family of Chaqmaq also left the historical stage for a time.

The buildings in Yazd that Chaqmaq and his wife were connected with are

listed in Table 5.2.23 He also built a madrasa in Herat which bore his name.24

However, at the present time little is known of this building or of Chaqmaq’s

activities in Herat.25

II

The waqf deeds setting out the waqf that Chaqmaq set up have been transcribed

by Afshar et al. Here I use three texts. I rely on the latest edition (VNC/c) and

simply enter the page number in brackets, without any document number. The

earlier editions (VNC/a, /b) I quote as necessary.26

The contents of the text are as follows.27
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1 Preface [162–68]

Here, in common with the majority of waqf deeds, the text begins with words of

praise to God. Next, it records heartfelt thanks that “. . . Mu\in . . . al-Din . . .

Shahrukh Bahadur Khan” appointed to “the city of the faith (dār al-\ibādah)

Yazd” “. . . Nizam . . . al-Din . . . al-Amir Chaqmaq b. . . . Jalal . . . al-Din Pur

Timur al-Shami” and his wife “. . . Bibi Fatimah Khatun bt. . . . Shams . . . al-Din

Amir Muhammad,” the couple who were the donors (vāqif) [166–67]. Their

pious work as vāqif “is based upon ‘people following the religion of the ruler

(al-nāsu \alā dı̄ni mulūkihim),’” saying that it is according to the will of “the

emperor of Islam (Padshāh-i Islām),” that is, Shahrukh [167]. Here we can see

the influence of their lord Shahrukh on the donors.28

At the conclusion of the preface is a quotation from the Qur|an, relating the

motivation of the waqf as preparation for paradise since “whoever desires the

hereafter and strives for it as he ought to strive and he is a believer; (as for) these,

their striving shall surely be accepted (17:19).”29 They do this “in order that at

the time of the great questioning on the day of the last judgment they may be not

be ‘the greatest losers in (their) deeds, they whose labor is lost in this world’s life

and they think that they are well versed in skill of the work of hands

(18:103–104).’” However the true intention of the waqf is somewhat different.

2 The waqf institutions [168–70]

The waqf comprises five institutions, whose patron in all cases is given as

“mawlāt-i \āliyah-i kubrā, jalı̄lah-i karı̄mah-i mushār ilay-hā” [168], that is,

Chaqmaq’s wife Bibi Fatimah.

Their location appears as follows. “Outside (z
˙

āhir) the above-mentioned city

of the faith (Yazd), without (khārij) the Mihrijird gate, near (qurb) the Sar-i Rig

Table 5.2 Buildings constructed by Chaqmaq and Bibi Fatimah

Area Buildings Sources

Outside the
city wall

Mahallah-i Dihuk a masjid-i jāmi\ with
congressional hall (jamā\at-
khānah) and 12 shops

a khānaqāh (with water tank
[mas

˙
na\ah])

a cold well (with water works)
a caravansary with arcade and

10 shops
a h

˙
ammām with an arcade

a sugar factory

TY 79–80; TJY 97, 99

TY 46; TJY 97
TY 45–46; TJY 97–98

TY 46–48 TJY 99
TJY 99

Mahallah-i Sar-i Ab-i Now a water mill called “āsiyā-yi
naw” built by Bı̄bı̄ Fatimah

TJY 98

Inner city Suq-i Kabir a h
˙

ammām TY 45; TJY 99

Qal\ah-i Mubaraka a dı̄vān-khānah TJY 98
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bazaar and the mazār-i (shrine) . . . Sayyid Qivam al-Din,30 adjoining (muttas
˙

il)

the Mahallah-i Dihuk.” [168]

The five institutions were: [168–70]

(a) masjid-i jāmi\
(b) khānqāh

(c) water reservoir

(d) water course

(e) cold water well

(a) The masjid-i jāmi\ is the facility referred to above. It is the core of the waqf.

The waqf deed stipulates in detail the composition of its staff and their

functions.

(b) The khānaqāh too has been referred to above. “The waqf is made for it to be

a home and a lodging during travel for all Muslims (jamāhı̄r-i musalmānān),

including sayyids, ulamas and the poor, characterized by piety, abstinence

and prosperity.” [169] Ahmad b. Husayn records that “soup was served to the

poor every morning” (TJY 97), a detail which clarifies the waqf conditions.

(c) The water reservoir was attached to the khānaqāh (cf. TJY 97).

(d) About the water course (nahr), the documents relate: “Her felicitous

intention was to seek to dig a single water course between the masjid and the

khānaqāh using water from the new qanāt.” [169] From what we have seen

above, this clearly refers to drawing water from the Hayrabad-i Dihuk to

take to the area around the masjid-i jāmi\. Thus the “new qanāt” is the

Hayrabad-i Dihuk Qanat.

(e) We have also referred above to the cold water well. Opposite the khānaqāh

[169–70], it was a facility “to relieve heat and thirst by a mouthful [of this

water] in times of intense heat.” [170]

All these institutions described here and completed in 841 AHAH were clearly

constructed by Bibi Fatimah.

3 Waqf property [170–75]

The waqf deed clearly distinguishes between the husband’s donation and the

wife’s donation.

A Chaqmaq’s waqf property [170–72]

(i)* buildings surrounding the h
˙

ammām within the city walls of Yazd (\imārat-

i gird-i h
˙

ammām)

(ii)* the caravansary outside the city walls

(iii)–(vi)*+ water rights to the qanāt

(vii)+ interest in Badrabad-i MVRTY,31 a village (qaryah) near Maybud.
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B Bibi Fatimah’s waqf property [172–75]

(i)* buildings surrounding the h
˙

ammām outside the city walls of Yazd

(ii) all water and land (tamām-i miyāh va arāżı̄) of Dih-i Muhammad in Tabas

Gilak32

(iii)+ the water wheel (t
˙
āh
˙

ūnah) of Yusuf Khalil33 and its garden (bāgh)

(iv)+ buildings constructed on the khan site (\imārat-i mustah
˙

das
¯

ah dar \ars
˙

ah-

i khānı̄)

(v)+ interest in Badrabad, a village near Maybud

(vi)–(xv)+ water rights to the qanāt

* marks property already referred to; + marks purchases

Water rights to the qanāt were stipulated for registered qanāts in water right

units for each qanāt. Here they have been brought together.34 There are no

examples of a person owning a whole qanāt; rather water rights were owned

individually. To give an example, let us look at four instances registered to

Chaqmaq which are shown in terms of undivided shares. [170–71]

A iii and vi the as
˙

l of the total 36 sahm (shares) of the Hayrabad-i Dihuk

qanat:

(iii) = 6 sahm-i mushā\
(vi) = 6 sahm [-i mushā\]35

A (iv) and (v) the as
˙

l of the total 36 sahm of Hasanabad qanat:

(iv) = 12 sahm-i mushā\
(v) = 18 sahm [-i mushā\]

In the deed, A-iv is written attached to A-iii as a single item. The Hasanabad

qanat was a qanāt which flowed into the Hayrabad-i Dihuk where it exited to the

surface (maz
˙

har) [170]. A total of five-sixths interest (30/36) in the Hasanabad

qanat was donated by Chaqmaq. From the description in this deed, we realize

that the provision of the Hayrabad-i Dihuk by Chaqmaq mentioned above was

the purchase of the Hasanabad Qanat and its connection with the Hayrabad-i

Dihuk Qanat. Bibi Fatimah then drew this water to Mahallah-i Dihuk.

The same vocabulary as with water rights is used also regarding the way

property was held in the villages. Interest in Badrabad, near Maybud, was

donated by both Chaqmaq and his wife. In detail, the as
˙

l of the total 28 sahm

was

A (vii) = 4 5/6 sahm [-i mushā\]
B (v) = 11 1/2 sahm-i mushā\
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Both husband and wife owned individual shares in this village, but even

together they did not own more than a 60 per cent interest. Only the village of

Muhammad (B ii) was totally the property of Bibi Fatimah, but we have no

knowledge of how she came to get it or what the nature of the property rights

were, since none of this is recorded in the deed.

Property other than the facilities we have referred to above as having been

built by Chaqmaq and his wife, and B ii, are all clearly said to have been

purchased. We will examine one of the most interesting of these, the buildings

erected on the khān site (B iv). The deed records that these, a set of nine shops,

were adjacent to the shrine (mazār) of Shaykh Jamal al-Islam, outside the city

walls [172]. Ja\fari speaks of this shrine as follows.

A descendant of [Shaykh Jamal al-Islam] was maulana Ghiyas al-Din \Ali

Munshi. He was the preeminent man of his time and attained great fame

under the Muzaffarid Sultans. In 784/1382–83 he erected the Shaykh

shrine, built a tall khānaqāh near the cemetery, brought running water to

the khānaqāh, and made a fragrant arcade at the entrance to the shrine. He

constructed the famous Khan-i Abarquhiyan near the arcade and donated it

to the shrine (TY 121).

Shaykh Jamal al-Islam, said to be a descendant of Anushiravan, died in 480 /

1087–88 (TY 120, 121).36 Ghiyas al-Din \Ali Munshi is well known to us as the

author of a biography of Timur, Rūznāmah-i Ghazavāt-i Hindūstān.37 The khan

of B is clearly the Khan-i Abarquhiyan mentioned here. The waqf deed shows

that there was also another group of shops which was waqf property supporting

the Jamal al-Islam shrine established by Ghiyas al-Din \Ali. Ghiyas al-Din \Ali’s

son Kamal al-Din Mahmud was named as the mutavalli (administrator) of the

waqf [172]. In the same area, besides these shops, there were also rooms (h
˙

ujrah)

and houses (khānah) belonging to third parties, including Amir Qivam al-Din b.

Amir Muhammad Qurchi “and Ustad Shaykh \Ali Rishtah-paz.” It is apparent

from this that already the khan itself had been lost and new buildings erected

there; except for some of the shops, they had been alienated from waqf

management.

The buildings in the group of nine shops, the waqf property of Bibi Fatimah

herself, were conveyed to the greatest lady (malikah), the vāqifah (=Bibi

Fatimah), by a “legal purchase contract” (mubāya\at-i shar\iyyah) from the

daughter of Ghiyas al-Din \Ali, Bibi Khatun, and his grand-daughter Sultan

Tarkan bt. Sihan al-Din Muhammad and one other [172–73]. The land was

“leased (bah ijarah dadah-and) to the lady, the wāqifah, for ninety years, as in the

deeds according to the law” by Ghiyas al-Din \Ali’s son \Imad al-Din Mas\ud and

the brother of Kamal al-Din Mahmud (who was the mutavalli, as mentioned

above).

In this way, the descendants of Ghiyas al-Din \Ali managed the waqf centring

on the shrine of their ancestor. We can also see that they encroached on the waqf
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property, administering it as real estate. Bibi Fatimah leased land from the waqf

property, bought the buildings on it, and made them her own waqf property. The

lease was for the lengthy period of ninety years. It is conceivable that owners of

adjacent buildings also acquired them by a similar process.

We have already touched on long leases in the course of the discussion above,

in Ahmad b. Husayn’s description of the h
˙

ammām built on the site of a

caravansary leased over a long time from the waqf of the Rashid family. At the

end of the actual deed, after the list of waqf properties is the following:

Each share (h
˙

is
˙

as
˙

) listed, explained and recorded [here], includes houses,

rooms . . . trees and streams, which are recognized as an appendix

according to law and custom. However the land of [the h
˙

ammām] within

the citadel and the h
˙

ammām outside the city are excepted.38 This land is

leased (istı̄jār namūdah-and) and the two h
˙

ammāms themselves were

newly built by them [175].

This allows us to understand not only the land of the h
˙

ammām inside the city

walls of Yazd, but also that of the h
˙

ammām outside the walls, had been acquired

through lease. No further details of the lease are available but it is likely that it

too was a long lease of ninety years.39

The deeds record, in close detail, the legitimacy of ownership of the waqf

properties before they were endowed as waqf. With the exception of one village

not in Yazd (B2), water rights to the qanāt (A3–6, B6–15) and the village near

Maybud, the waqf donors had been no more than one owner among many of joint

property. Even in the case of city properties, the land of A1, B1 and B4 had been

leased from another waqf and so the waqf possessed only the surface rights. The

long lease of a waqf property can be considered a rational means to circumvent

the ban on its sale.40 (If this was not so, it would not have been recorded in the

waqf deed.) This was obviously the best way to usurp a waqf.

We can also confirm that the sugar candy factory, etc. mentioned among the

facilities built by them mentioned above were not included in the waqf deed.

4 Waqf conditions [175–79]

Below are the conditions set out in the waqf deed.

(i) The position of mutawalli (tawliyat)

Shams al-Din Muhammad, Chaqmaq’s son, was expressly named mutawalli. At

this period, the position of mutawalli (administrator) included that of mushrif

(counselor) and nāz
˙

ir (overseer), as we will see below.

The mutawalli was responsible for using the earnings from the waqf

properties (mah
˙

s
˙

ūlāt-i mawqūfāt) to:
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(a) manage waqf assets41 (\imārat-i raqabāt), provide for their upkeep, and

maximize their earnings and the profits from leases;

(b) repair and restore waqf institutions; and

(c) pay employees [176].

(ii) Duties and salaries of employees, and other expenses

The unit of coinage prescribed here is the dı̄nār aqchah nuqrah kapakı̄, and its

weight was stipulated as 2 dinar = 1 1/12 mis
¯

qāl [176].

The duties and annual salaries of employees were also set out [176–78]. It is

clear that the functions of a madrasa were attached to the masjid.

The annual expenses other than salaries were stipulated [178]:

(a) provision of food (sufrah va āsh) to the poor and travellers at the khānaqāh

= 3000 dinar.

(b) provision of sweets (h
˙

alāva va nuql) to those who gathered in the evening =

100 dinar

(c) lighting expenses for lamps and candles at the masjid and the khānaqāh =

180 dinar.

We can understand from this how considerable was the amount of money

spent on the soup provided morning and evening that Ahmad b. Husayn

described.

Table 5.3 Duties and salaries of the officers

Officers Salary per year
(dinar)

Conditions

imam 360 (leader of prayers) 1 dinar per day

hafiz (ten people) 2160 (reciters of the Qur|an)

mus
˙

addar 360 leader of hafiz. If there is not a suitable person, the
salary is to be paid to two hafiz.

mudarris 1200 (professor)

mu\ı̄d �
� 980
�

(tutor)

t
˙
ālib (eight people) (students) 980 dinar for mu\ı̄d and t

˙
ālib

khat
˙
ı̄b 120

mu\az
¯

z
¯

in 360 announcer of the hour of prayer

vā\iz
˙

150 (+130) (preacher) 130 more dinar is to be paid to him in
Ramazan

mu\āshir-khān (two people) 100 ? “When the khat
˙
ı̄b goes up to the minbar, they

recite hadith”

mu\allim 120 (teacher) he teaches the Qur|an to children

farrāsh/bavvāb (two people) 540 (cleaners/gatekeepers)
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(iii) Salaries of mutawalli

When the offices of mutawalli, in accordance with the law for the waqf

properties (mawqūfāt va musabbalāt) listed [here], are first entrusted to the

highest person (\ālı̄-janāb) (= Shams al-Din Muhammad ) . . . , the salaries

(h
˙

aqq) for the offices of mutawalli, mushrif and nāz
˙

ir are to be determined as

one sixth of the total revenue (kull-i mah
˙

ās
˙

il) from the waqf property [178].

If there is any surplus of income over the expenditure determined,

explained and recorded [here], one third of it will accrue to the person who

is mutawalli according to the law, and the remaining two thirds will [in the

future] be applied to the purchase price of the shares (h
˙

is
˙

as
˙

) [of

properties], which will be included in the waqf assets (raqabāt) [178].

Thus the amount the mutawalli acquired was one sixth of the total assets and

one third of the surplus after subtracting expenses.

(iv) Conditions for the lease of waqf property

“Waqf assets may not be leased (bah ijāraha na dihand) for more than three

years, either by single contract or by numerous different contracts. They may not

be leased to those with authority and might (arbāb-i istilā va taghallub)” [178].

This clause aims to prevent the long term leasing of waqf property, which

caused the expropriation of the waqf. However, Chaqmaq himself took

advantage of a long lease. This is a very interesting clause, thinking of

Chaqmaq’s standing in Yazd.

(v) Conditions concerning the inheritance of the offices of mutawalli,

mushrif and nāz
˙
ir

After stipulating that no one can intervene in the office of mutawalli, provision is

made for the inheritance of his various positions after his death. These will be

succeeded to by the descendants of Shams al-Din Muhammad’s sons, with the

office of mutawalli going to the eldest, that of mushrif to the one in the middle,

and that of nāz
˙

ir to the youngest [178–79].

The salary (haqq al-sa\y) of the basic one sixth of the total revenue and

one third of the surplus will, according to the above conditions, be held

jointly, without predominance or distinction, among the children who

carry out the above offices (manās
˙

ib) [179].

Where there are not more than two children, the offices will remain

between them, as will the acquisition rights. These will pass to their
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children and their children’s children and their children’s children . . . for as

long as they continue [179]

Thus the offices pass by inheritance down the male line. It was supposed that

the waqf would be maintained by Chaqmaq’s descendants. If there were no male

descendant, females could inherit [179].

This completes the main part of the deed. It concludes with a description of:

5 confirmation of the qadis [179–80]

6 endorsement of secretaries [180]

7 date [180]

8 endorsement of the donor [180]

9 endorsement of witnesses [180].

The deed was written down at the end of the month of Rabi\ I, 849 (1445.7.6)

by “Muhammad b. Mas\ud b. Muhayyi b. Abi mulaqqab bah Qutb al-Hujjah”

and confirmed by the qadis.42 Endorsements of the donors and the witnesses

follow it.

III

An examination of the contents of the waqf deed makes it clear that

Chaqmaq’s and Bibi Fatimah’s prime purpose in setting up the waqf was to

secure their wealth for their descendants. The office of mutawalli was to be

held by their son and his male descendants,43 and, together with the offices of

mushrif and nāz
˙

ir, could not be alienated to a third person. Rights to income

from the waqf were also recognized, a substantial sum comprising one sixth of

the total assets and one third of the surplus. The deed also stated that waqf

assets could be extended among descendants, by using the remaining two

thirds of the surplus.

Salaries of employees and costs for the provision of food are detailed, but we

can say that the management of waqf facilities supporting the masjid, etc. took

second place, since in actual fact, the stipulations of the document put this

second among the major functions of the mutawalli’s office.

Bibi Fatimah’s initiative in setting up the waqf can be clearly discerned. In the

sense that she wanted to secure her children’s inheritance in a polygamous

system, hers was probably the stronger motivation. Furthermore, her mausoleum

was built amid the facilities that she had built.44 However, Ja\fari and Ahmad b.

Husayn, both contemporaries, record that the masjid was from the beginning

built in Chaqmaq’s name, so we cannot ignore his wishes in the matter. As we

will see, the development of Mahallah-i Dihuk was begun by him, and the

commercial facilities there were bequeathed to his and Bibi Fatimah’s children

by a joint waqf. After setting up this waqf, Chaqmaq removed to Herat for a

while, but this fact too authenticates his motivation.
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The description of the waqf properties in the deed reveals the nature of the

wealth Chaqmaq and Bibi Fatimah had in Yazd and provides us with an example

of the formation of wealth by an amir during his period of office during the

Timurid period. We know that there were some properties that did not form part

of their waqf, but from the point of view that the prime purpose in setting up the

waqf was to protect their wealth for their descendants, the waqf properties in the

deed probably comprise the bulk of their wealth in Yazd.

An analysis of the village properties tells us that they were by no means

“great landowners.” Even the qanāt water rights which made up the majority of

the property were held jointly with others. The core of Chaqmaq’s wealth was

commercial properties such as shops and the caravansary built in Mahallah-i

Dihuk, including the non-waqf sugar factory which was to be inherited after his

death. Other than the h
˙

ammām, which his wife owned, all were erected by

Chaqmaq, and until they were made waqf property later, were all in his private

possession. Thus he would have received the profits from them personally. The

masjid in the centre of the mah
˙

allah came, with the passage of time, to be

considered his wife’s foundation, built in order to set up the waqf. The

development of this mah
˙

allah outside the city walls was clearly undertaken as a

private venture by Chaqmaq, rather than as the city’s governor expanding the city

for the benefit of its residents. We can say that it was basically a capital

investment to develop the quarter as a commercial district.45

The deed repeatedly stresses the fact that they had acquired property from

others “by contract according to the law.” It was of course a necessity to establish

the legality of such acquisitions when employing the waqf system under Islamic

law to bequeath wealth to descendants. This clearly represents an assimilation of

private rights based on law by a firmly established urban society.46 We can

imagine that men used their position as governors in various ways and may

assume it from their long term leases of other waqf property, but we cannot

detect anything further from descriptions in Yazd gazetteers or waqf deeds.

Ja\fari and Ahmad b. Husayn speak often of the prosperity of Yazd during the

time of Shahrukh. Ja\fari describes the city’s expansion in the following terms:

“Newly to be seen are about ten thousand houses and shops, h
˙

ammāms,

madrasas, khānaqāhs and gardens” (TY 3). Ahmad b. Husayn, on the other hand,

speaks of the rural areas. “The prosperity of the town and province reached such

a degree that the peasants (mardum-i dahāqı̄n) were not provided with the means

of cultivation (\avāmil), and they brought grain, cotton and fruit to the town on

horses and mules and wore linen or brocade clothes and ate fat hens with their

rice” (TJY 198).47

At least one of the reasons for this prosperity must have been the economic

activities of Chaqmaq, who became assimilated into urban society, respected the

law, and sought profit at the same level as the urban notables. Chaqmaq’s activities

and his waqf can only be one example of one amir in one provincial city, Yazd. In

order to grasp more clearly the actuality of Iranian urban society in the Timurid

period, we must gather reports from various levels of society and various cities.
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It is possible to ascertain that Chaqmaq’s waqf functioned from the fifteenth

century at least until the end of the nineteenth century. However, space does not

allow me to continue the analysis down to this period and I look forward to

another opportunity to do so.48

Notes

* The original of this chapter was written in Japanese and published in Seinan-ajia
kenkyu no.32 (1990): 56–80. We express profound sorrow at Professor Iwatake’s
untimely death. All the faults in the translation lie with the editor. Additions in the
footnotes within square brackets were prepared by the editor.

1 This masjid has attracted scholars of architectural history as a characteristic example
of a Timurid monument. Renata Holod-Tretiak, “The Monument of Yazd, 1300–1450:
Architecture, Patronage and Setting,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1972),
101–02; Lisa Golombek and Donald Wilber eds. The Timurid Architecture of Iran and
Turan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), 421–24.

2 His name is as it appears in the waqf deed discussed below. His lakab according to the
historical materials used here is Jalal al-Din; in the waqf deed it is that of his father
(see below). Ando makes no reference to Chaqmaq Shami, Shiro Ando, “The Central
Elements of the Amı̄r Stratum in the Government of Shāh Rukh during the Timurid
Dynasty,” (in Japanese) Toyoshi-kenkyu 43(1985): 88–123. [German Version: “Das
Corps der timuridishen Emire unter Šāhruh̄,” Zeitshrift der Deutschen Morgenlän-
dischen Gesellschaft 139(1989): 386–96.]

3 Research into the Iran region during the Timurid dynasty, has, from the standpoint of
the study of Iranian history, been taken up only from an interest in the prehistory of
the Safavid dynasty. The research of Aubin is virtually all that exists; Jean Aubin,
Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe siècle (Wiesbaden, 1956). However, in terms of recent
study of urban society, work has been done on fifteenth and sixteenth centuries R.
Rosemarie Quiring-Zoche, Isfahan im 15. und 16. Jahrhudert (Freiburg: Schwarz,
1980), see also Masashi Haneda, “The H

˘
ūzānı̄s: History of Distinguished Family of

Is
˙
fahan from the 15th to the 17th Century,” (in Japanese) Shigaku-zasshi 96/1(1987):

37–38. [French version: La famille H
˘

ūzānı̄ d’Isfahan (15e–17e siécles) Studia Iranica
18 (1989)]. From the standpoint of Timurid history, regional studies have only been
done of dynastic centers like Herat and Samarqand. Among them, Terry Allen takes
up Herat after Shahrukh made it his capital, based on his own research
comprehensively covering toponyms and monuments in the region of Herat, and
attempts to show symbiotic social and economic relationships between ulamas and
rulers or amirs in urban society through the medium of the waqfs; Terry Allen, A
Catalogue of the Toponyms and Monuments of Timurid Herat (Cambridge, Mass.:
Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, 1981); idem. Timurid Herat (Wiesbaden:
Reichert, 1983), 36–45; cf. Shiro Ando’s Japanese review in Toyoshi-kenkyu 44/4
(1986):166. Sadly his conclusion has not been proved yet since he had not
accumulated all the mass information about the monuments and the socio-economic
position of their builders at individual level. Waqf documents are one of the most
useful historical documentary sources for this purpose. In Japan the importance of the
waqf documents of Khajah Ahrar of the Naqshbandi order in Samarqand has been
demonstrated in Eiji Mano, “Recent Studies on the Naqshbandı̄ya” (in Japanese)
Isuramu-sekai 21(1983): 45–51. These documents are presently being studied by M.
Kawamoto; Masatomo Kawamoto, “A Waqfiyya of Khwāja Ah

˙
rār: A Study of Waqf,”

(in Japanese) Jinbun-gakuho 63 (1989): [53–68]; idem. “Naqshbandı̄ order,” (in
Japanese) Sekaishieno toi vol. 4 (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1989),190–96. However only the
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waqf of Mı̄r \Alı̄ Shı̄r is known in Herat (Kawamoto, personal communication); see
also Kazuyuki Kubo, “Herat in the Early Sixteenth Century: Under the Reign of Two
Rising Dynasties,” (in Japanese) Shirin 71/1 (1988): 146, n. 28. [See Maria Eva
Subtelny, “The Vaqfı̄ya of Mı̄r \Alı̄ Šı̄r Nava|ı̄ as Apologia,” Journal of Turkish Studies
15(1991): 257–286].

4 Regarding authorities, see the chronological table. A description in a Yazd gazetteer
written in the second half of the seventeenth century tells us that this exile was the
Chaqmaq in question (JM I: 169–70; JM III: 740–41); the Mamluk and the Ottoman
dynasties are confused and he is said to be “YNKCRY-AQASY (JM I: 169). It is very
likely that Sharaf al-Din \Ali Yazdi, the author of ZNY, knew him personally; cf. John
E. Woods, “The Rise of Timurid Historiography,” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 46
(1987): 99ff.

5 Concerning TY and TJY, see Akio Iwatake “The Waqfs of the Niz
˙
ām Family in

Fourteenth-century Yazd,” (in Japanese) Shirin 72/3 (1989): 3, 4 n. 8, 36 n. 20.
6 Of the text of TK, only part of the close (TK/tx) and part of the biographies (TK/bio) of

the Leningrad MS have been published. The present author uses TK/tr, a German
translation of the post 1405 portion. The Calcutta MS referred to as TK by Woods is
that recorded up to 817 (1414). Woods, “Tı̄murid Historiography,” 107; Wladimir
Ivanow, Concise Descriptive Catalogue of the Persian Manuscript (Calcutta, 1924), 4.
According to Iraj Afshar, this can be identified with Ja\fari’s third work Tārı̄kh-i Vāsit

˙(TK/bio[muqaddimah] 93).
7 For an interesting life history of Ibn Shihab (called “shā\ir-munajjim”), the author of

JTH, see Aubin, Deux sayyids, 17–19; JTH (muqaddimah) 13–15. Originally a
tuvāchı̄ in the Yazd army (see Note 11 below; also JTH: 15, 24, 28, etc.), he moved to
Kirman probably when Chaqmaq was appointed to Yazd, and for the next thirty years
was “\āmil va żābit

˙
va \amı̄d va vaz

˙
ı̄fah-khār-i vaqf ” there (JTH 94). He served at the

same time under Hajji Muhammad b. Gunashirin for fourteen years until the death of
the latter in 854/1450 (JTH 2) and then served Abu al-Qasim Babur b. Baysunghur,
also presenting him with JTH (JTH 139). Though he continued to use the nisbah
“yazdı̄,” and in 855 AHAH again visited Yazd with Babur, his records after his move
centre on Kirman.

8 TK adds the nisbah “Ījı̄” (TK/tr 97, 101). Chaqmaq also had a wife called Payand
Sultan (called Bayka Sultan) (TJY 244). She was the sister of Sultan Muhammad b.
Baysunghur b. Shahrukh, and so Shahrukh’s grand-daughter (TJY 231). Unlike Bibi
Fatimah, she did not undertake any independent activities. The dates of marriage are
known for neither of them.

9 The amir Firuz-Shah was appointed to Abarquh at that time (JTH 41; cf. Ando, “The
Central Elements,” 108, 110).

10 Aubin gives a detailed description of these events. Aubin, Deux sayyids, 39–50.
11 “I (ı̄n faqı̄r) was tuvachı̄ in the army at Yazd and Abarquh, and led 450 takhsh-andāz

and ra\d-andāz (JTH 42). cf. Aubin, Deux sayyids, 43.
12 In the copy in Istanbul of Rumı̄’s Dı̄vān (Veliedden 1680) completed in the month of

Muharram in 818 (1415.3.13–4.11) there is the book seal of “Muh
˙
ammad al-

Jaqmāq.” It is thought that this copy was made to present to Iskandar b. \Umar
Shaykh who was defeated during Sharukh’s first campaign to \Iraq-i \Ajam and Fars.
Hellmut Ritter, “Philologika XI, Maulana Ğalaladdı̄n Rumı̄ und sein Kreis,” Der
Islam 26/2 (1940): 147; idem “Philologika XI, Maulana Ğalaladdı̄n Rumı̄ und sein
Kreis (Fortsetzung und Schluß),” Der Islam 26/3 (1942): 240 n. 1; Jean Aubin, “Le
mécénat timouride à Chiraz,” Studia Islamica 8(1957): 77 n. 6. This was not
Chaqmaq himself, as Aubin thought, but his son Shams al-Din Muhammad. This
shows that Chaqmaq and his family must have achieved power in this region around
the time the copy was made.
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13 After his return to Yazd, he was appointed to “Irāq” in 846 AHAH (MS 774) and he visited
Sultan Muhammad in Qum by the winter of that year (end of 1442 – beginning of
1443) (TJY 231–32; TK/tx 566; /tr 116–17). Therefore his return to Yazd must have
taken place in the course of that year (though TJY does not mention the date). The
date in the chronology is based on this.

14 Chaqmaq and Gunashı̄rı̄n also went in the direction of Manujan in order to help Sayf
al-Din, the governor of Hormuz who had sought the aid of Shahruh. (Gunashirin died
at this time, cf. Aubin, Deux sayyids, 52–53.) As seen in Note 8, Chaqmaq had
married the grand-daughter of Shahrukh.

15 TJY has Bagh-i Lastan. “It is where the h
˙

ākims (governors) of Yazd live” (manzilgāh-i
h
˙

ukkām-i Yazd) (TJY 211).
16 Built in 799/1396–97 at the order of Timur (TY 39). It was enlarged, incorporating a

section of the city, by Iskander b. \Umar Shaykh in 808 (1405–6) (TY 41; TJY 91–92;
cf. Aubin, “Le mécénat,” 76).

17 According to a seventeenth century Yazd gazetteer, this dı̄vān-khānah was built in
831/1427–28 (JMI 174; JM III 741).

18 Among the waqf properties of Yazd (No. 423 according to the editor), “one
caravansary of cloth dealers (kārvānsarā-yi bazzāzı̄) [located] in the centre of the
great suq, Suq-i Kabir, inside the city of Yazd (dākhil-i baldah-i Yazd, indicating the
area within the walls)” (VNR 88). The Masjid-i Jami\ of Yazd was built in the centre
of the Great Suq (cf. Iwatake, “Niz

˙
ām Family,” 35 n. 4).

19 The section of this description in TK/tr 97 is edited in TY (ta\lı̄qāt va tawżı̄hāt) 201–2.
“They bought houses and land, then pulled down the houses to build (this masjid-i
jāmi\)” (TY 79).

20 An inscription concerning the construction of this mosque exists (Īraj Afshār ed.
Yādgārhā-yi Yazd:vol.2: Mu\arrifı̄-i Abniyyah-i Tārı̄khı̄ va Ās

¯
ār-i Bāstānı̄-i Shahr-i

Yazd, [Tehran: Anjuman-i Asar-i Milli, 1354/1975], 189–90). Here the patron of the
building is given as Bibi Fatimah, and it records that the work was completed in the
month of Rajab, 841 (1437.12.29–1438.1.27). The date of completion of the
khānaqāh is in TJY 97 and of the cold water well in TJY 224. The gazetteers ascribe a
number of facilities to Chaqmaq’s wife, but they are all recorded in the section on his
own buildings.

21 At that time, the sugar manufacturer Khajah Hajji \Ala al-Din Qannadi and his three
brothers built sugar factories outside Yazd at Sar-i Rı̄g, as well as a large residence.
These are recorded specifically in the section of the Yazd gazetteers dealing with
Timurid buildings (TY 70; TJY 112–13). This would seem to be a highly profitable
business.

22 In 850/1446, when Sultan Muhammad’s attendant visited Yazd seeking to establish his
master’s rule there, Shams al-Din Muhammad was “vālı̄ (governor) of Yazd because
of his father” (TJY 236). In 855 Shams al-Din Muhammad was appointed to Yazd by
Babur; at that time he decided on his son Ahmad and \Alı̄ka, an amir under his father,
as representatives (qā|im maqāms).

23 The buildings of Chaqmaq’s son Muhammad are also listed in the Yazd gazetteers. He
reorganized Qal\ah-i Mubarakah and built “Dar al-Qur|an” (TJY 98) and added thirty
shops to the bazaar at the Mihrijird gate, one of the gates to the city (TY 62). (This was
beside the facilities his parents had built; see below.) He also constructed a bāgh (TJY
98, 201–2). Concerning gardens, apart from Chaqmaq’s Bag-i Layistan, it is recorded
that Bayga Sultan built a bāgh (TJY 98).

24 Allen, A Catalogue, 121.
25 The existence of the madrasa of Chaqmaq Shami was pointed out to me by Kubo

Kazuyuki, to whom I express my thanks. In the list in Timurid Herat by Allen (p. 74)
the dating of this madrasah as 833 AHAH is based on the reference to Chaqmaq in MS at
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this time (Allen, A Catalogue, 121; cf. Vasilii V. Barthold, Ulugh-Beg, tr. by Vladimir
and M. Minorsky [Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1958], 175, n. 1); it does not mean that the
madrasa was in existence at this date.

26 Photographs of the opening paragraph and the close are appended to VNC/b 107–8; /c
163–64. However, there is no information about the size of the text the transcription is
based on nor its present state of preservation.

27 Concerning the form of waqf documents, see Kawamoto, “A Waqfiyya.” This is an
easy-to-understand explanation of the contents of a series of waqf documents.

28 Among their establishments Shahrukh’s name was contained in the inscriptions for the
masjid-i jāmi\ (see Note 20 for inscription), the drinking fountain attached to the cold-
water well, (TY 159), and the h

˙
ammām within the city walls (TJY 99). At the

beginning of this waqf document, together with a verse from the Qur|an are the words
of \Ali b. Abi Talib [168] while in that of the drinking fountain is a list of the names of
twelve imams (TY 159).

29 The chapter and verse numbers of the Qur|an are according to the Cairo edition.
30 This shrine was an establishment of the Nizam family which in the middle of the

fifteenth century became the Sayyid shrine (Iwatake, “Niz
˙
ām Family,” 6, 9 [n. 8]).

31 Maybud was a small city near Yazd. Badrabad is now lost and the reading MVRTY is
unclear.

32 Tabas Gilak is situated along the road through the great desert between Yazd and
Herat (on the eastern edge of the desert). This is the only property not in Yazd.

33 VNC/a 877; /b 111; /c 172 all have “t
˙
āh
˙

ūnah-i Yūsuf Jalı̄lı̄” and TY 150 and TJY 99,
218 called the watermill “āsiyā-yi Yusuf Khalı̄l” (t

˙
āh
˙

ūnah and āsiyā both refer to
watermill or flour mill). Especially TJY 99 indicates that it was a waqf. Amir Yusuf
Khalil was a dārūghah in Yazd at the time of Tı̄mur (TJY 175) This can also be known
even according to the facsimile version of ZNY, ZNY/fac 439b. However, in TJY there
exists a variant, “āsiyā-yi Yūsuf Khalı̄lı̄,” and the amir in ZNY/tx 379 has been edited
as Yusuf Jalı̄l. Here, I will use Yusuf Khalil.

34 Concerning modern water right practices in Yazd, see Michael E. Bonine, “From
Qanat to Kort, Traditional Irrigation Terminology and Practices in Central Iran,” Iran
20 (1982): 145–59 (based on surveys conducted in 1970–71 and 1977). Water-right
practices are determined for each qanāt individually.

35 “sahm” is here used as a term denoting the share ratio of commonly-held property. (It
is also a word used for the distribution ratio of inheritance or the interest ratio of those
holding rights regarding the profit of a waqf [cf. Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to
Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), 170, 302; Kawamoto, “A Waqfiyya,”
63]. “as

˙
l” (“sum”) indicates the number that should be the denominator of the interest

ratio. Thus 6 among 36 sahm would be a one sixth interest. mushā\ means “jointly
owned in undivided shares” (Ann K. S. Lambton, Landlord and Peasant in Persia:
Study of Land Tenure and Land Revenue Administration revised ed. [Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1969] 435). A–v and the other items use the word “kāmil-i sha\i”
(complete joint ownership) which has the same meaning.

36 The name “Jamal al-Islam b. Mas\ud . . . b. Jamal al-Islam” can be seen in a record of
witnesses, undated but clearly before the middle of the fourteenth century, which is
attached to a collection of waqf documents of the Nizam family. This indicates that a
relative of Giyas al-Din belonging to his father’s or grandfather’s generation was
named after the shaykh. See JKh/a 205; /b 554.

37 cf. Kazuhide Kato, “Timur’s Military Expedition to India,” (in Japanese) in
Rekishiniokeru Bunmeino Shoso (Tokyo: Tokaidaigaku shuppankai, 1974), 175–88;
Woods, “Tı̄murid Historiography,” 93 ff.

38 “sivā-yi \ars
˙

ah-i [h
˙

ammām-i] dākhil-i shahr va h
˙

ammām-i khārij” (VNC/a 880; /b
113; /c 175. The section in brackets in the text can be found only in VNC/a.
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39 In a seventeenth-century Yazd gazetteer, in the section referring to “tavārı̄kh-i qadı̄m
va jadı̄d-i Yazd (= TY, TJY), it is recorded that the lease for the land of the h

˙
ammān

within the walls of Yazd was ‘ninety years’.” (JM I 175).
40 Later, a ninety-nine year lease became general (Lambton, Landlord, 115, 232–33).
41 Concerning the term “raqabāt,” see Vladimir Minorsky, Bulletin of the School of

Oriental Studies 9 (1938): 953 (n. 3); Lambton, Landlord, 459–60 (“the soil and
proprietary rights over the soil”). It translates as “[waqf] assets.”

42 The signatures of the two qadis are not shown in the edited version. Both Rukn al-Din
Hasan b. Safi al-Din Muhammad b. Ziya| al-Din Muhammad b. Majd al-Din Hasan al-
Razi and Majd al-Din Hasan b. Sharaf al-Din Husayn b. Majd al-Din Hasan al-Razi
were connected with the distinguished Razi family of Yazd, which can be traced back
to the reign of Rashid al-Din (TY 92ff; TJY 134ff). Majd al-Din Hasan, their
grandfather and great grandfather, was renowned as an impartial judge, and he left
many works on law (he died in 787 [1385–86]) (TY 122). Their fathers were included
among the original owners of four sets of water rights in Chaqmaq’s waqf property.

43 Ahmad b. Husayn, a contemporary, specifically noted, “He determined that the office
of mutawalli would be in the name of his son Shams al-Din Muhammad Mirak and his
children.” (TJY 100).

44 Though not mentioned in contemporary records, a dome (gunbad) was constructed as
her mausoleum in one corner of the khānaqāh supported by the waqf, and she was
buried there (JM I 177). It is not clear where Chaqmaq’s grave was, but there is a
strong possibility that he was buried in the madrasa which bears his name in Herat (cf.
Iwatake, “Niz

˙
ām Family,” 38–45).

45 It is known that Shahrukh and Khajah Ahrar invested in caravans. See Walther Hinz,
Welt des Orients 1 (1949); Eiji Mano, “Iranian and Central Asian Society under the
Timurids” (in Japanese) Iwanamikoza Sekairekishi, vol. 8 (Tokyo, Iwanami: 1969),
320; Kawamoto, “Naqshbandı̄ order,” 189) It is very possible that one reason this amir
developed the quarter was to invest in the same way.

46 Barthold points out the importance Shahrukh placed on Islamic law (sharı̄\at)
(Barthold, Ulugh-Beg, 22, 37, etc.), and Woods confirms this (Woods, “Tı̄murid
Historiography,” 99, 104, 105). This is a point that needs to be demonstrated at
various levels, but the present example of Yazd is consistent with this.

47 Lambton draws attention to this description in the TJYand gives a translation based on
a poor copy of the Yazd version (Lambton, Landlord, 99–100). However she
erroneously ascribes this to the period when Yazd was under Sharaf al-Din Muzaffar
b. Muhammad b. Muzaffar (Shah Muzaffar) who died in 754/1353. The description is
designated as being of the time of “ān padshāh-i \ālam-panāh.” The pādshāh
(emperor) referred to here is Shahrukh, who has been referred to immediately before
(TJY 197–98).

48 [Akio Iwatake completed this article. A. Iwatake, “The Continuity of Waqf in Iran: A
Case of Amı̄r Chaqmaq’s Waqf in Yazd,” (in Japanese) Isuramu-sekai 42(1993):
1–19.]

List of sources and their abbreviations

JKh/a: Īraj Afshār and Muh
˙
ammad Taqı̄ Dānishpazhūh eds. Jāmi\ al-Khayrāt. (Tehran,

Farhang-i Iran-zamin, 1341/1962–63).

JKh/b: Īraj Afshār ed. [“Jāmi\ al-Khayrāt,”] in Īraj Afshār, Yādgārhā, vol. 2 (Tehran:

Anjuman-i Asar-i Milli, 1354/1975). 391–558.

JM: Muh
˙
ammad Mufı̄d Mustawfı̄ Bāfqı̄, Jāmi\-i Mufı̄dı̄ ed. Īraj Afshār vols. 1 and 3

(Tehran: Asadi, 1340/1961–1342/1963).
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JTH: H
˙

asan b. Shihāb b. H
˙

usayn b. Tāj al-Dı̄n Yazdı̄ (Ibn Shihāb). Jāmi\ al-Tavārı̄kh-i

H
˙

asanı̄, ed. H
˙

usayn Mudarrisı̄ T
˙
abāt

˙
abā|ı̄ and Īraj Afshār (Karachi, 1987).

MF: Fası̄h
˙

Khāfı̄, Majmal-i Fas
˙

ih
˙

ı̄, ed. Mah
˙
mūd Farrukh, vol. 3 (Mashhad: Bastan, 1339/

1960–61).

MS: \Abd al-Razzāq Samarqandı̄, Mat
˙
la\-i Sa\dayn va Majma\-i Bah

˙
rayn, ed. Muh

˙
ammad

Shafı̄\ vol. 2 (Lahore: Gilani, 1941).

TJY: Ah
˙
mad b. H

˙
usayn b. \Alı̄ al-Kātib, Tārı̄kh-i Jadı̄d-i Yazd ed. Īraj Afshār (Tehran:

Farhang-i Iran-zamin, 1345/1966).

TK: Ja\far b. Muh
˙
ammad b. H

˙
asan al-H

˙
usaynı̄ (Ja\farı̄). Tārı̄kh-i kabı̄r.

TK/bio: Īraj Afshār ed. “Chand fas
˙
l az Tārı̄kh-i kabı̄r,” Farhang-i Īrān-zamı̄n 6 (1337)

TK/tr: Abbas Zaryab, Der Bericht über die Nachfolger Timurs aus dem Ta|rih̄-i kabı̄r de

Ğa\farı̄ ibn Muh
˙

ammad al-H
˙

usainı̄ (Mainz, 1960).

TK/tx: B. B. Bartold, “Novyj istochnik po istorii Timuridov.” in Sochneniya vol. 8

(Moscow: Institut Vostokovedeniya, 1973). 546–74.

TY: Ja\far b. Muh
˙
ammad b. H

˙
asan al-H

˙
usaynı̄ (Ja\farı̄), Tārı̄kh-i Yazd. ed. Īraj Afshār

(Tehran: Bungah-i Tarjumah va Nashr-i Kitab, 1338/1959–60).

VNC/a: Īraj Afshār ed. “Vaqfnāmah-i Amı̄r Chaqmāq va Sittı̄ Fāt
˙
imah.” in JM III 871–84.

VNC/b: Muh
˙
ammad Taqı̄ Dānishpazhūh ed. “Vaqfnāmah-i Aı̄r Chaqmāq.” Ma\ārif-i

Islāmı̄ 4 (1346): 106–17.

VNC/c: Īraj Afshār ed. [Vaqfnāmah-i Mı̄r Chaqmāq]. in Īraj Afshār Yādgārhā-yi Yazd.

vol.2, 162–83.

VNR: Vaqfnāmah-i Rab\-i Rashı̄dı̄. ed. M. Mı̄nuvı̄ and Īraj Afshār (Tehran: Anjuman-i

Asar-i Milli, 2536/1978).

ZNS: Niz
˙
ām al-Dı̄n Shāmı̄ , Z

˙
afar-nāmah. ed. F. Tauer (Praha: Oriental Institute, 1937).

ZNY/tx: Sharaf al-Dı̄n Yazdı̄, Z
˙

afar-nāmah ed. Muh
˙
ammad \Abbāsı̄ (Tehran: Amir-i Kabir,

1336/1957–58).

ZNY/fac: Sharaf al-Dı̄n Yazdı̄, Z
˙

afar-nāmah ed. Assam Urunbayev (Tashkent: Fan, 1972).
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6

THE WAQF OF USTAD \ABBAS

Rewrites of the deeds in Qajar Tehran1

KONDO Nobuaki

Introduction

No one can deny that a waqf document is one of the most important sources on

the social history of the Islamic world. This is also true of the history of Qajar

Iran, although it had been neglected until quite recently. Waqf influenced the

urban development of Tehran that had only become the capital under the Qajars;

many new buildings such as Masjid-i Shah (Masjid-i Imam), Madrasah-|i Marvi,

Madrasah-i Sepahsalar (Madrasah-i Muttahari) were financed through the waqf

system. Religious ceremonies of the people like ta\ziyah (the mourning

ceremony on behalf of Imam Husayn) were also supported by waqfs.2 Moreover,

a considerable number of the surviving documents will make it possible to

rewrite social history of the period.3

The most important documents related to waqf are, of course, waqf deeds.

A deed validates the waqf and explains the name of the founder, the waqf

property, the purpose, the stipulations, the date, etc. The reader of the deed may

assume that the waqf operated along with the stipulations of the deed for a long

time because a waqf is legally irrevocable. Nevertheless, recent study shows that

in some cases other documents than the original deed indicate that a waqf-

administrator ignored the original stipulation and operated the waqf in a

different way.4 But even in these cases there was no need to draw up another

deed.

The case that will be described in this chapter is slightly different. The waqf

had three different deeds, which are different in content and date. It means that

the original waqf deeds were openly rewritten or subjected to revisions in spite

of irrevocability of waqfs. It is also true that the waqf deeds could be drawn up

anew, if they were torn, stolen or lost, or in the case when they posed legal

problems.5 But in this case, the deeds do not seem to have been damaged, and

the transcriptions of all of them remains in the archive. Why were these deeds

drawn up several times? What relation do they have with each other? The

purpose of this chapter is to explain the process by which waqf deeds were
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drawn up in the Qajar period and investigate the background to such deeds,

preserved in the Waqf Organization (Sazman-i Awqaf va Umur-i Khayriyyah).6

The waqf that will be analyzed here was not a very large one. Its founder,

Ustad \Abbas, who was a builder (bannā|) by profession, had constructed a

h
˙

ammām and a takyah. Then he founded a waqf on behalf of Imam Husayn, or

rather of the ta\ziyah for the Imam, which was to be held at the takyah, as well as

on behalf of his descendants. The waqf property consisted of the h
˙

ammām and

several shops. One good point is that the transcripts of the deeds contained many

endorsements and marginal notes; they are very helpful in describing the process

of drawing up the deeds. This chapter will show how waqf deeds were treated in

the Qajar society. Our discussion will also attempt to clarify some aspects of

social relations and judicial customs in the Qajar period.

The documents and their transcripts

The documents introduced here are today kept in a file entitled “Ustad \Abbas
Banna| khalaf-i Aqa Muhammad \Ali” that is preserved at the Department for

Identification of Documents and Endowments, the Waqf and Charity Organiza-

tion in Tehran.7 They may be described as follows:

. Document 1: waqf deed by Ustad \Abbas dated 20 Rajab 1188/26

September 1774. It was registered at the office of waqf deeds (daftar-i

vaqfnāmajāt) on Day 1310/January 1922.

Three transcripts on the official paper of the Ministry of Justice (Vizarat-i

Dadgustari or Vizarat-i \Adliyyah), dated Murdad 1332/1953 (version A),

Aban 1332/1953 (version B), and 1316/1937 (version C).8

. Document 2: waqf deed by the son and the daughter of Ustad \Abbas, Mulla

Ghulam Husayn and Sakinah Khatun Khanum, dated the night of 29 Rabi\ I
1265/21 February 1849.

One transcript dated 1333/1915 on the official paper of the Ministry of

Sciences and Waqfs (Vizarat-i Ma\arif va Awqaf) (version A), which means

the registration of the deed, and one transcript dated 1332/1953 written on

the official paper of the Ministry of Justice (version B).
. Document 3: waqf deed by Ghulam Husayn and Sakinah Khatun Khanum,

dated the night of 6 Rabi\ II 1270/5 January 1854.

Transcript dated 1298/1920 written on the official paper of the Ministry

of Sciences, Waqfs and Fine Arts (Vizarat-i Ma\arif va Awqaf va Sanayi\-i
Mustazrafah), which means the registration of the deed.

All the transcripts contain the statement “This transcript conforms to the

original (savād mut
˙
ābiq-i as

˙
l ast),” the date of transcript, the signature of

the copyist, and the seal of the government bureau involved. The transcripts on

the official paper of the Ministry of Sciences and Waqfs were written with a reed

pen and attempted to preserve the original form of the deeds. On the other hand,
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the papers used by the copyists from the Ministry of Justice are ruled, and it is

difficult to discern the original form. This is especially true in the case of

Document 1. Each copyist of transcripts of the same document transcribes

several words in different ways. The orders of endorsements included in the

documents are different among the transcripts, and a few endorsements are

totally omitted in the transcripts. Sometimes the copyist gave up reading difficult

words and wrote “some words illegibly (chand kalamah ghayr-i khānā).”

Though these transcripts present some problems if regarded from a formal or

diplomatic perspective, they are the only source currently available on this waqf

and they contain rich information on it. The advantage of transcripts is that they

offer not only readings of seals but also the names of the holders of the seals:

they help us to identify the individuals involved in the process of drawing up the

original deeds.

The ruled paper on which Transcript A of Document 1 was written had a

printed heading “Special for plaintiffs (makhs
˙

ūs
˙

-i as
˙

h
˙

āb-i da\vā).” That means

that it was prepared for a lawsuit around 1332/1953. The three transcripts written

on the papers of the Ministry of Justice dated 1953 were obviously prepared

especially for that court case, and afterwards transferred to the office of the Waqf

Organization. Of course, the outcome of the litigation and its relation with the

Waqf Organization might have some influence on the contents of the transcripts

as well as the organization’s selection of the remaining documents in the file.

However, the file contains no other documents, and it is impossible to know

about the litigation.

The contents of the documents and the history of the waqf

Document 1 (1188/1774–1242/1826)

According to the transcripts of this document, the original of the first waqf deed

was written on a white paper, with two sheets of blue paper attached to its margin

and back.9 The main deed was recorded on the white paper, while the first

statement (i\tirāf-nāmah) of the founder was written on the blue paper of the

margin,10 and the blue paper on the back of the cloth contained his second

statement.11 The main text features a long foreword concerning the uncertainty

of this world, before introducing the founder as Ustad \Abbas, a builder and the

son of the late Aqa Muhammad \Ali who was living in Tehran, but originally

came from Ganjah, a city now located in the Republic of Azerbaijan. It seems

that the founder or his father had moved from there to Tehran.

The first statement by the founder which appears on the blue paper attached to

the margin, provides details on the origin of the waqf. According to this

statement, which has a questionable date, 1188/1774, the founder had purchased

a garden (bāgh) measuring 2600 zar\12 from a certain Yuzbashi Rustam so that

he might build a house, a takyah, and a h
˙

ammām there. The price of the garden

was 3 shāhı̄ per zar\, bringing the total price to 39 tumān.13
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Though the location of the garden is not made clear in the statement, the

h
˙

ammām is called the h
˙

ammām of \Abbas-abad in the main text of the deed. The

place name \Abbas-abad appears in the maps of Tehran near the Bazar.14 Map

6.1, drawn in 1309/1891, shows the lane and passageway (guz
¯

ar va kūchah) of
\Abbas-abad, as well as the mosque and takyah of \Abbas-abad. Another

building on the map, called the “Caravansary of Hajji \Abbas” may also be

related to the waqf founder. I have indicated its location on Map 6.2, made in

1275/1857. According to these maps, the location of ‘Abbas-abad is in the

middle of a commercial district, and there are no gardens around this area.

However, as we have already seen, a garden did originally exist there, before

Ustad \Abbas developed the plot and built a house, a public bath, and a takyah

and so on there around 1188/1774, if the date is correct. Therefore, Ustad
\Abbas’ activity should be considered as part of the urbanization process of

Tehran.15 It is likely that the name of the quarter, \Abbas-abad, also derived

from Ustad \Abbas.16
Returning to the main text of the deed, the usual legal clause of a waqf

contract,17 follows the name of the founder. Then, the waqf properties,

beneficiaries and stipulations are explained. The waqf has two groups of waqf

properties: one is the property for takyah, and the other is the property for the

founder’s descendants. Although the deed does not describe them in order, it is

clear which property belongs to which group. The waqf properties consisted of

shares of the h
˙

ammām, the house (sarākhānah), several shops and their sites. For

example, one-twelfth share of the h
˙

ammām is the waqf property for takyah, and

Map 6.1 \Abbas-abad quarter in the map of 1309/1891
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Map 6.2 The city of Tehran and Takyah of \Abbas-abad in 1275/1857

Shamiran gate 

Shah Abd al-Azim gate 
Muhammadiyyah gate 

500m Takyah of 'A.bbas-abad 



the four-sixth share is that for the founder’s descendants. Table 6.1 (overleaf)

lists the waqf properties found in various sources, including Document 1.

Though the text of the deed mentions only one h
˙

ammām, a marginal note tells us

that there was actually a pair, a large one and a small one. They were counted as

one because they used the same boiler and reservoir.18 Figure 6.1 shows the
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locations of the waqf properties and takyah, and we assume that these properties

were situated close to each other.

According to the stipulation, the income from waqf for takyah was to be

spent, first, for the maintenance of the waqf property, second for the maintenance

of the takyah, and then for the mourning ceremonies for Imam Husayn (rawżah-

khānı̄ and ta\ziyah-khānı̄) performed at the takyah. On the other hand, the

stipulation states that all income from the waqf for the founder’s descendants is

to be distributed among the descendants in accordance with Islamic inheritance

laws, after the deduction of expenditure necessary for the maintenance of the

waqf properties. If there were funds left over, they should be used to purchase

more waqf properties, or if that was not necessary, to purchase food and drink for

the residents of the quarter and travelers.

The first administrator of the waqf was to be the founder himself. He was then

to be succeeded by one of his male descendants. If there were no direct male

descendants, the administrator was to be chosen among the male descendants

over female lineages of descent. The income reserved for the mutawalli was one-

twentieth of the total revenue.19

Two more transactions are recorded in the deed. First, the founder sold non-

waqf one-twelfth share of the h
˙

ammām to Mulla Zayn al-\Abidin for 100 dinar.

Then Mulla Zayn al-\Abidin designated that portion as waqf on behalf of Ustad
\Abbas. According to the first statement of Ustad \Abbas, Mulla Zayn al-\Abidin
was a scribe employed by Mirza Masih, the jurist who arranged the waqf contract.

It is clear that these transactions were made in order to avoid “waqf in favor of the

founder,” which was prohibited by Twelver-Shi\ite Islamic law.20 The income of

the waqf was to be paid as radd-i maz
˙

ālim (compensation for illegal

transactions),21 and after the death of Ustad \Abbas, the half of the income

should be paid as radd-i maz
˙

ālim and the other half was spent for additional

fasting and prayer (s
˙

awm [u] s
˙

alāt). The other stipulations of this waqf, such as

those pertaining to the administration are the same as in the previous endowment.

After the explanation of the transactions the main text ends interruptedly.

There is no legal closing formula, such as “qabz
˙

u iqbāz
˙

shud (the property was

transferred),” “s
˙

ı̄ghah-i vaqf jārı̄ shud (the formula for the contract was

declared).” But the more distinct feature of Document 1 is the absence of a date

in the main text of the deed. The marginal note of Mirza Masih explains this fact

as follows:

I, Hajji Mirza Masih, arranged this contract personally. . . . Hajji \Abbas
has no problem. If anyone says anything against Hajji \Abbas to distress

him, it shall be illegal under Islamic Law. The contract’s validity does not

rely on a seal and a written text, even if ordinary people believe that the

validity of contracts depends on a seal and a date.22

More explanation is found in the second statement of Ustad \Abbas written on
the blue paper attached to the back of the original deed.
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Mirza Masih arranged the waqf contract. I implored him to fix his seal and

date the deed. He replied, “All contracts are declared orally, and not in

writing. Even if (the deed) disappeared, the contract remains valid.” So I

ceased my supplications.23

It is true that all contracts are concluded orally under Islamic law, at least in

theory.24 However, almost all the waqf deeds that I have seen carry the seals of

ulama and are dated. Moreover, according to Mirza Masih, ordinary people

relied on seals and dates as proof of deeds validity.

Concerning this point, a fatwa25 consisting of a question and an answer from

the jurist is written in the margin of Document 2:

[Question] Mujtahid of Islam, what is your opinion concerning this legal

problem? If the date of a waqf deed or other document is confused, does the

waqf or other contract with the confused date become invalid, or does it

remain valid? Please write the answer on the top of this petition, and attach

your noble seal to it so that we will not perish in front of the God and his

prophet.

[Answer] In the name of God, the generous and merciful, if the original waqf

or transaction was concluded in a legally correct manner, then even if the

date of the deed was confused, the waqf or other transaction itself does not

become invalid.26

This fatwa apparently is the result of the absence of a date in the main text of

the deed. The date of 1188/1774 is to be found only in the first statement of the

founder in the margin, which would place the first transaction before the waqf in

the period of Karim Khan Zand, while the judicial recognition of his second

statement is dated 12 Muharram 1242/16 August 1826.27 Some doubt arises as to

whether the founder and the issuing jurist were still alive fifty-two years after the

first transaction. The date 1188 AHAH is more dubious because it seems to have

been written only in siyāq numbers in the original deed.28 They were normally

only used for financial accounts and their use for a date could have caused

additional mistakes. And if the date 1242 AHAH is true, it is logical that the second

deed was drawn up about twenty years after the first deed.29 But even so, as the

fatwa states, it is not the reason for invalidity of the waqf.

Another problem with Document 1 is a contradiction in the description of the

waqf properties (see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.3). A water reservoir that is not

mentioned in the main text of the deed was added in the second statement, while the

share of the h
˙

ammām on behalf of takyah increases from one-twelfth to one-fourth. It

is not clear whether or not another deed was written for these waqf properties.

In spite of these problems, it is difficult to assert that the deed is totally

forged. Though Mirza Masih did not attach his seals to the main text, he attached

them to his marginal notes. Mulla Zayn al-\Abidin also endorsed and attached

their seals in the margin.
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Document 2 (1265/1849)

The first part of Document 2 points out that the waqf of the late Ustad \Abbas
had some serious problems.

After the death of Ustad \Abbas, the following facts came to be known.

One and half dāng of h
˙

ammām and one shop . . . are the waqf property for

takyah which he built. He designated it as a waqf for ta\ziyah-dārı̄. The

declaration of the formula (s
˙

ı̄ghah) for a waqf contract, its acceptance

(qabūl) by the jurist, and the recorded transfer of the properties (qabz
˙

u

iqbāz
˙
), all of which are conditions for the validity of the contract, are not

discernible in this case. The employed formula only includes the offer of

the contract, assuming that a waqf is among unilateral acts (ı̄qā\āt), as

people on the street talk about this problem.30

Among the three conditions of a waqf mentioned here, the declaration of the

formula and the transfer of the property are recognized by all Twelver-Shi\i
Jurists. However, there are different opinions about the acceptance (qabūl) of the

beneficiary. If waqf is a unilateral act (ı̄qā\), it is not necessary to obtain the

Document 1 (1774?) Appendix of Document 1 (1826)

Document 2 (1849) Document 3 (1854)

waqf/takyah

waqf/vaqif

waqf/Muslim

waqf/awlad

milk

awlad

Ramazan 
�
Ali

Figure 6.3 Shares in the h
˙

ammām of \Abbas-abad
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acceptance by the beneficiary of the waqf.31 While Shahid al-Thani (d.1559) and

Muhaqqiq Sabzavari (d.1679) say waqf is a unilateral act and the acceptance is

not a condition of waqf, Mirza-yi Qummi (d.1816) and Muhammad Hasan

Najafi (d.1850) recognize that waqf is totally bilateral contract (\aqd) and the

acceptance is indispensable to it.32 The position of Document 2 is clear: it denies

Document 1, claiming that Document 1 is based on an assumption, like people

on the street, that waqf is a unilateral act.

As seen previously, Document 1 indicates that the waqf was rightly declared

orally, though the main text of the deed was neither dated nor sealed by the jurist,

nor did it include such legal closing clauses as “qabz
˙

va iqbāz
˙
.” It is probable

that the lack of legal closing clauses and the absence of a seal caused

considerable doubt in Document 2. Document 2 considers the existence of

written deeds to be more important than indicated in Document 1, and its

position is based on what Document 1 denies as the belief of “ordinary people.”

Here we witness totally different opinions between the jurists of Document 1 and

Document 2.

Another major change in Document 2 is the appearance of a contender to the

waqf administrator. Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali, the husband of Ustad \Abbas’s
daughter, claimed that he was the executor (vas

˙
ı̄) entrusted to establish the waqf

after Ustad \Abbas’s death. His other claim is that the first waqf contract was

invalid because those who had arranged the contract apparently were not

mujtahids or deputies of a mujtahid. The recorded transfer of the property (qabz
˙

u iqbāz
˙
) was not accomplished, either. Then Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali

established the waqf by himself, based on his claim, and probably drew up

another deed, though it has not been found in the present file. This caused

disputes among the residents of the quarter, and Document 2 was set up in order

to make the waqf more secure.33

One important point of Ramazan \Ali’s claim concerns the system of judicial

administration under the Qajars. His claims on the waqf are based on the

assumption that only mujtahids and their deputies were entitled to conclude legal

contracts, such as waqf-deeds. Of course, the term “mujtahid” does not refer to

the four or five ulama of the highest rank as described by John Malcolm,34 since

those who were involved in the conclusion of the present shari\a contracts were

not part of this small number of famous scholars. Here we find a more narrow

definition of “mujtahid.” Those who could conclude shari\a contracts were

“mujtahids,” and the precondition to become a mujtahid would be social

recognition.35 This fact coincides with the case of Tabriz that Christoph Werner

describes; all the leading ulama of Tabriz in the early nineteenth century,

participated in the promulgation and endorsement of legal deeds. On the other

hand, the understanding of the term mujtahid was changed, and the term applied

more widely in the course of nineteenth century.36 We should consider this

practice to be a characteristic feature of Qajar society, because we know that the

promulgation of contracts in other areas of the Islamic world, both in the Ottoman

Empire and in Central Asia, was the task of government appointed qadis.
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Retuning to our case, the more complicated situation is described in fatwas in

the margin of Document 1 and 2. The first concerns the relationship between an

executor and a child waqf administrator.

[Question] Imami \Ulama and Twelver-Shiite jurists, May God increase

their likes, what is your opinion about this legal problem? A certain Zayd

designated some of his property as a waqf, appointed his male descendants

as its administrators, and kept the administration over it for his lifetime. At

the time of his imminent death, he appointed a certain \Amr to be his

executor, and entrusted him to transact the child’s business concerning the

waqf until the young administrator came of age. The founder’s child has

now reached adulthood. Should the waqf property be entrusted to the

rightful administrator, or not? Please make clear God’s command so that

He will reward them.

[Answer] After the infant becomes a man, the waqf property should be

entrusted to him.

Seal: His servant, Isma\il Musavi.37

Another jurist, Muhammad \Ali Musavi,38 responded to the same question in

the same way. However, he added that if the establishment of the waqf was not

yet successfully completed, then the descendants of the founder should divide

the waqf property among themselves as inheritance.39 Here it is clear that at the

time of Ustad \Abbas’s death, his descendants were too young to administrate the

waqf, and Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali was in charge of it as the executor during
some years. But now that the descendants reached adulthood, they tried to

recover their position as administrator. Then Ramazan \Ali began to claim that

the waqf was invalid.

In two other fatwas someone asks whether it would be legally correct if a

child contracted a conditional sale (bay\-i shart
˙
) of his own property, and

eventually was obliged to forfeit his rights completely.40 Two jurists reply that

such a transaction is not valid, and that the buyer should not be allowed to take

possession of the property, since a child is not allowed to transact anything.41

The backgrounds of the fatwas are not so clear, but probably Akhund Mulla

Ramazan \Ali had tried to usurp the property on the pretext of foreclosing a

mortgage from \Abbas’s son and daughter. In either case, the fatwas support the

position of the son and daughter to keep hold of the property.

Despite the efforts made by Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali, no fatwa in either

Document 1 or 2 supports his claim. All legal opinions recognize the waqf in

question as valid, or at least rule that the property should be entrusted to the sons

and daughters of Ustad \Abbas.
However, the fact that a new waqf deed (i.e. Document 2) was drawn up

indicates a reconciliation between Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali and Mulla

Ghulam Husayn, the son of \Abbas. It may also reflect the existence of a power

balance between them, since it would only be natural that Ramazan \Ali, who
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had had the property at his disposal for a long time, enjoyed an advantage.

Document 2 states that it the second waqf declared supposing that rumors

(shahrat) and \Abbas’s will (vis
˙

āyat) were true and previous waqfs were invalid.

This time the new waqf was declared correctly with the acceptance of jurists,

and Shaykh \Abd al-Husayn Shushtari, one of the high-ranking ulama and imām

jum\ahs in Tehran,42 Ramazan \Ali and other trustworthy persons agreed with the
new waqf.

At the beginning of the this second waqf deed, Mulla Ghulam Husayn who

also acts as agent (vakı̄l) for his sister, Sakinah Khatun Khanum, transfers to

Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali, the husband of Sakinah, a one-third share of the

h
˙

ammām. The deed states that the hammam was among the private possessions

they had inherited from their father, although it was actually part of the waqf

endowed on behalf of them according to Document 1.

In a second step, Mulla Ghulam Husayn and Sakinah Khatun Khanum whom

he represents legally, designated their property, including a one-fourth share of

the h
˙

ammām, as waqf once again on behalf of those who perform the mourning

ceremony for Imam Husayn at the takyah. Based on \Abbas’s will and rumors,

Ghulam Husayn and his male descendants are appointed as waqf administrators

and their stipend is set at one-tenth of the total income, while the male

descendants of Sakinah Khatun Khanum are made waqf supervisors (nāżir) with

stipends amounting to one-twentieth of the total income. The priority of

expenditures is first the repair of the takyah and the endowed properties, followed

by the stipends of the administrator and supervisor, and then by the costs of

rawżahkhānı̄ and ta\ziyah to be held during the first ten days of Muharram, and

providing food and drink for residents and passers-by (ibn-i sabı̄l).43

Turning to the property transformed into waqf, Table 6.1 shows that four

shops on the east side of the h
˙

ammām were new entries. Figures 6.1 and 6.2

confirm their position as being situated along Guzar-i \Abbas-abad. On the other

hand, the waqf properties on behalf of the descendants in the first deed, such as

the shops and house mentioned in Document 1, are not included in the second

deed. They already may have been considered as private possessions by the

descendants of Ustad \Abbas.
Also, only a one-third share of the h

˙
ammām is mentioned as waqf property

for the descendants in Document 2. However, the deed does not concern the

waqf for the descendants, nor did it explain its stipulations. According to the

deed the waqf was based on “other valid documents (navishtijāt-i mu\tabar-i

alāh
˙

idah),” which might include Document 1. In other words, the conditions of

the waqf for the descendants were not changed by Document 2 because the waqf

had not been challenged by Ramazan \Ali.
The income from the remaining one-twelfth is not mentioned as waqf at all,

but should be spent under some “procedural instruction” (dastūr al-\amal)

without a seal and a date.44 Thus Document 2 became the main waqf deed, with

other previous documents including Document 1 considered as supplements to

it. As seen above, according to Document 1, this one-twelfth must be spent on
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behalf of Ustad \Abbas, and divided in half after his death: one half to be paid as

radd-i maz
˙

ālim, the other for additional fasting and prayers.45

The other evidence that indicates that Document 1 was not totally abolished is

the endorsement of a famous jurist, Hajji Mulla Muhammad Ja\far Chalmaydani

(d.1295/1878) of Tehran. He endorsed not only Document 2 but also Document

1 at the same date.46 A few other famous jurists also endorsed Document 2,

including Aqa Muhammad Mahdi Mujtahid Kalbasi (d.1278/1861–2) of

Isfahan,47 and Hajji Mirza Abu al-Qasim Imam Jum\ah of Tehran (d.1272/

1855).48 It is surprising that a jurist of Isfahan endorsed the deed though the waqf

property and takyah was located in Tehran. However, there is no doubt that all

these endorsements confirmed the authority of the deed.

The building survey of 1269/1853

A building survey of Tehran carried out in 1853 gives us precious additional

information about the waqf from an independent source. First we find the takyah

and the h
˙

ammām of \Abbas-abad among the buildings in the Bazar quarter, one

of the five quarters of the city.49 The survey also tells us that there were

seventeen takyahs in the Bazar quarter and fifty-four all over Tehran at the time

and that there were thirty-four h
˙

ammāms in the Bazar quarter and 153

throughout Tehran.50

Two maktabkhānahs (traditional primary schools),51 a grocery store and a

soup shop are mentioned in the part pertaining to Guzar-i \Abbas-abad as the

endowed properties for the takyah.52 These four shops correspond to the new

entries which first appeared in Document 2. The survey seems to have ignored

the shop attached to the h
˙

ammām mentioned in both Documents 1 and 2 as waqf

property for the takyah.

Moreover, such property as endowed for the descendants, i.e. the house and

the shops, are also omitted in the survey. Instead, we can find private property at

Guzar-i \Abbas-abad owned by Mulla Ghulam Husayn: nine shops53 and three

houses. Two of the houses were being rented out.54 It is only natural to assume

that originally a part of these shops and houses had been property endowed for

the descendants in Document 1. The survey confirms the fact that the waqf

properties mentioned in Document 1, but not in Document 2, were now

considered to be the private property of Mulla Ghulam Husayn.

Document 3 (1270/1854)

The date of this document, 1207 AHAH, is clearly mistaken, since Ustad \Abbas and
Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali were already dead when it was written. The date

should therefore be read as 1270 AHAH, which in fact is noted in the margin. This

means that the third deed was recorded five years after Document 2.

The situation leading to the composition of Document 3 is explained in the

first part of the deed.
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Since Hājj, the late Hajji \Abbas, in all his goodness, wanted to support

especially rawżah and ta\zı̄yah for Imam Husayn . . . among all of his pious

deeds, four shops, 2 dāng of a public bath named Hammam-i \Abbas, and
2 dāng of a total 6 dāng of two shops attached to the bath, whose borders

are mentioned below, remained as waqf after his death. For a time, the late

Akhund Mulla Ramazan \Ali, his executor, and \Abbas’ descendants

managed the property as waqf. Because of the disputes among the

executor, the descendants and others, a mistake occurred.55

There are some very interesting points here. First, the document explains the

process of how the waqf was established very vaguely. It does not mention the

existence of neither Document 1, nor Document 2. It states only that the property

was waqf at the time of the death of \Abbas, and that there was a dispute between
the executor and the descendants. Nor is it clear what is the “mistake.”

Second, the waqf property is slightly different from that of Document 2.

Referring to Table 6.1, the share of the h
˙

ammām has been changed from one-

fourth to one-third. The one-twelfth share, which was established as waqf for the

founder, was probably added to the endowments for Imam Husayn. On the other

hand, one whole waqf shop attached to the h
˙

ammām was changed to a one-third

share of two shops. The reason seems to be that a new shop was built and

attached to the h
˙

ammām, and thus the previous waqf share of the h
˙

ammām was

adjusted accordingly. The waqf property designated through Document 3 is

exactly in accordance with this explanation.

Turning to the text of the deed, we understand that the founders are the

same as in Document 2: Mulla Ghulam Husayn who also acts as agent for

his sister, Sakinah Khatun Khanum. The waqf property is explained as

described above and recorded as if no previous documents had ever existed.

The income of the property is divided in portions for necessities and the

repair of the property and the takyah, then for stipends totaling one-tenth for

the waqf administrator and one-twentieth for the waqf supervisor. The

descendants of Mulla Ghulam Husayn are designated as the administrators,

while those of Sakinah Khatun Khanum as supervisors, just as in Document 2;

however, one-sixth of the total income, which is slightly more than the

administration and supervision grants, is apportioned for mut
˙
laq-i vujūh-i

birr (funds for all the charities), an item that did not appear in Document 2.

The rest of the income is to be expended for rawżah-khānı̄ and mourning

ceremonies to be held at the takyah and things related to them, like coffee

and qaliyān.56

But a bigger change from Document 2 occurs in the ownership of the

h
˙

ammām. While in Document 2 one-third had been transferred to Mulla

Ramazan \Ali and another one-third had been endowed for the descendants,

Document 3 clearly states that the remaining two-thirds shall be the private

property of the descendants (see Figure 6.3). It is only natural that Mulla

Ramazan \Ali’s one-third share disappeared together with his loss of control over
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the property after his death. It may be natural because “the descendants” may

include those of Sakinah Khatun Khanum and Mulla Ramazan \Ali.
However, the point is that the one-third share of the h

˙
ammām that had been

waqf property for the descendants was being turned back into the private

property of the descendants. Was it possible to convert waqf property into

private possession legally?

Our sources do not tell us in what manner the waqf share for the descendants

was converted into their private property. It is possible that legal transactions

were carried out, but the documents related to them must have been lost.

However, maybe we should not consider this case as a conversion of waqf to

private property, since Document 3 totally ignores the content of previous

documents including Documents 1 and 2. In other words, the deed that was

newly drawn up was not at all influenced by the preceding documents because it

considers them as having “a mistake.” It became possible to sell the share of the

h
˙

ammām. Here the waqf deed seems again to be something like a deed of

reconciliation: once the situation changed, it was drawn up all over again.

Unfortunately it is difficult to identify the ulama who endorsed Document 3,57

meaning that the document was endorsed by minor ulama in contrast to

Document 2. Moreover, none of the endorsements was dated after 1270/1854,

which raises another question.

After Document 3

Although Document 3 was drawn up in 1270/1854, and none of its endorsements

date beyond 1270/1854, three endorsements dated after 1270/1854 are to be

found in Document 2. One of these later endorsements, dated 1287/1870, was

written by Aqa Sayyid Sadiq Tabataba|i (d.1300/1883), a leading jurist in

Tehran:58

The waqf mentioned occurred correctly in the way written here, and is

valid. The heirs also testified accordingly.59

Another leading jurist, Mirza Murtaza Sadr al-\Ulama|,60 wrote an

endorsement dated 1293/1876,61 in which he agrees with the legality of the

deed, and attests that the previously made endorsement and seal of his brother

Hajji Mirza Abu al-Qasim Imam Jum\ah was authentic. The third post-1270/

1854 endorsement was written by a jurist named Hajji Mirza Hasan Mujtahid62

in Jumada II 1300/April–May1883. On the basis of the deed and related

testimony, he confirms the authenticity of the deed and the position of Mirza

Muhammad, son of Mulla Ghulam Husayn as waqf-administrator, since Mirza

Muhammad is the only male descendant.

The question, however, is why prominent ulama continued to endorse

Document 2 instead of the more recent deed of Document 3. It is likely that

Document 2 was considered to be still valid, even after Document 3 was drawn
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up. We know that at least Aqa Sayyid Sadiq Tabat
˙
aba|i and Hajji Mirza Hasan

Mujtahid met the descendants, heard their testimony, and then confirmed the

authenticity of Document 2. There is no mention of Document 3 in the

endorsements or text of Document 2. Here we can not help thinking that

the descendants honored both Documents 2 and 3, but showed only the former to

the ulama who endorsed it after Document 3 was drawn up. This may suggest

that Document 2 was more acceptable for the descendants than Document 3, and

that they relied on it rather than Document 3. If this hypothesis is true, the

different stipulations between Documents 2 and 3, i.e. the share of waqf property

for takyah, the status remaining share of the property, and the new item of

mut
˙
laq-i vujūh-i birr, must be the reason.

Nevertheless, it seems that at least the change in the number of waqf shops

transacted in Document 3 was implemented. According to the building survey of

1317/1899–1900, the takyah had six shops that were waqf property.63 That is to

say, the survey recognized the two shops attached to the h
˙

ammām as waqf,

though the survey of 1269/1853 had ignored one such shop.

It is surprising that all the three documents were registered at the waqf office

in the years between 1915 and 1922. Husayni Bulaghi’s description of the waqf

published in 1350/1971–2 forces us once again to raise the question of whether

to prefer Document 2 to Document 3, or the other way round. Using the list of

waqf properties compiled by the Waqf Organization, he explains that the waqf in

question was founded in 1207/1792–3 and contains as its waqf property six

shops and one-fourth share of the h
˙

ammām, which had been converted into a

small garden and a coffee shop and covered four hundred square meters.64 The

date, 1207/1792–3 is the mistaken date of Document 3, and the number of waqf

shops also corresponds to Document 3; but the waqf share of the h
˙

ammām and

his description of it seem to be based on Document 2.

Since some of the transcripts of the documents are written on stationery

provided for plaintiffs and dated 1953, it would only be natural to suppose that

the case was not settled before that date. It has no doubt been very difficult for

the Waqf Organization to deal with such complicated transactions.

Conclusion

Such is the process by which one set of waqf deeds was drawn up in succession

in order to systematically change arrangements previously made. The changing

conditions behind the waqf, such as the shifting power balance between various

contenders vying for control over the waqf properties, affected considerably the

rewrites of the deeds. In other words, the deeds are the products of reconciliation

among the contenders.

This case of an original deed and two subsequent rewrites seems to indicate a

rather chaotic situation within the judicial administration system of Qajar

Tehran. We should, in fact, also take into consideration that such documents as
\Abbas’s will and Ramazan \Ali’s waqf deed have been lost along the way and
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could possibly reveal an even more complicated process of judicial action. If we

assume, however, that the documents cover most of the transactions related to

the waqf in question, what were the major factors underlying the legal disputes?

First, there was a difference of opinions among jurists concerning waqf

contracts. According to Islamic law, at least in theory, only oral contracts are

valid, while written documents are subordinate to them. The first jurist takes this

position and recognized the validity of the waqf, although he did not stamp his

seal on the first deed, nor date it. However, the second jurist considered it invalid

because the waqf contract is not a unilateral act, but a bilateral contract, and it

needs the acceptance by jurists. For him, the defects in the written document

were crucial. In sum, there was no consensus among the jurists concerning such

an extremely basic problem. Here we can see one of the characteristics of early

Qajar ulama: they were independent of governmental institutions, and each of

them made a legal decision by his own opinion. And if so we have to examine

how the situation changed after the emergence of a marja\-i taqlı̄d, the supreme

religious authority of Shi\ism in the mid-nineteenth century.65

The second factor is related to the archival control of waqf deeds under the

Qajars. In Document 2, the existence of Document 1 is mentioned, although

different jurists arranged the contracts. However, there is no mention of either

Document 1 or 2 in Document 3, which recognizes facts quite different from the

previous two documents. At the time Document 3 was drawn up, the jurist may

have disguised the facts contained in previous documents, but otherwise we can

suppose that he did not refer to them. Also, the jurists who endorsed Document 2

after Document 3 was drawn up did apparently not refer to Document 3.

Such a series of events shows that the system of the control of waqf deeds

allowed beneficiaries to keep the original deeds in their possession and show

them to jurists only when they considered it necessary. It is not clear whether the

jurists who arranged contracts would always make copies of deeds for their own

use; but even if they did so, such documents must have been personal copies kept

in the hands of the ulama who had arranged the contract. Thus, no other

mujtahid could have accessed these private collections. This is the reason why

jurists wrote their endorsements and fatwas in the margins of the deeds, because

if they had not done so, no one could have referred to them later on. Of course,

here we can also observe the influential authority of individual Qajar mujtahids.

The absence of state officials in the course of drawing up deeds shows that the

state did not yet intervene in such cases, leaving all the details up to the

mujtahids.

This Qajar system contrasts clearly with the Ottoman system, under which

qadis were appointed by the state to arrange contracts and registered them in

ledgers. The Ottoman-type “Shari\a court register” was kept by governmental

authorities and was easily referred to by later qadis. However, under the Qajars,

mujtahids recognized by society would arrange contracts, and keep related

documents in their possession or allow the beneficiaries to keep the documents.

The contradictions that exist among the documents introduced in this chapter
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may be explained as stemming from the absence of an Ottoman-style judicial

bureaucracy in Qajar Iran. This is not to say that the Qajar state did not try to

institute a system of deed registration in the course of its modernization.66
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Nashr-i Nafa|is-i Makhtutat and Anjuman-i Kitabkhanah-i \Umumi-i Isfahan, 1337/
1958–1374/1985), 5:1700.

30 Document 2. The original text reads: ijrā-yi s
˙

ı̄ghah-i vaqf va qabūl-i h
˙

ākim-i shar\ va qabż
va iqbāż kih shart

˙
-i s

˙
ih
˙

h
˙

at-i vaqf ast dar ān ghayr-i ma\lūm h
˙

attā ijrā-yi s
˙

ı̄ghah mah
˙

ż-i
ı̄jāb bar taqdı̄rı̄kih vaqf az ı̄qā\āt bāshad chinānkih qawl-i shāri\ ast dar ı̄n mas|alah.

31 Bakhtiyar, Encyclopedia, 244–245, 251, 253–254; Nādir Riyāh
˙
ı̄ Sāmānı̄, Vaqf va

Sayr-i Tah
˙

avvulāt-i Qānūnguz
¯

ārı̄ dar Mawqūfāt (Shiraz: Intisharat-i Nuvid, 1378/
1999–2000), 45–48, 55–63. See also Sayyid Ah

˙
mad Tūysirkānı̄, “Pazhūhish dar

Mas|alah-|i Qabż va Qabūl dar \Aqd-i Vaqf,” Mı̄rās
¯

-i Jāvı̄dān no.31/32 (1379/
2000–2001): 29–32.

32 Riyāh
˙
ı̄ Sāmānı̄, Vaqf va Sayr, 56–58; Tūysirkānı̄, “Qabż va Qabūl,” 29–31. See also

Qummı̄, Jāmi\ al-Shatāt, 4:28–33, 42–43.
33 Document 2.
34 John Malcolm, History of Persia (London; John Murray, 1829), 2:313–315. A re-

evaluation of this description in Werner, An Iranian Town, 239–241.
35 It has been said that the status of mujtahid can only be achieved by public recognition

although the term “mujtahid” has been understood differently. See Moojan Momen,
An Introduction to Shi\i Islam: The History and Doctrines of Twelver Shi\ism (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 203.

36 Werner, An Iranian Town, 231–234, 239–240.
37 Document 1. The original text reads: chah mı̄-farmā|ı̄d \ulamā-yi imāmı̄yah va

fuqahā-yi is
¯

nā\ashrı̄yah kas
¯

s
¯

ara allāh ams
¯

ālahum dar ı̄n mas|alah-i shar\iyah kih har
gāh Zaydı̄ ba\żı̄ az amlāk-i khud rā vaqf bi-kunad va tawliyat-i mawqūfah rā vāguz

¯
ār

ba-awlād-i z
¯

ukūr naslan ba\d nasl namāyad va mā dāma al-h
˙

ayāt-i khud būdah va
dar h

˙
ayn-i fawt \Amrı̄ rā vas

˙
ı̄-i khud kardah kih ba-umūrāt-i s

˙
aghı̄r rası̄dagı̄ namāyad

tā s
˙

aghı̄r kabı̄r shavad va h
˙

āl saghı̄r kabı̄r shudah ayā vas
˙

ı̄ amlāk-i mawqūfah rā
bāyad ba-tas

˙
arruf-i h

˙
aqı̄qı̄ bi-dahad yā nah? ānchah h

˙
ukm-i allāh ast bayān bi-

farmā|ı̄d kih \anda allāh bı̄-ajr na-khāhad būd./ ba\d kih s
˙

aghı̄r kabı̄r shud va rashı̄d
bāyad mawqūfah rā bah ū sipārand. \Abduhu Isma\ı̄l Mūsavı̄.

It is characteristic for fatwas to mention persons as \Amr and Zayd instead of using
particular names.

This Isma\il Mūsavi might be Sayyid Isma\il Musavi Bihbahani, whom Nasir
al-Din Shah invited from Najaf to Tehran in 1278/1861–2, where he died in 1295/
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1878. See Mu\allim H
˙
abı̄b-ābādı̄, Makārim, 3:863–864; Shaykh Muh

˙
ammad H

˙
irz

al-Din, Ma\ārif al-Rijāl fı̄ Tarājum al-\Ulamā| wa al-\Udabā|, ed. Muh
˙
ammad H

˙
usayn

H
˙
irz al-Dı̄n (Qum: Marashi Najafi, 1405/1984–85), 1:107.

38 I have not come across this person in any other sources.
39 Document 1.
40 Conditional sale refers to contracts whereby the seller can pay the buyer a higher price

after a certain interval of time and retake possession of the merchandise. If the seller
cannot pay the buyer back during that interval, the merchandise will become the
property of the buyer. Such a transaction can be understood as a kind of credit or loan
transaction. This practice is one of the common h

˙
iyal (legal evasions) for avoiding

ribā (interest) prohibited by Islamic Law. See, Hāshim Rajabzādah and Eura Kinji ed.
60 Sanad-i Fārsı̄ az Dowrah-yi Qājār (Tokyo, The Institute for the Study of
Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 1999) ix–x; Parwiz Owsis, Formation of
Contract: A Comparative Study under English, French, Islamic and Iranian Law
(London: Graham and Trotman, 1994), 238; Schahat, Introduction, 79.

41 Document 1-B (Isma\il Musavi); Document 2 (Muhammad \Ali Musavi).
42 I\timad al-Salt

˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 214.

43 Document 2.
44 Document 2.
45 Document 1.
46 I\timād al-Salt

˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 189. The date of his endorsement is 21 Rajab 1265/12

June 1849.
47 I\timād al-Salt

˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 188; Mu\allim H

˙
abı̄b-ābādı̄, Makārim, 6:2197. His

endorsement is dated 21 Rajab 1266/ 2 June 1850.
48 I\timād al-Salt

˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 191; Mu\allim H

˙
abı̄b-ābādı̄, Makārim, 2:547. His two

endorsements, one is Arabic and the other is Persian are not dated. Another jurist
named Shaykh \Abd al-Rahim, who endorsed the deed in 1266/1849–50 might be
Shaykh \Abd al-Rah

˙
im Burujirdi (d.1277/1850). See I\timād al-Salt

˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir,

214; Mu\allim H
˙
abı̄b-ābādı̄, Makārim, 6:2144–2145.

49 Mans
˙
ūrah Ittih

˙
ādiyyah and Sı̄rūs Sa\dvandiyān ed., Āmār-i Dār al-Khilāfah-|i Tihrān:

Asnādı̄ az Tārı̄kh-i Ijtimā\ı̄-i Tihrān dar \As
˙

r-i Qājār (Tehran: Nashr-i Tarikh-i Iran,
1368/1989–90), 172–173.

50 Ibid.38, 172–173.
51 At that time there were fifteen maktabkhānahs in Tehran and only three, including the

two belonging to the waqf, were in the Bazar quarter. It is noteworthy that the
maktabkhānah was not supported by a waqf, but was rather considered as a shop and
therefore a resource of the waqf. This means that maktabdārs (teachers) would rent
the building. For a description of a maktabkhānah in Qajar Tehran, see Ja\far Shahrı̄,
Tārı̄kh-i Ijtimā\ı̄-i Tihrān dar Qarn-i Sı̄zdahum: Zindigı̄, Kasb, va Kār, 5 vols.
(Tehran: Intisharat-i Isma\iliyan, 1367/1988–9–1368/1989–90), 4:447–456.

52 Ittih
˙
ādiyyah and Sa\dvandiyān ed., Āmār, 180.

53 Ibid. The shops consist of a barbershop, a fruit shop, a Russian shoemaker, a
greengrocery, a retail dealer, a mending shop, a dyer, a grocery store, and a carpenter.

54 Ibid.145. The tenants were low ranking bureaucrats: Shatir Aqa Jan Shirazi and
Mashhadi Akbar Farrashkhalvat.

55 Document 3.
56 Document 3.
57 There are five ulama endorsements in Document 3: two seals were declared illegible

by the scribe, and the others belong to “al-rājı̄ Muh
˙

ammad ibn \Abd allāh,”
“Muhammad Riza al-Husayni,” and “al-mutawakkil alā allāh \abduhu Abū al-Qāsim.”

58 See I\timad al-Salt
˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 202; Bamdad, Rijāl, 6:121–122.

59 Document 2 endorsement dated 21st Jumada I 1287/20 August 1870.
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60 About him, see I\timad al-Salt
˙
anah, al-Ma|ās

¯
ir, 213.

61 Endorsement dated 21st Sha\ban 1293/ 11 September 1876.
62 He is probably H

˙
ajji Mirza H

˙
asan Mujtahid Ashtiyani (d.1319/1901), another leading

jurist in Tehran. See H
˙
irz al-Din, Ma\ārif, 1:238–241; Bamdad, Rijāl 1:316–317.

63 Ittih
˙
ādiyyah and Sa\dvandiyān ed., Āmār, 515.

64 Sayyid \Abd al-H
˙
ujjat H

˙
usaynı̄ Bulāghı̄, “Tārı̄kh-i \Umūmı̄-i Tihrān,” in Tārı̄kh-i

Tihrān, vol. 2 (Qum, 1350/1971–2), 63.
65 For recent studies on marja\-i taqlı̄d, see Kazemi Mousavi, Religious Authority, chap

6; Meir Litvak, Shi\i Scholars of Nineteenth-century Iraq:The \Ulama| of Najaf and
Karbala| (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 64–70. For the role of
\Atabat ulama in another legal dispute in Qajar Tehran, see Nobuaki Kondo, “The
Case of ‘Doubled Vaqf’: A Study on Qajar Shari\a Courts,” paper submitted to the
international symposium “The Dynamism of Muslim Societies: Toward New
Horizons in Islamic Area Studies” held on 5–8 October 2001 at Kisarazu Arc, Japan.

66 Muh
˙
ammad Taqı̄ Dāmghānı̄, S

˙
ad Sāl Pı̄sh az Īn: Muqaddimah|ı̄ bar Tārı̄kh-i H

˙
uqūq-i

Jadı̄d-i Īrān (n.p.:Intisharat-i Shabgir, 2537/1978),121–149. First attempted to register
shari\a documents at governmental offices made in 1858, but it is not clear whether
waqf deeds were also registered or not. Ibid., 39; Rūznāmah-i Vaqāyi\ al-Ittifāqiyyah,
no.407 (11 Rabi\ II 1275/18 Nov. 1858): 4.
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I R R I G AT I O N E X A M I N E D T H RO U G H

D O C U M E N T S O F Q A JA R I R A N

Hashem RAJABZADEH

Introduction

An exciting part of my small library is a modest collection of documents of

Qajar Iran (eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) I bought some ten years ago

from a dealer in second-hand books. Having apparently come from the

abandoned records of a notary public’s office of the time, and belonging mostly

to the Kashan and Qazvin regions, the collection contains almost all kinds of

documents drawn up to record transactions, endorse legal deeds and actions, or

settle disputes arising among people as to their social rights and responsibilities.

Much of the collection consists of documents endorsing a marriage or a rural

land transaction. Still, the diversity of subjects in this collection allows

arrangement of the documents into some twenty-five categories, with the aim of

examining and studying each topic separately.1 This is a brief introduction on the

Iranian irrigation and related documents in my collection.

Climate and water

The extreme climate and scarcity of water make irrigation the most important

factor for farming in Iran. Petroshevsky considers the great number of technical

terms found in Persian on agricultural water to be an indication of the

importance of irrigation for the country.2 McLachlan describes certain

agricultural conditions in Iran as follows (see Map 7.1):

The Iranian plateau constitutes a vast area of diverse geographical

characteristics. Its center is taken up by two major deserts, the Dasht-i

Kavir lying to the north and the Dasht-i Lut lying to the south of a low

mountain zone which runs from Khurasan in the east to Ardistan in the

west . . . . The extremely inhospitable environment of the deserts permits

only scattered and limited areas of cultivation. Underground sweet water is

scanty and rainfall negligible.3
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Available statistics put the total amount of water received annually by the

country at about 320 billion cubic meters (BCM), of which amount the surface

water irrigation potential is around 77.5 BCM. In most of the country rainfall is

under the 250-millimeter precipitation line, which generally marks the boundary

between dry farming areas and areas dependent on irrigation.4

Given that water is the major limiting factor in agriculture for a dry country

like Iran, it is natural that irrigation is regulated in detail by law and custom. “By

law water can not be bought and sold; it is only the channel through which the

water flows and right to use it that can be sold.”5 Therefore, the present

documents always make reference to the channels and beds of streams through

which water flows, as the subjects of various transactions.

In Islamic tradition, great rivers are considered the property of the nation

represented by the state. The owner of a spring, a kārı̄z or qanāt, a well or a canal

cannot prevent travelers or flocks from using his water, but no one can use it for

irrigation purposes without first obtaining his permission. It is perhaps because

of this limitation on the ownership right that the question of water is dealt with

under the topic of unclaimed things (h
˙

iyāzat-i mubāh
˙

āt).6 “In certain areas

(including Yazd) the ownership of land and water is separated.”7

Map 7.1 River system of Iran (after McLachlan)

Reproduced with kind permission from I.B. Tauris and Co. Ltd. Taken from The Neglected Garden,
Keith McLachlan (1988).
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Rivers

In Islamic law, water is traditionally divided into three categories, as coming

from rivers, wells, or springs. Petroshevsky quotes from Hamd Allah Mustawfi

the four types of irrigation the author of Nuzh
˙

at al-Qulūb has referred to,

namely, irrigation by hand, by a river, by a qanāt, and by a well.8 Rivers are

further subdivided into streams and irrigation channels.9 From great rivers, the

water of which suffices for all needs of cultivation, anyone can join a channel to

irrigate his lands.

In a letter (No. 40) to his son Jalal al-Din, the governor of Rum, Rashid al-Din

Fazl Allah (d.718/1318), the Grand Minister of three Ilkhans, instructs the son to

lead off an irrigation channel from the Euphrates to be named Nahr-i

Mustajidah-i Ghāzānı̄ and establish on its banks ten sizable villages to be

inhabited by farmers brought from Rum and other countries and settled there

(see Map 7.2).10

In another letter, addressed to dignitaries of Diyarbakr, Rashid al-Din advises

that he is sending Khwajah Mas\ud, a trusted man in his administration, to build

a new water channel from the Tigris in the Mosul (al-Mawsil) area, to be named

Map 7.2 Nahr-i Mustajdah-i Ghāzānı̄ (after Rashid al-Din, Savānih)
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Nahr-i Mustajidah-i Rashı̄dı̄, and establish fourteen walled villages on its banks,

each village named after one of Rashid’s fourteen sons (see Figure 7.3).11

Great rivers are considered the property of all Muslims. However, as Lambton

explains, lesser rivers are

subdivided again into (1) those the water of which is sufficient to be led off

without dams to irrigate the land situated along the river banks, and from

which canals to irrigate other lands can only be led off if such action does

not prejudice the position of the lands situated along the banks, and (2)

those in which barrages have to be made, in which case lands situated

higher up the river have a prior right to those situated lower down.12

Canals are dug to bring water to dead (mawāt) lands. These canals belong to

those who dug them.13 Expert statements made in several of the present

documents on disputes about water allude to this right. The systems for dividing

the water of a river, as described by the Islamic jurists, were in common use in

Qajar Iran.

The water of a river or channel is divided either by a dam or sluice dividing

the water into a certain number of shares, by rotation by days or hours, or by an

opening or outlet hole through which the water flows from the main source into a

stream or each plot of land.14

Ancient dams dividing the water from rivers exist in many parts of Iran.

Notable among these dams are Band-i Qaysar (i.e., Caesar) built by the Sasanian

king Shahpur I (241–272 ADAD) near Shushtar in Khuzistan, and Band-i Amir, near

Shiraz, built during the reign of \Azud al-Dawlah (338–73/949–82) of

Daylamites.

Map 7.3 Nahr-i Mustajdah-i Rashı̄dı̄ (after Rashid al-Din, Savānih)
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The system of division of Zayandah Rud, as related by Lambton, “is

traditionally attributed to the Safavid period, and is based on a document

supposed to originate in the time of Shah Tahmasp (930–84/1524–76).”15 An

example of dividing the water of a river is the addition of 1.5 sangs of the water

of Tajan-Rud to the water right of the village Marmet by decree of the governor

of the area (see Document 1).

Responsibility for the upkeep of rivers entered into division, and the maintenance

and cleaning of channels are normally with the owners of the channels.

Qanāts

Due to the scarcity of surface water, in the history of Iranian agriculture qanāts

have been the main source of water. As Lambton says,

These qanāts are underground conduits which, by using less slope than

that of the soil surface bring water to the surface. The qanāt starts in a

water-bearing layer at a depth of from 50–80 ft. to as great as 300 ft. In the

upper section the qanāt collects through one or more galleries; in the lower

section, it conducts the water through dry layers to the spot where it

reaches the surface. From this point it continues as an open channel. The

cross section of a qanāt is some 4 ft. high and 21.2–3 ft. wide. The

excavated soil is lifted to the surface through vertical wells . . . Where the

water-bearing layer is deep and the slope of the country slight, the qanāts

are lengthy . . . The end well of a qanāt, i.e. that farthest away from where

it comes to the surface, is known as the mādar chāh.16

Petroshevsky refers to a special type of qanāt, the water of which was taken

from a river in which a channel could not be branched out due to rising ground.17

Qanāts, found in most parts of Iranian plateau, have existed for thousands of

years, spreading from the core of Iranian civilization eastward into Asia and

westward into North Africa and Europe.18 Familiarity with the technique of

qanāts was considered indispensable for men in power. Ghazzali, quoting from

the ancient sages, says that an understanding of underground waters and ways to

excavate them is knowledge required in royal secretaries.19

Some sources give exaggerated figures for the number of qanāts in Persia and

their depths. In one estimate, Khurasan alone has had 42,000 qanāts.20 Yazd has

always been noted for its qanāts, and the people of the city commended for their

skill in constructing them.21 Rashid al-Din refers to many qanāts in Yazd,

Azerbaijan, and other areas of Persia as part of properties on which he founded a

waqf to Rab\-i Rashidi.22 In one of his letters he instructs his son Jalal al-Din, the

governor of Rum, to undertake a sizable development project in Sivas including

the excavation of four large-scale kārı̄z (i.e., qanāts) to be named Qanavāt-i

Rashı̄dı̄, on which, together with other charitable establishments, he later

founded a waqf to the dār al-siyādah (the house of sayyids) of the city.23
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Sharing and rotation

The number of shares into which the various qanāts are divided varies. While

Lambton states that “in Kashan qanāt water is divided into 12 sahm or shares

each of 12 dāng, making 144 dāng in all”24 and “the rotation varies between 9,

12, and 15 days according to the qanāt,”25 the documents below show that the

division in the area is more diverse.

In those villages of Kashan bordering the desert, the rotation of water is

based on rawziqah (one day or twenty-four hours) with the number of days

varying from one village to another. In Qamsar, the rotation is fifteen days, the

first day being called rawziqah-i avval and the last one rawziqah-|i
pānzdahum. In other parts of the area the rotation varies from ten to sixteen

days.26 In documents belonging to villages and farms of Kashan in the present

collection, references are made to t
˙
āq or shares of water varying in number

from twelve to twenty-four and each named after a farmer, apparently its

initial owner. The qanāt of Niyasar is divided into 30 t
˙
āq (document dated

Rabi\ al-Avval 8, 1332 AHAH). The same document shows that one t
˙
āq is sub-

divided into 12 t
˙
asūj. One t

˙
āq is generally divided into 75 surjah, as seen in

the villages of Ghiyas-abad (document dated Safar 19, 1342 AHAH) and

Muhazzab-abad of Bidgul (document dated Safar 8, 1352 AHAH). The qanāt

irrigating the farm of Fin and divided to 12 t
˙
āq, is subdivided into 900 surjah

(document dated Safar 10, 1345 AHAH), while the water provided by the qanāts

of Mughar is divided into 300 sahm or shares.

The existing rotation system dates back for centuries. In his Guzārish-i Kavı̄r,

Na|ini mentions the division of a qanāt shared by the three villages of Kabudan,

Fahra, and Rah-miyan made in the mid-seventh/thirteenth centuries by the noted

scholar Khwajah Nasir al-Din Tusi when passing through Ardistan accompany-

ing Hulagu in his expedition to the west.27

Al-i Ahmad makes a reference to the primitive rotation of water existing in

Sagz-abad, a village near Qazvin, saying: “This seven sang of [available] water

is divided to 12 t
˙
āq or six days, and each bunah waters its fields in rotation from

sunset to sunrise or from dusk to dawn. The priority order in watering the fields

is decided by casting lots (pishk) among the farmers. The two qanāts irrigating

the fields of Ibrahim-abad, a nearby village, are divided and distributed exactly

the same way except that here they draw lots by paper to decide the priority order

. . . Inside each bunah also the water is divided into hours.”28

Supervision of water distribution was usually the responsibility of mı̄rāb, who

sometimes built a power base on this key position; many generations of the same

family often held the position.29

Maintenance

Qanāts cost a large amount of money and labor to construct, and they require

constant care and regular maintenance to keep them functioning in good order.
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These lifelines of Iran’s agriculture are traditionally well tended by their owners.

As Karajı̄ advises,

the maintenance works to keep a qanāt flowing are mainly to dredge and

clean its conduit. Especially the end of the underground channel where the

water comes to the surface should be well attended and regularly cleaned,

since this spot is more easily massed by mud and covered with moss. Wells

of a qanāt should have a protective rim around them and their heads have

to be covered during the winter. A substantial cleaning work should be

done at the beginning of each year (early in the spring).30

In another chapter of his work Karaji explains how the blocked channel of a

qanāt could be opened.31

The cost of the upkeep of a qanāt, usually considerable, depends on the type

of soil through which it flows and the length of it. “If a qanāt flows through soft

soil, not only is constant cleaning required, but also hoops of baked clay have to

be inserted in the tunnel to prevent subsidence.”32 The owner usually shoulders

the maintenance expenses of a qanāt. The many documents of the present

collection that record contracts of renting some shares of a qanāt invariably state

that the maintenance expenses of an underground channel are totally, or in

excess of a small and nominal franchise, the responsibility of its owner.

Disputes

It is not an exaggeration to say that most disputes in rural areas originated over

the sharing of water and water rights. These disputes, often ending in injury and

death, could drag on for decades if not settled through peaceful means such as

arbitration, conciliation or a definitive judicial decision. Examining complaints

about water sharing and settling the disputes that arose were major tasks of the

Islamic clergy in rural areas and even in cities.

In Landlord and Peasant in Persia, Lambton writes:

Practices connected with qanāts probably go back in part to customary law

and pre-Islamic times. Gardizi (d. around 453/1061) in the Zayn al-

Akhbār . . relates that in the time of \Abdullah b. Tahir, who was governor

of Khurasan from 213–30/828–44, disputes about kārı̄z were continually

taking place. In the books on fiqh (law) and in the Traditions of the Prophet

there was nothing about kārı̄z and rules for the distribution of their water.

Accordingly Abdullah assembled all the jurists (fuqahā) of Khurasan and

some from Iraq to write a book on the laws of kārı̄z. This book, according

to Gardizi, was called the Kitāb-i Qunı̄. It was extant in his time.”33

A number of documents in the present collection contain statements or

judicial decisions (fatwa) by Islamic jurists trying to make judgments based on

Islamic law and tradition in cases brought before them.
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Document 1

Persian text

English translation

(seal) . . . Mustafa Quli

(1) By the lordly order, Abu T
˙
alib Beg, the royal servant, . . . is hereby advised

that (2) the Crown Land (khālis
˙

ah) village of Marmat’s share in the water (of the

river) was, according to the local practice, 3.5 sangs. Since from the present year

a new levy (3) is to be collected from the village in excess of the existing one,

the proceeds of which have been granted to . . . His Royal Highness Ardashir

Mirza, and you are obliged to make (4) your utmost efforts in the farming of the

village, a share of 1.5 sangs of Tajan Rud river (4) is added to the water right of

the village (to help its development). You are commissioned to direct the old and

the new shares of water to the field so that its farmers might peacefully engage in

cultivation. . . . In the month of Sha\ban of the year 1268 AHAH.
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Figure 7.2 Document 2



Document 2

Persian text

English translation

. . (2) It is hereby confirmed that an agreement was made between the men (3) of

His Honor . . . Pishkhedmat-bashi and (4) Mirza Husayn Quli Beg to the effect

that for each jarı̄b (5) irrigated in Kaldon and other villages using the water of

Malikabad-rud (6) [a charge of] three kharvārs and ten paymānahs of shālı̄ (7)

be paid, provided that a mı̄rāb is appointed (8) to supervise the [flow of] water

and (9) His Honor do his best to regulate the supply (10) of water without

[resorting to] any excuse unacceptable in Islamic Law (11) done in the month of

Zu al-qa\dah . . . (seal) abduh al-rājı̄ Ramazan 1246.
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Document 3

Persian text

English translation

(1) [This is to confirm that] . . . Sayyid Muhammad Baqir . . . rented from (2) . . .

Hajiyah Khanum Begum . . . the share of a half t
˙
āq out of the whole 24 t

˙
āqs of

the upper and lower qanāts of (3) Sen-sen farmland, a part of Kavir-i Tasuj farms

of Kashan area . . . (4) . . . from the newly developed lands irrigated by 4 t
˙
āqs for

a period of one (5) Jalali (= solar) year starting Mehr 15 (October 7) for a rent (in

kind) as follows:

(6) Barley of Kashan region, Straw of barley Tobacco of good quality

(7) 160 man-i shāh 50 man-i shah 100 man-i shah

(8) . . .

(9) Taxes and [maintenance] expenses of the water channel during the period

. . . have nothing to do with the lessee (farmer). . . .

(10) at this date of Safar 20, the year 1294 AHAH (seal) Muhammad Baqir al-

Husayni
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Document 4

Persian text

English translation

. . . (2) Āqā Alı̄-Akbar, . . . a resident of the village Mughar, appeared in person

(3) and in a sound state of mind and out of his real will and intention . . . (4) gave

in a mus
˙

ālahah (transaction) to . . . Aqa Husayn, . . . (5) a resident of the same

village, . . . all the quarter share (6) of the water channels he owned out of the

whole 300 shares of the qanāts (7) of the village the rotation of which (a quarter)

share is on the third day, excluding lands attached to the channels (8) except

Dasht-i Chubah . . . for the price of eight tūmāns.

Notes

1 I have already co-edited two volumes, on official correspondence and rural land
transactions respectively. Hāshim Rajabzādah and Koichi Haneda, 55 sanad-i fārsı̄ az
dawrah-yi qājār (Tokyo: the Institute of the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia
and Africa, 1997); Hāshim Rajabzādah and Kinji Eura, 66 sanad-i fārsı̄ az dawrah-yi
qājār (Tokyo: the Institute of the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa,
1998). (Persian Document Series, Nos. 1 and 2.) The forthcoming volume will be
related to irrigation.

2 Iliya P. Petroshevski, Kishāvarzı̄ va Munāsibāt-i Arżı̄ dar Īrān-i \Ahd-i Mughūl, trans.
Karı̄m Kishāvarz (Tehran: Mu|assasah-|i Mutali\at va Tahqiqat-i Ijtima\i, 1344/1966),
1:199.

3 Keith McLachlan, The Neglected Garden: The Politics and Ecology of Agriculture in
Iran (London: Tauris, 1988), 13.

4 Oddvar Aresvik, The Agricultural Development of Iran (New York: Praeger, 1976),
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6 Ibid.
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8

U R BA N – RU R A L R E L AT I O N S

I N E A R LY E I G H T E E N T H -

C E N T U RY I R A N

A case study of settlement patterns in the
province of Hamadan1

YAMAGUCHI Akihiko

Recent urban studies of the Middle East have criticized those approaches that look

at cities and villages as completely separate entities. Instead, stressing the

interrelations and overlaps between the two, these studies have advocated setting

up a wider regional framework comprising cities, villages, and even nomads, to

highlight the differences and similarities between urban and rural settlements as well

as the characteristics of their relations. Such an approach, these studies say, is more

appropriate for understanding the reality of Middle Eastern societies, in which town-

dwellers, villagers, and nomads often mingle with each other.2 Although such a

basic stance as this is applicable in urban studies and is widely accepted among

scholars, there have been only a few positive works discussing urban–rural relations

in Iranian studies from such a point of view, at least for the pre-modern era.3

This study examines the demographic and economic situations of towns and

villages in the province of Hamadan in the early eighteenth century, to throw

light on urban–rural relations in the region. The population of settlements and

their geographical distribution are usually major indicators in assessing not only

the socio-economic changes of individual towns and villages but also the mutual

connections formed among them. In Iranian historical studies, however, mainly

due to the scarcity of relevant historical documents, demographic analysis of

settlements has rarely been tried. One of the few exceptions is a study by Jean

Aubin, which estimated the population of major cities in Iran c. A.D.A.D. 1500 by

thoroughly examining accounts by contemporary European travelers.4 Despite

Aubin’s efforts, however, he can only show an approximate evaluation of some

primary cities. Thus, we have only a vague picture of the demographic situation

of certain principal towns, on which comparatively rich literature is available,

while our knowledge of the size of rural settlements is almost nonexistent.
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This study will use some unexplored Ottoman documents, the tahrı̂r defterleri, or

cadastral records, of western Iran. Now preserved in Başbakanlık Arşivi (the

Archives of the Prime Ministry) in Istanbul, Turkey, these records are the products

of several Ottoman occupations of Iran between the late sixteenth and early

eighteenth centuries. Most of them, more than ten registers, belong to the later

period, just after the breakdown of the Safavid dynasty. These registers record in

detail the names of each settlement or tribal group, its administrative affiliation, and

a list of taxpayers and tax evaluations. These data provide rich information on

settlement scales and economic activities of the regions,5 covering almost the whole

territory of western Iran, including the Caucasus, Azerbaijan, Kurdistan,6 Hamadan,

Kirmanshah and Luristan.7 In this chapter, we deal with one of these registers, TT

907, which more or less covers what is now the province of Hamadan.8

Below, first we explain the background of the register and its form. Next we

point out some characteristics of rural and urban settlements recorded in the

register and examine the size distribution of the settlements. Finally, by locating

the settlements on a map, we analyze the urban–rural relations of the area from a

geographical point of view. Our emphasis will especially be on the role of urban

centers in rural development. As we demonstrate below, of the hundreds of

inhabited villages recorded in the register, most of them small communities,

certain villages were comparable in population to the smaller towns in the

province. The question is: for what reasons and in what manner did enormous

villages come into being in these particular places? To answer this fundamental

question, we look at the geographical disposition of these huge villages vis-à-vis

towns. It is hoped that this trial study may contribute to a larger understanding of

the diverse and close connections between rural and urban settlements.

The fiscal register used here, however, is no more than a list of taxpayers and

tax items, complemented by a few additional annotations. It provides little

information about the vivid human and material movements between cities and

villages. Under these circumstances, to discuss urban–rural relations in the

region as a whole is beyond the scope of this chapter. The principal aim of this

study is simply to present a few tentative assumptions as to urban–rural relations

in the province of Hamadan at the beginning of the eighteenth century.

Sources

The tax register in question is preserved as TT907 in the Archives of the Prime

Ministry in Turkey. The register itself bears no reference to a preparation date or

compiling proceedings. But Mühimme Defterleri, registers of “important affairs”

containing rescripts sent out in the name of the Sultan, include relatively

numerous Imperial edicts on the Ottoman conquest of western Iran and Ottoman

policies for the regions.9 Some of them touch on the fiscal surveys conducted for

the occupied territories of Iran. Analysis of these ordinances makes it possible to

specify the approximate period of the preparation of the register and which

officials were in charge.10
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The first edict that refers to the inspection of Hamadan is dated early Safar

1137 (October 1724).11 According to it, Ahmed Pasha, Ottoman governor-

general (vâlı̂) of Baghdad and commander (ser\asker) of Hamadan districts,12

proposed to the central government the necessity of a fiscal survey (tahrı̂r) for

villages and towns in the newly conquered provinces of Kirmanshah, Hamadan

and Ardalan. For this purpose he called for the dispatch of a surveyor (muharrir)

and some scribes (kâtib) of the Imperial Registry (Defter-i hâkânı̂). In response

to this proposition, the Ottoman government commissioned Mustafa Fehim, then

defterdâr13 of Basra, as inspector of the said regions and posted him to

Hamadan.14 According to the edict, he was appointed because at that time he was

at Basra, near the above-mentioned three provinces, and also was experienced in

fiscal surveys. The edict tells also of the dispatch of three scribes of the Imperial

Registry on the spot. The Ottomans usually entrusted the fiscal survey to a

surveyor, with scribes supporting him. Clearly a similar formation was organized

for the survey in the three provinces.15

A month later another edict was issued, dated early Rabi\ al-Awwal 1137

(November 1724),16 which indicates that for the immediate completion of the

survey, the government appointed another Mustafa Fehim, scribe of the Imperial

Registry, also as the surveyor (muharrir) for the provinces concerned.17 The

same ordinance says that before its issue, a Mustafa Rumi, scribe of the Imperial

Registry and then staying at Van, had been commanded to support Mustafa

Fehim (ex-defterdâr of Basra) in the inspection, though the former himself

apparently was not appointed muharrir. Thus at this point at least three officials,

including two surveyors, were charged with the inspection of the regions. On the

other hand, an edict issued a year later, namely, at mid-Rabi\ al-Awwal 1138

(November 1725), refers to Mustafa Fehim (ex-defterdâr of Basra) as Hamadan

defterdârı also. It reveals that he was charged with the office of defterdâr of

Hamadan as well as that of muharrir for the three provinces.18

According to an order of late Jumada al-Akhira 1138 (February–March

1726), Karahasanzade Ahmed, one of the kapucubaşları, was nominated as

mübâşir of the survey of the said conquered lands and ordered to cooperate with

the two Mustafa Fehims.19 However, eight months later, in early Rabi\ al-Akhir

1139 (October–November 1726), Mustafa Fehim (scribe of the Imperial

Registry) was dismissed from service because of trouble with his colleagues

and summoned to the capital.20 On the other hand, the same edict indicates that

Karahasanzade Ahmed was appointed as muharrir around the same time.21

The exact date of the completion of the register is not known. But there can

be little doubt that the survey operation had been finished no later than

Muharram 1141 (August 1728). An edict of this date tells that the central

government authorized Karahasanzade Ahmed, and two scribe of the Imperial

Registry working for him, to make a fair copy of the register at the Imperial

capital, since this was not possible on the spot.22 Thus we see that it took about

four years to complete the survey after it was commanded in early Safar 1137

(October 1724).

S E T T L E M E N T PAT T E R N S I N H A M A DA N
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The use of the Ottoman fiscal registers on Iran as historical sources presents

some problems. One is that the registers were prepared during an unusual

situation involving all of Iran after the fall of the Safavid dynasty. Afghan and

Ottoman invasions from both sides of the country certainly had a negative effect

on social and economic conditions in the regions concerned, in particular the

demographic circumstances. In fact, some political and military centers such as

Tabriz and Hamadan stoutly resisted the Ottoman invaders, which might have

caused a sudden decrease in the population of these cities. Mühimme Defterleri

provides us with some evidence on this point. The above-mentioned edict dated

late Jumada al-Akhira 1138 (February–March 1726) says: “most of villages in

the country of Iran resembled towns and each village had once 150 households.”

But, it continues, “the country was plundered and the possessors (ashâb) of all of

them have gone away.” According to the same edict, to remedy the state of things

the Ottoman authorities tried to urge people to return to their home villages, and

their policy was gradually having results.23

Under these circumstances, the data of the register may well reflect a sharp

fall in population. As seen below, most inhabited villages recorded in the tahrı̂r

have fewer than 30 taxpayers. Certainly 13 villages were inhabited by more than

150 taxpayers each, but these villages are only 2.6 per cent out of 504 inhabited

villages. More important, 40 per cent or more of the registered villages may have

been empty. Their spatial disposition is irregular and, as Table 8.1 shows, in a

few districts (nâhiye) located in the north of the province24 almost all villages

Table 8.1 Inhabited and uninhabited villages in Hamadan province

Nâhiye A B C D

Siminrud 33 25 8 24.2%

Kuhpayah 28 19 9 32.1%

Faravar 17 14 3 17.6%

Mamasharud 13 11 2 15.4%

Aznard 27 22 5 18.5%

Sardrud 55 7 48 87.3%

Hamadan 20 10 10 50.0%

Isfandabad 99 70 29 29.3%

Mihraban 117 40 77 65.8%

Malayir 146 87 59 40.4%

Atara Marj 47 8 39 8.30%

Nihavand 74 45 29 39.2%

Harsin 44 37 7 15.9%

Khazal 23 9 14 60.9%

Tuy 114 100 14 12.3%

Total 857 504 353 41.2%

A: Registered villages; B: Inhabited villages; C: Uninhabited villages; D: Ratio of uninhabited
villages out of the total number of registered villages (%)
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were abandoned. Even in times of peace, some villages must have been

uninhabited. But comparison with the province of Ardalan, where only about 10

per cent of the recorded villages were deserted,25 suggests that the Afghan and

Ottoman invasions probably affected the province of Hamadan far more

seriously. In this way, the data provided by TT907 supposedly mirrors the

confusion accompanying the collapse of the Safavids and the foreign incursions

that followed.

Another problem, closely related to the above, is that the scope of our project

is very limited in time. Ottomanists usually use a series of fiscal registers from

various periods for a given region. Comparing different registers of the same

place, they not only discern the long-term economic development of the region,

but also check the reliability of each of these documents. If data from a

particular register are significantly different from those of others before or after

it, they can hypothesize that the difference might stem from sheer social and

economic change in the region, or even from an incomplete register. In any case,

they have a chance to guess that something is anomalous about the data of the

register. For our registers, however, no similar document covering the same

regions is available, and thus at least for the moment we cannot control the

reliability of the document in such a way.26

We will now turn to the form of the document.

Usually, the Ottoman administrative divisions form a four-folded hierarchy:

eyâlet – livâ (sancak) – kazâ – nâhiye. But, in TT907, nâhiyes belong directly to

the eyâlet, without the levels of livâ and kazâ.27 To nâhiyes are subordinated

towns (kasaba), villages (karye) winter quarters (kışlak), cultivated lands

(mezra\a28), tribal groups (cemâ\at29), and pastures (çayır).30 Listed with a serial

number, each of them constitutes an individual unit of taxation. In general, an

individual settlement or tribal group composes such a fiscal unit, but in certain

instances, a few settlements are collected into a single unit.31 If a settlement is

deserted or ruined, it is listed with a mention to this effect (hâlı̂ \ani’l-re\âyâ or

harâb32). Moreover, the names of neighboring settlements and the extent of

fields pertaining to the vacant village are sometimes noted. Here we observe the

Ottoman administration’s intention to include every settlement in the surveyed

region, whether inhabited or uninhabited, and accurately represent conditions at

that moment in time.

Before turning to a closer description of the form of the document, we will

explain briefly the Ottoman method of taxpayer classification, in particular for

those living in rural settlements.

In general, the Ottomans classified peasants into five categories according to

the extent of their landholding and marital status: çift, nı̂m-çift, bennâk,

mücerred and, caba. Çift, in Persian juft, means a plot of land that can be

cultivated by a pair of oxen, or the holder of such an extent of land.33 Nı̂m-çift is

a cultivator having a half of çift. A married cultivator whose holdings amounted

to less than half a çift was called bennâk; an unmarried one, müceerred. A

landless cultivator was called caba. Another important concept is hâne, which
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Figure 8.1 TT907, 112–113
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can be translated as household. In Ottoman context, a peasant classified as çift,

nı̂m-çift, or bennâk constituted a hâne, while neither mücerred nor caba were

considered as having a hâne.34

In TT907, almost all taxpayers are classified as bennâk, mücerred, or caba,

while çift and nı̂m-çift are rare.35 Thus apparently most settlements in the area

under study consisted of peasants having less than half a çift. More interesting,

most of mücerreds and cabas are a son or brother of a bennâk.36 Accordingly, if

mücerred means an unmarried adult male, caba in our register might represent a

married peasant who was not yet independent of his father or brother’s

household.37

Each fiscal unit is presented as follows. First, its category (kasaba, karye,

kışlak, cemâ\at, and çayır) and name are given, then the name of the nâhiye to

which it is attached, then a list of taxpayers. On each line, six taxpayers are

described from right to left, the name of father or brother with each. For a

peasant, an abbreviation representing taxation status (çift, nı̂m-çift, bennâk,

mücerred, and caba) is shown below the name of the father or brother. For a

religious leader such as an imam, the title is put in place of the taxation status.

They also appear to be exempt from the hearth tax (resm-i bennâk, resm-i

mücerred, and resm-i caba). Sayyids also seem to have had a similar tax

exemption, since their taxation status is not referred to.38 Besides these

“religious” figures, some people are recorded but fiscal status is not mentioned,

though the reason is unclear. Perhaps this can often be attributed to a scribe’s

error.

After the list of taxpayers comes that of taxes levied on the settlement or the

group. Commonly found in TT907 are, first, hearth taxes.39 Next, taxes on

principal grains such as wheat (gendüm), barley (şa\ı̂r), millet (erzen), erses and

lentils (gâvdâne ma\a sengek) are mentioned, both in kind and in cash. The

tithes on cotton (pembe), tobacco (tenbâkû), castor-oil plant (kerçek), chick pea,

and lentil (nohûd ma\a mercimek), and bur clover, and kitchen garden (yonca ve

bûstân) are recorded only in cash. A tax on stockbreeding, sheep tax (\âdet-i
aǧnâm), is enumerated. Last are the farm watch tax (\âdet-i deştbânı̂), marriage

tax (resm-i \arûsâne), title deed tax (resm-i tapu-yı zemı̂n), mill tax (resm-i

âsiyâb), and miscellaneous taxes (bâd-ı hevâ). The above-mentioned taxes are

imposed on almost all the inhabited villages, while taxes on apiculture, rice-

growing, walnut, and fruits are levied only on some villages (see below in the

text). At the end of the list, the total is indicated. When the total is small,

usually less than 10,000 akçe, only the sum is recorded without the reference to

individual taxes.40 In the same way, when a village is uninhabited, only the total

value is mentioned.41

Taxable resources of non-agricultural economic activities in towns are

registered in the form of the list of mukâta\a and are calculated separately from

the main body of the taxation list of the towns (a form almost the same as that of

villages).42
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Natural and geographical framework of the province
of Hamadan

A description of the natural and geographical framework of the province of

Hamadan will be helpful before we move on to the main task.43

The region covered by the register, with the city of Hamadan as its capital,

belongs to the arid zone, as do most regions of the Iranian plateau. The climate

is dry and annual precipitation is limited. On the other hand, this region

includes part of the Zagros Mountains. Alvand Mountain, extending east–west

in the south of the city of Hamadan, reaches as high as 3,500m. A number of

rivulets flow from the ravines of the Alvand and meet one another in the plain.

Those of the north flow towards the Qara-Chay River, which irrigates the

Hamadan plain; those of the south bring their water to Gamas-ab, which goes

on to Kirmanshah. In the plain, many streams that descend from the mountain

fertilize the land. On the other hand, where sufficient water was not available

from the river, in the past the qanat or subterraneous canals were widely used to

irrigate the field.44 This availability of water was essential in the development of

Hamadan.

This region has a long history and has been reckoned among the most

economically advanced regions in the Iranian plateau. In particular, Hamadan,

ancient Ecbatana, was always the political and economic center of the region and

eventually of the larger country. It was the above-mentioned rich agricultural

production that guaranteed the region’s prosperity throughout its long history.

Travelers and geographers visiting Hamadan in different periods noted the

fertility of the land surrounded by well-watered fields and gardens.45

Yet Hamadan does not owe its prosperity since antiquity solely to its thriving

agriculture. More important is the region’s location at the crossroads of various

caravan routes going from Mesopotamia to oasis cities in the center of the

Iranian plateau and further to Khurasan.46 The evidence for this is that

throughout history many travelers and merchants passed through Hamadan.

Even though it is difficult to locate exactly the caravan routes passing through

the province around the period under examination and to identify the importance

of each itinerary, one can at least infer the following trajectories from

descriptions by European travelers.47 The usual route, leaving Aleppo, went to

Baghdad through Mosul and, crossing the border, led to Kirmanshah. Then the

route branched into several courses. One proceeded to Hamadan by way of

Kangavar and Asadabad and from Hamadan spread northward (Qazvin,

Sultaniyyah) or westward (Qum, Isfahan). Another, leaving Kangavar, passed

by Tuy and headed to Isfahan. Still another route, passing through the southern

flank of the province, led to Isfahan by way of Nihavand.48 Moreover, another

course came from the Ottoman territory to Iran. According to Tavernier, a

French merchant of the seventeenth century, this route coming from Aleppo

entered Iran at Marivan in the province of Ardalan and, passing through Sine

(Sanandaj), the capital of the province, reached Hamadan.49
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These caravan routes vitalized human and material communications on an

interregional scale, and this brought much wealth to the province of Hamadan.

Evliya Çelebi, an Ottoman traveler of the seventeenth century, visited Hamadan

and left a vivid, although perhaps exaggerated, description of the town as a

commercial center.

There are 11 caravansaries [in the city of Hamadan]. Merchants from

India, Sind, Anatolia (Rum), Arabia and Persia stayed in any one of them

and they had various goods and tissues. . . . The market, composed of 2,000

small shops, is a remarkable one.50

The prosperity of the area, however, was many times threatened and

interrupted by the political and military activities of outside conquerors, such as

the Mongols and the Ottomans. And there is no doubt that these conquests

resulted in sudden economic decline or stagnation, even if only temporarily.

Nevertheless, the two factors, rich agricultural production and a position as

crossroads tying the West and the East, always provided the province of

Hamadan with at least potentially great economic capacity.

Villages in the register

TT907 encompasses 857 villages, of which 504 are inhabited and the rest

uninhabited (Table 8.1). Here we focus on the inhabited villages.

First, relying on the data of the register, we point out briefly some

characteristics of the villages in the province of Hamadan. As is usual in West

Asia, the village economy was agriculture and stock farming. According to the

tax items described in the register, primary agricultural yields were grains such

as wheat, barley, and millet, plus some commercial products like cotton and

tobacco. Lentil, castor oil plant, peak, and bur clover were also among the main

products. These crops were probably planted in almost all the villages. On the

other hand, fruits, rice, walnuts, and bee keeping were only seen in a few districts

(Table 8.2). For instance, fruits and rice were produced in the southwest districts

of the province,51 such as Harsin, while walnuts and apiculture were found

mainly in the center of the province.52

In the province of Hamadan, many villages had gardens and vineyards. In the

province of Ardalan, only 10 per cent of the inhabited villages had gardens while

in Hamadan about 40 per cent did so (Table 8.3). Even villages with no arable

land often had allotments and vineyards.53 Perhaps the availability of water

accounts for the importance of gardens in the province of Hamadan.

Almost every village in the region was engaged in stock farming, but its

importance differed from village to village and from district to district (Table 8.4). In

particular, the nâhiye of Isfandabad stood out with regard to the sheep tax; the

provincial average per village was 386 akçe, while in Isfandabad the tax was 1,169

akçe, three times the provincial average.54 Even more interesting, the district of
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Table 8.2 Villages having specific crops or apiculture as tax items in Hamadan province

Nâhiye A B C

Siminrud 1

Kuhpayah 6

Faravar

Mamasharud 5 4

Aznard

Sardrud

Hamadan 1 1

Isfandabad

Mihraban

Malayir 1

Atara Marj

Nihavand 1 6

Harsin 7

Khazal

Tuy 23 1 4

A: Apiculture; B: Walnuts; C: Rice

Table 8.3 Villages with gardens and vineyards in Hamadan province

Nâhiye A B C D (B/A) E (C/B)

Siminrud 25 18 112,710 72.0% 6,261.7

Kuhpayah 19 17 69,334 89.5% 4,078.5

Faravar 14 13 101,700 92.9% 7,823.1

Mamasharud 11 10 33,300 90.9% 3,330.0

Aznard 22 14 30,900 63.6% 2,207.1

Sardrud 7 1 150 14.3% 150.0

Hamadan 10 8 137,100 80.0% 4,637.5

Isfandabad 70 26 22,610 37.1% 869.6

Mihraban 40 11 3,759 27.5% 341.7

Malayir 87 41 69,218 47.1% 1,688.2

Atara Marj 8 5 3,390 62.5% 678.0

Nihavand 45 12 63,495 26.7% 5,291.3

Harsin 37 14 18,330 37.8% 1,309.3

Khazal 9 0 0 0.0% 0

Tuy 100 30 203,310 30.0% 6,777.0

A: Inhabited villages; B: Villages holding gardens and vineyards; C: Total sum of taxes on gardens
and vineyards; D: Ratio of garden-holding villages out of the inhabited villages in each nâhiye (%);
E: Average amount of garden and vineyard taxes in each nâhiye
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Husaynabad located west of Isfandabad in the province of Ardalan has also

flourishing stock farming area. These abutting districts must have had rich pastures.55

Finally, rural settlements in the province of Hamadan were by no means

indifferent to manufacturing. Although rarely, some villages did pay the dye-

works tax (boyahâne). Although a mixture of agriculture and stock farming was

prevalent in the region, in certain villages manufacturing was part of the

economy, albeit on a small scale (see below).

Let us now consider the size of rural settlements in the region. In order to

show the size of villages by using the number of taxpayers,56 some explanation

of the data is needed.

In principle, we reckon the total of peasants classified as çift, nı̂m-çift,

bennâk, mücerred, and caba in a given settlement is its taxpaying population.

Yet, as said earlier, some people are listed without any mention of fiscal status.

Here, considering that they were part of the adult male population, we include

them in the number of taxpayers. Thus we count the total of all listed people of a

settlement as its adult male population.

Moreover, sometimes the number of bennâk, mücerred, and caba listed does

not coincide with the number in each of these categories as calculated from the

hearth tax levied on each. Assuming that scribes’ errors have caused the

discrepancies, we will use the former figure.

Figure 8.2 shows the distribution of settlement size in terms of taxpayers.

The x-axis shows the number of taxpayers per village. The y-axis shows the

Table 8.4 Sheep tax per nâhiye in Hamadan province

Nâhiye A B C D

Siminrud 25 1,384 14,230 569.2

Kuhpayah 19 983 4,019 211.5

Faravar 14 1,133 7,699 549.9

Mamasharud 11 389 2,617 237.9

Aznard 22 521 3,717 169.0

Sardrud 7 45 260 37.1

Hamadan 10 328 1,726 172.6

Isfandabad 70 1,886 81,884 1,169.8

Mihraban 40 608 10,941 273.5

Malayir 87 2,509 23,884 274.5

Atara Marj 8 116 880 110.0

Nihavand 45 1,007 8,240 183.1

Harsin 37 874 6,510 175.9

Khazal 9 103 820 91.1

Tuy 100 2,782 27,589 275.9

Total 504 14,668 195,016 386.2

A: Inhabited villages; B: Taxpayers; C: Total value of sheep tax (akçe); D: Average sheep tax per
village (akçe)
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number of villages corresponding to a particular number of taxpayers per

village. The graph tells us that the size of villages in the region varied

considerably. The smallest village, which we might not even call a “village,” had

only a single taxpayer, while the biggest one was inhabited by as many as 400

taxpayers, comparable to some small towns. However, it is certain that most

villages (73 per cent) were inhabited by not more than 30 taxable adult males;

consequently, in this region villages of such a small size were dominant.

This is not to say that most peasants lived in small settlements. Here let us

classify the villages into three groups (large, medium, small) according to their

adult male populations.57 As Table 8.5 shows, 4,837 taxpaying peasants lived in

small villages, but they are only one third of the total adult male population in rural

settlements (14,673 taxpayers). In other words, the majority of the villagers lived in

middle and large villages. The average taxpaying population of a village is 29.1.58

Next, we turn our attention to the landholding of peasants in this region. Our

first focus is on resm-i çift. As seen above, although in this register few peasants

are recorded as having a full çift, resm-i çift is put on almost all the inhabited

villages. This is quite curious, since in principle this hearth tax was charged

according to the number of full çift holders. A close examination of the register

reveals an interesting connection between resm-i çift and the tax value of

primary grains, which gives us a clue to the above puzzle: the tax amounts

of wheat, barley, millet, and lentil are respectively in proportion to the value of

resm-i çift.59 In fact, there are three forms of proportions, as Table 8.6 shows.

The important point is that these taxes on five kinds of crop yields are put not

upon particular villagers but upon the entire village. Therefore, the resm-i çift in

proportion to these taxes must be considered as levied on the whole land

belonging to the village. This means that the resm-i çift in our register is not

proportioned to the number of the peasants having a full çift, but to the gross

area of fields pertaining to the settlement concerned.60

Table 8.5 Classification on population size of rural settlements in Hamadan province

Size Villages Taxpayers Çifts Taxpayers per çift

Large 26 4,461 674 6.6

Medium 115 5,375 1,619 3.3

Small 363 4,837 2,271.5 2.1

Total 504 14,673 4,564.5 3.2

Table 8.6 Resm-i çift and taxes on primary grains (akçe)

Pattern Resm-i-çift Wheat Barley Millet Lentils

1 50 1,500 900 100 50

2 90 1,500 900 100 50

3 180 1,500 900 100 50
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What is even more interesting, for the settlements belonging to Pattern 2 and

3, the term feddân is frequently written, in a small character, on the margin at the

same row as the name of the village concerned, and below it a figure is added.

The figure is equal to the quotient of the amount of resm-i çift divided by 90 or

180. For the villages corresponding to Pattern 1, a number, sometimes with the

term çift, is written on the margin in the same way. Needless to say the number

corresponds to the quotient of the value of resm-i çift divided by 50.

Accordingly, these numbers added on the margin represent the size of total

arable land held by individual settlements in çift or feddân.61

To sum up, the surveyor measured the agricultural land of individual villages

(or towns) by the feddân or the çift and from the result assessed the tax amounts

of main crops.62 The amount of tax on each crop, in both kind and cash, is not

always closely tied to its actual production. Instead, these amounts were

automatically decided according to the extent of cultivated land, probably with

little consideration as to the real agricultural yields. Consequently, we cannot

directly know the real agricultural production of each crop in a given village at

the time of the survey. We can only compare the villages by the size of their land.

But here another problem arises. As is well known, the unit of çift is never a

reliable indicator to show the accurate area of land. For example, according to

Ottoman kânûnâmes (regulations), a çift corresponds to from 60 to 150 dönüm,

depending on the fertility of the land. While dönüm was a more or less fixed

unit,63 çift was never so. Therefore, the number of çift, computed from the

amount of resm-i çift, does not indicate the exact size of the land. Thus using the

unit of çift for a comparative study is not as simple as might be expected. But,

despite these problems, we would expect that the number of çift serves as an

indication, even if rather roughly, of the cultivated surface or its productivity, for

the data of the register is not likely to be completely alien to the actual situation.

In all cases, it is not the exact figure but the order of magnitude that interests us.

Below, we try to compare the settlements recorded in the register by the extent of

landholding represented by çift.64 As noted above, there are three patterns of the

ratios of resm-i çift to the tax amount of primary crops. To render our analysis

easier, we choose Pattern 1 as standard: that is, we assume as a çift the plot of

arable land on which 1,500 akçe of wheat tax is charged.65

Figure 8.3 is the frequency curve showing distribution of landholding size of

a village in terms of the number of çifts. The arable land possessed by a village

varied greatly from village to village, some villages having no agricultural land

while others hold as many as 50 çifts. In spite of this diversity of the extent of

landholding, it is also clear that three to six çifts per settlement were most

typical.66 The average size is 9.1 çifts.

Next, to show the relationship between manpower and the scale of land in

villages, we present a histogram indicating the distribution of per-çift taxpayers

within a village (Figure 8.4).67 The x-axis indicates the number of per-çift taxpayers

in a village. The y-axis shows the number of villages corresponding to a particular

number of per-çift taxpayers. It reveals that the typical number of per-çift taxpayers
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lies between two and three, and villages having more than seven taxpayers per çift

were rare. Thus, we assume that in this province usually two to three peasants

worked a çift of land.68 The average in the province is 3.1 peasants a çift.

So far we have seen the average size of villages, the average amount of çift

per village, and the average number of per-çift taxpayers per village in the entire

province. Last, let us look at the problem by nâhiye (Table 8.7). The table tells us

that the trends of the population and landholding are greatly different from

nâhiye to nâhiye. For instance, the average population in northern parts of the

province such as Sardrud and Mihraban is less than one-fourth that of the

nâhiyes around Hamadan, especially of Siminrud, Kuhpayah, Faravar. It shows

that in some places large villages developed, while other places had mostly small

ones. Why such a difference between the districts? Many factors are involved,

and this question will be taken up again in the fifth section.

Towns in the register

Defining cities by using clear criteria is always a challenge. Here we deal with

settlements mentioned in the register with the terms şehir, kasaba, and nefis.

Hamadan, Tuy, Nihavand, Harsin and Sirkan fall in this category. Of these urban

settlements, only Hamadan is called şehir in the register; Tuy and Nihavand are

kasaba, and Harsin and Sirkan, nefis.69 The term nefis seems to be commonly

used to distinguish a settlement from the nâhiye or other administrative unit of

Table 8.7 Taxpayers and çifts per nâhiye in Hamadan province

Nâhiye A B C D E F

Siminrud 25 1,389 355 55.6 14.2 3.9

Kuhpayah 19 983 194 51.7 10.2 5.1

Faravar 14 1,133 242 80.9 17.3 4.7

Mamasharud 11 389 83 35.4 7.5 4.7

Aznard 22 521 227 23.7 10.3 2.3

Sardrud 7 45 12 6.4 1.7 3.8

Hamadan 10 328 51 32.8 5.1 6.4

Isfandabad 70 1,886 758 26.9 10.8 2.5

Mihraban 40 608 323 15.2 8.1 1.9

Malayir 87 2,509 867.5 28.8 10.0 2.9

Atara Marj 8 116 43 14.5 5.4 2.7

Nihavand 45 1,007 394 22.4 8.8 2.6

Harsin 37 874 169 23.6 4.6 5.2

Khazal 9 103 34 11.4 3.8 3.0

Tuy 100 2,782 836 27.8 83.6 3.3

Total 504 14,673 4,676.5 29.1 9.3 3.1

A: Inhabited villages; B: Taxpayers; C: Çifts; D: Average number of taxpayers per village; E: Average
number of çifts per village; F: Taxpayers per çift
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the same name.70 Therefore, strictly speaking, settlements mentioned as nefis are

not always towns.71 Despite that, we include Harsin and Sirkan in the category of

town because, having a larger population than most villages in the region, they

developed manufacturing and commercial sectors as important economic

activities.72 Below are some traits of these urban settlements related to the

number of taxpayers and the economic life.

First is the size distribution of towns in terms of number of taxpayers. Table

8.8 shows the number of taxpayers by quarter in each town. In the register, non-

Muslim inhabitants are usually separately grouped at the end of the list of

taxpayers. Thus, in Table 8.8 they are also listed separately.

The first point to notice is the sharp difference in number of taxpayers

between towns. Harsin had only 319 adult males, fewer than the largest village

recorded in the region.73 On the other hand, with about 1,500 taxpayers,

Hamadan and Nihavand were clearly large settlements in the region. Yet, further

consideration of the adult male population of the former is necessary. For

example, the quarters of the city are rather small compared with those of other

towns. Maydan-i Sayyid Jalanan of Hamadan, the smallest one, was lived in by

only five taxpaying inhabitants, while an anonymous quarter of Nihavand

included as many as 808 taxpayers. We should also note that Hamadan was

divided into at least 31 quarters, while Nihavand had only two quarters. For these

problems, at least two factors need to be taken into account. One is that a series

of wars following the fall of the Safavids might have caused a sharp population

decrease in some quarters. The other is that a quarter could be sometimes

Table 8.8 Taxpayers in towns of Hamadan province

Town Mahalle M C J TOTAL

Hamadan Bunah Bazar 31

Muy-i Taban 60

Miyaniz 58

Kazaran-i Chashmah 14

Sufiyan 16

Pirah Husayn Khani va Pirah Kurak 39

Chashmah-yi Hallajan 21

Qalah 30

Kaslanij? 35

Kuzar 16

Sayyidan 60

Gahbar ve Shurishvari 91

Shaliyaqan 38

Jullahan 39

Baqillah ve Jubanan 16

Nazar Beg ve Kuzar 38

Hajji 50

Pahlavan-i Inayat 17
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Town Mahalle M C J TOTAL

Hamadan Ahali 33

(continued) Imamzadah 18

Qashiqah 12

Sabzah-var 27

Sang-tarashan 11

Kulpa 30

Kulanj 38

Durudabad 62

Gunbad 59

Sayyid Jalanan 5

Hajji Hafiz 42

Qintaran ve Qashiq-tarashan 42

Kababiyan 30

Gebrân der mahalle-i Sufiler 10

Gebrân der mahalle-i Salkhkhane 62

Gebrân der mahalle-i Kina der mahalle-i 135

Qalah

Yahûdiyân der mahalle-i Husayn Khani 49

Yahûdiyân der mahalle-i Pir Kuri [Kurak] 83

Total 1,078 207 132 1,417

Nihavand – 808

Zir 663

Yahûdiyân 16

Total 1,471 0 16 1,487

Harsin Pay-i Qalah 217

Aziz Big 102

Total 319 0 0 319

Tuy Payin-i darun-i suq 84

Masjid-i Zarhan ma‘a mahalle-i Khanqah 162

Masjid-i Payin 109

Yahûdiyân 32

Masjid-i Baghvar 140

Masjid-i Dastjirdah? 81

Madrasah 80

Pay Chanar 129

Julahistan 95

Mihmankhanah 66

Qassabkhanah 63

Total 1,009 0 32 1,041

Sirkan Miyan 213

Masjid-i zir 262

Bala 241

Shahriyar 96

Total 812 0 0 812

M: Muslim; C: Christian; J: Jew
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divided into several smaller sub-quarters. So if taxpayers were counted by sub-

quarters, their size would automatically be smaller.74 Quite possibly in Hamadan

the adult male population was counted by sub-quarter,75 while in other towns a

larger fraction was considered as a unit. In this way, it is not always unusual that

the size and number of quarters was greatly different from town to town.

However, even so, the above-mentioned Maydan-i Sayyid Jalanan seems too

small for a mahalle. We cannot deny the possibility that some quarters lost

inhabitants because of the Ottoman conquest. In fact, Hazin, a witness of the

event, testifies to the fierce resistance of the natives and the heavy destruction

caused by the Ottoman attacks.76

Then the Ottomans besieged Hamadan, a metropolis and one of the

prosperous cities in [Persian] Iraq. At that time both the governor and the

army were absent there and the inhabitants of the city stood up to defend the

city. The siege continued three to four months and the besieged people

killed a part of the Ottomans with bows and canons, and although the

general Ahmed Pasha summoned them to obey, it did not take effect. . . . The

Ottomans, (more than 100,000 strong and world famous for conquering

fortresses) demolished one side of the castle with the fire of gunpowder,

broke into the city, and laid the foundation for slaughter. The people of the

city also took up arms they had, and from every side faced them [the

Ottomans], . . . everybody was killed in the battles. . . . For three days, the

disorder reigned the city, none of them [the people] ever averted his face

until all were massacred, except a small number of people who had obtained

pardon to go to neighboring regions. . . . In some streets of the city, due to

plenty of bodies of the killed, which lay in heaps, there was no room to pass.

Thus it is conceivable that Hamadan had supported a larger population before

the fall of the Safavids than at the time of Ottoman survey.

Moreover, other factors confirm this assumption. Usually the Ottoman survey

did not count either the \askerı̂ class (ruling class) or some other social classes

such as slaves. As the provincial capital, Hamadan must have contained numerous
\askerı̂ inhabitants that would be omitted from the fiscal survey. Evliya Çelebi’s

description of Hamadan is significant on this point. According to him, the city

(kale) contained approximately 3,000 knights and 3,000 soldiers.77 Apart from the

armed forces 6,000 strong, he says, there were also slaves, whose number he does

not mention. These numbers indicated by him require our prudence, but the city

did hold numerous soldiers to defend it. In addition, he states that the city had as

many as 7,000 houses. If we assume that a house sheltered, for instance, five

persons, the total population would amount to about 35,000. On the other hand,

according to Leila Erder, in pre-industrial society the total population was

typically about three to four times the number of adult males;78 therefore, 1,417

adult male inhabitants calculated from the register can be translated into from

4,251 to 5,668 total population. This is about one-eighth of 35,000, the total
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population assumed from Evliya Çelebi’s report. For the moment we cannot

explain such a large gap between the number presented by Evliya Çelebi and the

data in the register. However, it is again quite possible that Hamadan had a larger

population than the register shows.79

As for religious affinity, dwellers in any town of the region were mostly

Muslim, but a certain number of Jewish and Christian communities are found in

large towns, such as Hamadan, Tuy, and Nihavand. On the other hand, non-

Muslim inhabitants are not found in rural settlements, except for a few

villages.80 This is likely because non-Muslims devoted themselves to non-

agricultural activities like commerce and manufacturing. From this observation,

we could even say that, as far as the region is concerned, the existence of non-

Muslims, in particular Jewish people, was generally an indication of urbanism.

Now let us look at economic activities in towns observed from the register’s

description.

It goes without saying that the development of manufacture and commerce was

one of the fundamental elements of urbanism. In the register, as stated above, the

tax items on commercial and manufacturing activities are recorded as mukâta\a,

that is, fiscal unit for tax farming. The existence of individual mukâta\as and their

amounts help us to estimate the significance of non-agricultural economic

activities in each town.81 To facilitate our analysis, we classify the tax items into

two categories. The first group is concerned with industries such as dye-works

(boyahâne), tannery (debbâǧhâne), slaughterhouse (salhâne, kassâbhâne), black-

smith (nalçeband), soap manufactory (sâbûnhâne), and wax-candle workshops

(şem‘hâne). The second group is composed of tax items concerning commercial

activities, including those on dealings of particular goods as well as dues paid for

keeping fair trade: customs on cotton (gümrük-i pembe), tax on coffee (tahmı̂s-i

kahve), tax on tobacco sales (tenbâkû furûş), tax on opium sales (afyon furûş),

(market tax on livestock (bâc-ı bâzâr ve esb ve ester ve har ve gâv ve ganem),

charge of the keeper of market place (pâsbânân der sûk), brokerage dues on horse,

cow, ass and others (dellâliyye-i esb ve gâv ve har ve geyre), weighing dues (kapan

ve resm-i keyl ve kintâr), and market supervision tax (ihtisâb). Using these two

categories of taxes and their amounts, we can characterize the five towns under

consideration (Tables 8.9 and 8.10).

Table 8.9 Manufacturers in towns of Hamadan province (akçe)

Town A B C D E F Total (akçe)

Hamadan + + + + + 444,000

Nihavand + + 105,000

Harsin + 20,400

Tuy + + + + 392,000

Sirkan + 46,200

A: Dye-works (boyahâne); B: Tannery (debbâğhâne); C: Slaughterhouse (salhâne, kassâbhâne);
D: Blacksmith (nalçeband); E: Soap manufacture (sâbûnhâne); F: Wax candle workshops (şem‘hâne)
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Three towns of large size, Hamadan, Tuy and Nihavand, with more than 1,000

taxpayers each, have both categories among their tax items, and the amounts are

considerable. On the contrary, mukâta\a revenues from Harsin and Sirkan, small

and medium-level towns respectively, were rather limited. The latter had both of

the two categories of taxes, but on a small scale, while the former had only the tax

for the dye-workshop. This is not to deny that Harsin probably had bazaars or

shops; the commercial sector was clearly not important enough to be considered as

primary taxed items to be farmed out. This may be explained by geography: none

of the main routes connecting Baghdad and the Iranian plateau passed through

Harsin. Probably that is why the town did not play an important role as an

interregional commercial center and consequently did not develop to a larger

settlement. As for Sirkan, despite its nearness to Tuy, where various manufacturing

workshops developed, its non-agricultural activities were relatively dull. Moreover

the caravan route passing by Tuy seems to have avoided Sirkan, located at the foot

of Mount Alvand. Although the register records the existence of 78 shops (dükkân)

in the town, and a certain scale of transactions must have occurred, the revenues

from commercial activities were rather small. Perhaps it remained a regional

market for surrounding villages and/or a hinterland providing Tuy with foodstuffs.

And these would be the main reasons why its demographic development was

limited, compared with the large towns. Thus presumably the advanced crafts and

interregional trades were important factors for urban development.

However, towns were not exclusively non-agricultural settlements. They had

many fields and gardens to cultivate, both within and nearby. Hamadan is an

example (Table 8.11).

According to the register, numerous large arable lands and gardens were

inside and outside the walls of the city. Resm-i çift and wheat tax levied on

Hamadan was 7,350 akçe and 220,500 akçe respectively, which corresponds to

147 çifts. Even the largest village in landholding, Giyan (207 taxpayers) in the

nâhiye of Nihavand, had just fifty çifts.

The previous chapter suggested that two or three cultivators working on a çift

of land was typical. Applying this standard to Hamadan, we could assume that

about 300–500 cultivators worked in 147 çifts. But curiously, in the register,

none of the taxpaying inhabitants of the city are categorized as peasants.

Certainly hearth tax (resm-i bennâk and resm-i mücerred) is charged, but with

the notice “from outside of the city.” In fact, three villages are recorded with the

city,82 and their taxation is included in the tax list of the city. The above-

mentioned bennâk and mücerred must be peasants from these villages: they had

40 bennâks and 8 mücerreds altogether, and these figures coincide with the

amount of hearth tax charged on the city. But this manpower is obviously not

sufficient to till 147 çifts of land. Accordingly, some city dwellers must have

engaged in agriculture, or outside agricultural laborers might have come to work

in the fields of the city. If we assume that from 300 to 500 taxpayers are

necessary for the cultivation, we can say that from 250 to 450 town dwellers,

approximately one-sixth to one-third of the total taxpaying population, were
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occupied with agriculture. And the number increases if we take into account

gardens and vineyards, which are commonly more labor intensive.83

These findings apply more or less to other towns, with the exception of

Sirkan, which had extremely limited agricultural land. In Harsin, almost every

taxpayer was classified as a peasant, and 319 peasants (197 bennâks, 121

mücerreds, and one caba) operated forty çifts. In the same way, in Tuy, 1041

taxpayers worked on thirty-one çifts; and in Nihavand 1469 taxpayers, on 46

çifts. In this way, in towns other than Hamadan, almost all inhabitants are listed

with the mention of a fiscal status such as bennâk, mücerred, and caba. It is

unlikely they were all peasants, however, considering that they are too numerous

for their fields. In fact, the number of peasants per çift is 8.0 in Harsin, 33.6 in

Tuy and 31.9 in Nihavand. As, according to our assumption that generally two to

three peasants worked on a çift, these results are extremely high. To put it

another way, compared with the population, the fields of the towns were quite

poor. On the other hand, if we assume that two to three peasants are necessary

for a çift, in Harsin 120 peasants (more than 30 per cent of the total taxpayers)

worked on land, in Tuy ninety-three (10 per cent), and in Nihavand 138 (10 per

cent). Although the reason why all inhabitants of these three towns are registered

as cultivators is not clear, one can safely say that at least 10 to 30 per cent of the

total listed taxpaying population cultivated the land.

As for Sirkan (812 taxpayers), only one çift of land is registered, while the tax

on gardens and vineyards reaches as much as 151,500 akçe, which is three times

as much as that of Hamadan. Considering that the adult male population of

Hamadan is about twice that of Sirkan, gardens in the latter prove to be

conspicuously large.84 In short, arable land for crops in the town was limited.

Instead, the town was rather rich in gardens. We do not know how many peasants

were needed to manage so many gardens, but clearly a considerable part of the

town population tended them.

All these observations confirm again that towns had much larger fields and

gardens inside and around them than did the villages. Consequently the

agricultural sector played an important role in the townspeople’s economic life,

and city dwellers often ploughed fields and took care of gardens.85 In fact we

have assumed that a substantial part (usually at least 10 per cent to 30 per cent)

of the population were completely or partially engaged in agriculture.86

Villages and towns

This section deals with the relations of urban and rural settlements, in particular

their spatial distribution. The principal question is why a certain number of the

villages became remarkably large, with populations of more than eighty adult

males, whereas most of the villages remained small, with at most thirty

taxpaying inhabitants.

Mapping of the settlements recorded in the register is helpful for

consideration of the problem. But, on modern maps, out of 503 inhabited
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villages listed in the register only 366 could be identified, about 70 per cent of

the total.87 As for the uninhabited villages, only 166 out of 354 were verified.

We put only the thus identified settlements on our map (see Map 8.1).

Therefore, the map does not completely show the data of the register. But we

think this serves sufficiently our aim, in that our focus is on the relations

between larger towns and villages, most of which were easily identified on

modern maps.88

A glance at the map shows an uneven distribution of villages. Regardless of

their size, generally many villages converged in the vicinity of large towns such

as Hamadan, Nihavand, and Tuy. There were fewer villages further away from

towns. Moreover, when we look at rural settlements of more than thirty

taxpayers, we easily see that most of them are near the bigger towns.89 The

clarity of the pattern becomes more remarkable when we focus on villages of

larger size, say, having more than eighty adult males. Included in this category

are twenty-six villages (among which we identified twenty-five villages). Of

these, Shivirin (268 taxpayers), Jurqan (295 taxpayers), and Subkhabad (113

taxpayers) encircled the city of Hamadan; Ardman (241 taxpayers), Sarabi (178

taxpayers), Qurzan (228 taxpayers), Pilangar (103 taxpayers), and Farz Farruz

(133 taxpayers) encircled Tuy. In contrast, near Nihavand most villages were

small, with only Giyan (207 taxpayers) supporting an exceptionally large

population (see Map 8.2).90

Not all of the large villages abutted the towns. Some were more distant, but

significantly ranged along the main routes. Laljin (240 taxpayers), Sulaymana-

bad (214 taxpayers), Dastjird (140 taxpayers), and Muhajiran-i Dun (169

taxpayers) are lined by what seems to have been the main road going from

Hamadan to Qazvin. In the same way, Kangavar was situated on the road from

Kirmanshah to Hamadan, or Tuy, or Nihavand. Nanij (191 taxpayers) and

Chubin (actual Malayir,91 410 taxpayers), in their turn, lie along on the road from

Tuy to Arak, and Sarishabad (255 taxpayers) along the route between Hamadan

and Sine (Sanandaj), capital of the province of Ardalan.92

Thus, large villages developed either around big towns or along the main

routes, and none of them are to be seen in other parts of the province. Under

these circumstances, the geographical and economic particulars of the big

villages are worth a close investigation.

Before turning to this question, we must draw attention to the environmental

factor, in particular the problem of water supply. Water has of course always

been of the greatest importance for agriculture in dry climates. In this respect,

clearly the large villages in the area could secure an ample supply of water,

since, according to the register, they had much more arable land than the other,

smaller villages. For instance, Damaq (103 taxpayers) boasted as much as fifty

çift of land. It is not unusual that large rural settlements developed in areas

abundant in water, such as the vicinity of Hamadan.

But this factor is not enough to explain why large rural settlements developed

in particular places, namely, around big towns and along the main routes.
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Here we should note the relationship between taxable subjects and the

extent of arable land in these villages. Certainly, the large villages had a great

deal of arable land, as compared with medium-level and small ones. However,

comparison of the number of peasants per çift in large villages with that of

other smaller villages reveals another aspect of the matter. The preceding

section of this chapter noted that in most of villages recorded in the register,

two to three peasants worked on a çift of land. But a more minute examination

suggests that the result is different depending on the size of settlement. On the

average, 2.1 peasants worked a çift in small villages, 3.3 peasants in medium-

level ones, and 6.6 peasants in large ones. This indicates that the larger the

villages become, the more peasants worked on a çift of land. In other words, in

larger villages, arable land was in somewhat short supply in proportion to the

population. For example, Pilangar in nâhiye of Tuy supported 103 taxpayers

with only two çifts.93

How could these villages of large size survive on a smaller plot of land for

their population? Unfortunately we lack definite information on this problem.

One likely reason is that in these settlements non-agricultural sectors, as well as

husbandry, played a role.94 Concerning craft activities, the register informs us

that 3,500 akçe was charged on the dye-works in Kurzan, 3,600 akçe on the

bakery in Laljin,95 60,000 akçe on the dye-works in Chubin, 2,400 akçe on the

dye-works in Giyan, 3,000 akçe on the dye-works in Kangavar. It is noteworthy

that these villages had more than 200 taxpayers, except for Kangavar, while no

taxes on manufacture are seen in villages of small and medium size. For other

large villages, no tax on craft activities was found. But, given their scanty

cultivated land for the taxpaying population, they surely had some non-

agricultural economic activities. Perhaps in these villages, each craft was

practiced on too small a scale to be registered.

No mention of commercial activities in villages appears in TT907.96 What we

know is that some large villages ranged along the main routes would have

functioned as stations for caravans passing there. Kangavar is a case in point.

Almost all the main caravan routes passing through the province of Hamadan

crossed this settlement since the earlier times; it was an important stage. Some

travelers attest this. For example, Thévenot, a French merchant who passed there

in the latter part of the seventeenth century, remarks:

we came to a big Town, called Kenghever, where we lodged in a

Kervanserai. This is a large Town, well built and populous; a Rivulet runs

by it, which they call the Water of Kenghever. About it are a great many

gardens, full of Fruit-trees of all sorts, . . .97

It is noteworthy that he calls Kangavar “a big Town” and points to the

existence of a caravansary. Visiting the settlement around the same era, Evliya

Çelebi for his part relates that it had 1,000 houses, a Friday mosque, a

caravansary, a public bath and gardens.98 These accounts of the two travelers
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leave us the impression that Kangavar was a rather large settlement at least

during the latter part of the seventeenth century. On the other hand, two

centuries later, Lycklama y Nijeholt also mentions a caravansary in Kangavar,

although according to him it was in extremely bad condition. He points out a

mosque and a bazaar, which, the latter, was rather spacious and full of products

of the surrounding country. From these observations, it is quite possible that at

the time under examination Kangavar had still a caravansary and a bazaar,

thereby playing roles of a regional market for neighboring villagers as well as

of an important relay for caravans.99

As for other big villages along the caravan routes, information is rather

limited and of later periods. James Morier, going from Hamadan to Tehran,

stayed at Muhajiran-i Dun as the first stage from Hamadan.100 A little later,

Comte de Sercey passed by Dawlatabad (actual Malayir), traveling from Isfahan

to Baghdad.101 Again, Bird refers to Nanij in Malayir as the fourth station from

Kangavar.102 In addition, Ker Porter, Buckingham, and Layard stopped at Yalfan,

although it is unclear whether they stayed there.103

This fragmentary knowledge from later travelers may not sufficiently explain

the development of large villages along the caravan routes at the period under

examination.104 In fact it is quite possible that caravan routes and stations

changed their importance through the course of time. A station that was

important at a particular period might not be so in another era.105 Even so,

certainly at least some of the large villages listed in the register functioned as

important posts for travelers and merchants. And we assume that such passing

and staying of merchant groups stimulated commercial activities in the rural

settlements, thereby causing them to develop into larger settlements.

So far, we have seen that not all the villages were engaged exclusively in

agriculture and stockbreeding, and that in some large villages non-agricultural

enterprises played a certain role, which probably guaranteed their development

in size. As a matter of fact, such a development of non-agricultural sectors was at

least partially conditioned by the fact that the settlements were located in the

vicinity of large towns or integrated into the urban network connected by

caravan routes. It is thus noteworthy that Harsin, a small city situated away from

the main trade route, had no big villages around it.

We note, in passing, a few large villages that were divided into several

quarters (mahalle), as was the case with towns. Dastjird (140 taxpayers) was

separated into three quarters, Jala (fifty-seven taxpayers), Kul (forty-eight

taxpayers), and Chay (thirty-six taxpayers). By the same token, Sarabi (178

taxpayers) had also three parts: Payin (fifty taxpayers), Mazaristan (sixty-seven

taxpayers), and Miyanah (sixty-one taxpayers). For the other large villages,

mahalle is not mentioned. Anyway, such a division into quarters is never seen in

villages of medium and small size, and we may conclude that this is also one of

the pre-urban features of large villages.
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Conclusion

To clarify some aspects of urban–rural relations in pre-modern Iran, in this study

we have focused on the spatial distribution of urban and rural settlements in the

province of Hamadan at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The main

question is why certain rural settlements became larger while most villages

remained relatively small.

To answer this question, we have shown that the large rural settlements

emerged generally either around the considerable urban settlements or along the

main caravan routes. In other words, no large villages were found far away from

towns or trading routes. Then what factors drove these settlements to exceptional

development? To answer this question, we have analyzed the number of peasants

per çift in these villages and compared it with that of other small and medium-

sized villages. We have suggested that non-agricultural activities such as

manufacture and commerce played a role in the population growth of the large

villages. We have assumed that the growth of such non-agricultural sectors was

probably due either to their proximity to urban settlements or their connection

with the urban transportation network. Here we could see a part of the close

relationship between urban and rural settlements, even though the exact nature

of these contacts is not clear.

Yet not all villages adjacent to urban settlements or by caravan routes grew

larger. Even in the proximity of urban settlements and along the main routes,

most of villages remained small or medium-size. In fact, Hamadan had several

large villages around it, while only one large village was near Nihavand.106

Moreover, probably not all the large villages in the province of Hamadan had

commercial and manufacturing sectors. Some of them must have devoted

themselves to cultivation and stockbreeding, thereby providing neighboring

urban settlements with foodstuffs. For example, the village of Shihab al-Din in

the nâhiye of Isfandabad had thirty çifts for ninety-five adult males and the

number of per-çift taxpayers was 3.1, close to the provincial average. Thus the

factors we enumerated do not completely account for why certain villages

became larger and others remained small.

After all, we have just revealed as a sketch some aspects of urban–rural

relations in a rather limited area and at a given point of time. Numerous

questions remain to be asked. And the provisional conclusions presented here

should be checked from a broader perspective both in space and in time. It is

especially desirable to elucidate more vivid human and material connections

between urban and rural settlements. In this sense, this study, which, I hope, shed

some light on a part of urban–rural relations, is just a starting point to further

thorough investigation on this topic.
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1 This is a revised version of a paper read at the Meeting of Persian Archives Studies,
held on October 21, 2000 at the Haneda Memorial Hall, Kyoto. I wish to thank the
participants for their useful comments on my paper. The present chapter uses both
transliteration methods for Ottoman and that for Persian, depending on the language
of the document cited.

2 Toru Miura, “Conclusion – Reinterpreting Urban Studies; Towards a New Perspective,”
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Toru Miura (London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1994), 329–330.
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367–387, 51/1–2(1981): 145–158, 51/3(1981): 43–79. Kosuke Shimizu sketches
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Islamic Land (in Japanese),” Toyoshi Kenkyu 49/1(1990): 179–197. For an overview
of urban studies on Iran, see Masashi Haneda, “Iran,” in Haneda and Miura ed.
Islamic Urban Studies, 235–279.

4 Jean Aubin, “Chiffres de population urbaine en Iran occidental autour de 1500,”
Moyen-Orient et Océan Indien 3(1986): 37–54. Floor also presents the demographic
calculations of some urban centers in the Safavid era. Willem Floor, The Economy of
Safavid Persia (Wiesbaden: Reichet, 2000), 3–8. For the Qajar period, see Gad G.
Gilbar, “Demographic Developments in Late Qajar Persia, 1870–1906,” Asian and
African Studies 11/2(1976): 125–156; Tsutomu Sakamoto, “A Census of Nineteenth-
Century Tehran (in Japanese),” Oriento 27/1(1984): 92–108.

5 On the use of tahrı̂r registers as historical material, see, for example, Ömer Lûtfi
Barkan, “Essai sur les données statistiques des registres de recensement aux XVe et
XVIe siècles,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 1/1: 9–36;
idem. “Research on the Ottoman Fiscal Surveys,” in Studies in the Economic History
of the Middle East, ed. Michael A. Cook (London: Oxford University Press, 1970),
161–171; idem. c.v. “Daftar-i Khāk

˙
ānı̄,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn.

6 Concerning the province of Ardalan (Kurdistan), we have already examined the
register covering the region (TT1066). Akihiko Yamaguchi, “Early Eighteenth
Century Iranian Local Societies as Seen from Ottoman Tahrir Registers (1): Peasants
and Nomads in Ardalan Province (in Japanese),” Tobunken-kiyo, 140(2000): 211–267.

7 It is Bernard Lewis who first pointed to the value of these Ottoman archives for the
economic and administrative history of Iran. Bernard Lewis, “Registers on Iran and
Âdharbâyjân in the Ottoman Defter-i Khâqânı̂,” in Mélanges d’orientalisme offerts à
Henri Massé, (Tehran: Imprimerie de l’Université, 1963), 1–5. Following Bernard
Lewis, Iranists also have stressed the importance of these registers. But no serious
work has been carried out on them as yet, except the doctoral thesis of Fariba
Zarinebaf-shahr, which uses a part of the register on the province of Tabriz for a
population estimate of its capital. Fariba Zarinebaf-shahr, Tabriz under Ottoman Rule
(1725–1731), (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1991).
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8 In fact, the survey of Eyâlet-i Hamadan was edited in two separate registers: TT906
and TT907. While the latter has the central parts of the region such as Hamadan, Tuy,
Nihavand and Malayir, the former has the peripheral parts like Asadabad, Zanjan and
Burujird.

9 For the Ottoman conquest of Hamadan City, see Kaçükçelebizâde, Târı̂h-i İsmâ\ı̂l
\Âsım Efendi (İstanbul: Matba\a-ı \Âmire, 1282), 179–189, 189–200. See also Stephen
Hemsley Longrigg, Four Centuries of Modern Iraq (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,
1925), 130–132; Lawrence Lockhart, The Fall of the Safavid Dynasty and the Afghan
Occupation of Persia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958), 267–273;
İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Tarihi, 3rd edn. (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu
Basımevi, 1988), 4/1:180–182.

10 These registers are preserved in Başbakanlık Arşivi. On their characteristics as
historical sources, see, for example, Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi Rehberi, ed. T.C.
Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivleri Genel Müdürlüğü, Osmanlı Arşivi Başkanlığı, (İstanbul:
Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivleri Genel Müdürlüğü, 2000), 7–19.

11 Mühimme 132: 117. In Mühimme defterleri of this era, each edict is dated with month
and year. The month has three parts: evâ|il (early), evâsıt (middle) and evâhir (late).

12 His father, Eyyubi Hasan Pasha, was also vâlı̂ of the province of Baghdad and
commander of the Ottoman expedition to Kirmanshah districts. When he died at
Kirmanshah, his son was nominated to the post. Longrigg, Four Centuries, 130–131;
Lockhart, Fall, 267–268; Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Tarihi, 4/1: 180–181. See also
Fahmeddin Başar, Osmanlı Eyâlet Tevcihâtı (1717–1730), (Ankara: Türk Tarih
Kurumu Basımevi, 1997); Mehmed Süreyyâ, Sicill-i Osmanı Yahud Tezkire-i
Meşâhir-i Osmâniyye, ed. Ali Aktan, Abdülkadir Yuvalı, and Mustafa Keskin
(İstanbul: Sebil Yayınevi, 1995), 1:245.

13 Chief finance official. On the term defterdâr, see, for example, Bernard Lewis, s.v.
“Daftardār,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn.; Mübahat Kütükoğlu, s.v.
“Defterdar,” in Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi.

14 Later, in addition to the inspection of the three provinces, that of Luristan also was
charged to him. See an edict dated late Zu al-Qa\da (July 1726) Mühimme 133: 280.

15 Usually, local ulamas also partook in the survey. It is not clear whether ulamas played
a role in the inspection in Iran, although a few edicts on the survey were addressed to
Hamadan local qadis also. For example, the order dated late Jumada al-Akhira 1138
(February–March 1726) mentioned below in the text is addressed to the Ottoman
commander Ahmed Pasha and qadis of Hamadan. On the Ottoman tax assessment
operations and the duties of the surveyor, see, in particular, Halil İnalcık, Hicri 835
Tarihli Sûret-i Defter-i Sancak-ı Arvanid, (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basimevi,
1954), XI–XXXVI; Irène Beldiceanu-Steinherr, Nicoara Beldiceanu, “Règlement
ottoman concernant le recensement (première moitié du XVIe siècle),” Sudöst
Forschungen 27 (1978), 1–40.

16 Mühimme 132: 165.
17 Later edicts do not refer to him as muharrir. He is in general regarded as a

subordinate of Mustafa Fehim (ex-defterdâr of Basra).
18 The date of his appointment as defterdâr is not clear. But it must lie between his

appointment as muharrir and the issue of this edict, that is, between October 1724 and
November 1725. Mühimme 133: 30. The jurisdiction of Hamadan defterdâr seems to
have corresponded to the regions liable to the survey, that is, the provinces of
Hamadan, Kirmanshah, and Ardalan (later Luristan also).

19 Mühimme 133: 132. Another edict issued four months later also confirms the
cooperation of the three officials. Mühimme 133: 280. The duty of mübâşir in this
case is not described in the document. What we know is that two other kapucubaşları,
Halil and Ibrahim, were appointed mubâşir for the surveys of the provinces of Tabriz
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and Ganja respectively around the same time. Accordingly, it is plain that as far as the
surveys of Iranian provinces are concerned, mubaşir is selected primarily from among
kapucubaşları to assist the surveyor. Mühimme 133: 76–77. İnalcık asserts that
mübâşir also means surveyor and is a synonym of emı̂n and muharrir. İnalcık,
Arvanid, XIX. However, in the case of the Ottoman survey on Iran at the beginning of
the eighteenth century, mübâşir was in all likelihood a different official from
muharrir, though a mübâşir could be appointed muharrir. See also Note 21.

20 In the text, he is said to have gotten into trouble with muharrirler. From the context of
the times, it is clear that he was in opposition to Mustafa Fehim (ex-defterdâr of
Basra) and Karahasanzade Ahmed. Mühimme 133: 359.

21 This ordinance is addressed to a person who was among the scribes of the Imperial
Registry and in charge of the office of muharrir of Hamadan. Although his name is
not mentioned, doubtlessly it refers to Karahasanzade Ahmed.

22 Mühimme 135: 126.
23 Mühimme 133: 127.
24 For instance, in the nâhiyes of Sardrud and Atara Marj, more than 80 per cent of the

registered villages were deserted.
25 Since its governor (vâlı̂), Hane Mehmed Pasha was an active collaborator of the

Ottomans in their conquest of Iran, the province of Ardalan seems to have had
relatively little impact of the Ottoman invasion. In fact, he played an important role in
the Ottoman siege of Hamadan. Çelebizâde, Târı̂h, 179–189.

26 Nor can we deny the possibility of the evasion of surveying by taxable subjects. Note
also that from the Ottoman point of view, \askerı̂, that is, the ruling class, mostly
townsmen, was not subject to the inspection. See below in the text.

27 However, we see the following expressions in the register: livâ-i Hamedân, kazâ-i
Hamadan and kazâ-i Tûysirkan. Their jurisdictions are not clear.

28 Usually, mezra\a means uninhabited arable land belonging to one or a few villages. But in
our register, some mezra\as have inhabitants, while others have no arable land, only
gardens and vineyards (bâğ ve bâğçe). Mezra\as are often recorded with the mention of
their neighboring villages, and sometimes it is said that the inhabitants (ahâlı̂) of these
villages worked the mezra\as. For a discussion of mezra\a in tahrı̂r registers, see İnalcık,
Arvanid, XXIX; Wolf Dieter Hütteroth and Kamal Abdulfattah, Historical Geography of
Palestine, Transjordan and Southern Syria in the Late 16th Century (Erlangen:
Fränkischen Geographischen Gesellschaft, 1977), 29–31; Suraiya Faroqhi, “Rural Society
in Anatolia and the Balkans during the Sixteenth Century, II,” Turcica 11 (1979): 105.

29 In the register TT907, we see another term for tribal group, aşı̂ret. On the other hand,
the term cemâ\at is also used for non-Muslim communities in urban settlements such
as Christians and Jews.

30 Another category, nefis, is treated below. As for the provincial capital, Hamadan, it is
not subordinated to any nâhiye. Certainly one of the nâhiyes is named nâhiye-i
Hamadan, but it does not include the city of Hamadan. To be precise, the register is
composed of the city of Hamadan plus nâhiyes.

31 Some mezra\as are listed independently, others are simply attached to the villages.
The former total sixty-six, some of them composed of two or three mezra\as.

32 It seems that hâlı̂ \ani’l-re\âyâ refers to an abandoned village where dwellings still
remain, while harâb villages were in ruins. Users of the land neighboring uninhabited
villages, probably paid or were expected to pay the taxes for this. On this subject, see,
for example, Hütteroth and Abdulfattah, Palestine, 26.

33 In Iranian society, the term juft also has the same connotation and has been a principal
unit for measuring the land.

34 For the classification of peasants and taxes on them, Halil İnalcık, “Osmanlılar’da
Raiyyet Rüsûmu,” Belleten 23/92 (1959): 576–610; Neş\et Çağatay, “Osmanlı
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İmparatorluğunda Reayadan Alınan Vergi ve Resimler.” Ankara Üniversitesi Dil ve
Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi Dergisi 5(1947): 483–511.

35 TT907 records only one village having a full çift holder and twenty-four villages
having a few nı̂m-çifts.

36 There are exceptions. In some cases, a brother of a bennâk peasant is also bennâk.
37 Cf. İnalcık, “Raiyyet Rüsûmu,” 586.
38 Not all sayyids had such immunity and some are classified as taxpaying peasants.
39 The sum of these taxes is usually dependent on the number of peasants in each

category. Curiously, however, in spite of the absence of çift peasants, resm-i çift is
imposed on almost all villages. We will treat this interesting problem below.

40 Usually the total value is introduced with the following phrase: hâsıl \ani’l-gallât ve
resm-i çift ve bennâk ve mücerred ve \âdet-i ağnâm ve bâd-ı hevâ ve rüsûmât-ı sâire,
that is, the revenue from products, hearth taxes, sheep tax, miscellaneous taxes and
other taxes. TT907 has eighteen such cases altogether.

41 In this case, the following phrase is given: hâsıl \ani|l-gallât ve resm-i otlak ve kışlak,
that is, the revenue from products, taxes on pasture and winter quarter. Probably it
means that nomads could use an abandoned village and its fields as pasture or winter
quarters.

42 For the tax items registered as mukâta\a, see below. Fields and gardens in the city of
Hamadan are also registered as mukâta\a, but its amount is included in the main body
of the tax items list.

43 This chapter is based mainly on these works: Jacque de Morgan, Mission scientifique
en Perse (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1895) 2: 121–155; Guy Le Strange, The Lands of the
Eastern Caliphate. Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central Asia from the Moslem
Conquest to the Time of Timur (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1905);
Vladimir Minorsky, s.v. “Nihāwand,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st edn.; Mirza Bala,
s.v. “Hemedân,” in İslam Ansikilopedisi; Richard N. Frye, s.v. “Hamadhān,” in
Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn.

44 According to the author of Nuzhat al-Qulūb, a spring was also an important source.
H
˙

amd-Allāh Mustawfı̄, The Geographical Part of the Nuzhat-al-Qulūb, trans. Guy Le
Strange (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1919), 75.

45 Evliyâ Çelebi b. Derviş Mehemmed Zillı̂, Evliyâ Çelebi Seyâhatnâmesi (İstanbul:
Yapı Kredi Yayınları, 2001), 4:209–213; Pietro Della Valle, I viaggi di Pietro Della
Valle, Lettere Dalla Persia, ed. Franco Gaeta and Lawrence Lockhart (Roma: Istituto
Poligrafico Dello Stato, 1972), 1: 18–19; Jean de Thévenot, J. The Travels of Monsieur
de Thevenot into the Levant (London: Faithorne, 1687), 2: 71–73; Paul-Ange-L. de
Gardane, Journal d’un voyage dans la Turquie d’Asie et la Perse fait en 1807, 1808
(Paris: Le Normant, 1809), 81; John MacDonald Kinneir, A Geographical Memoir of
the Persian Empire (London: John Murray, 1813), 124–129; James Justinian Morier,
A Second Journey through Persia, Armenia, and Asia Minor, to Constantinople,
between the Years 1810 and 1816 (London: Longman, 1818), 263–272; Robert Ker
Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient Babylonia, etc.: during Years
1817, 1818, 1819 and 1820 (London: Langran, 1822), 2: 85–144; James Silk
Buckingham, Travels in Assyria, Media, and Persia: Including a Journey from
Bagdad by Mount Zagros, to Hamadan, the Ancient Ecbatana, Researches in Ispahan
and the Ruins of Persepolis, 2nd edn. (London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley,
1830), 268–302; Eugène Flandin and Pascal Coste, Voyage en Perse de MM. Flandin
et P. Coste pendant les années 1840 et 1841 (Paris: Gide et J. Baudry, 1851), 3: 15;
T.M. Lycklama a Nijeholt, Voyage en Russie, au Caucase, et en Perse, dans la
Mésopotamie, le Kurdistan, la Syrie, la Palestine et la Turquie exécuté pendant les
années 1865, 1866,1867 et 1868, (Paris: Arthus Bertrand, 1872–5), 519–520; Austin
Henry Layard, Early Adventures in Persia, Susiana, and Babylonia (London: John
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Murray, 1887), 1: 252–286; Isabella Lucy Bird, Journey in Persia and Kurdistan,
Including a Summer in the Upper Karun Region and a Visit to the Nestorian Rayahs,
(London: John Murray, 1891), 1: 129–140.

46 See Vladimir Barthold, A Historical Geography of Iran, ed. C.E. Bosworth, tr. Svat
Soucek (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 131–132.

47 Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, Les six voyages de Turquie et de Perse, introduction et notes
de Stephane Yerasimos (Paris: F. Maspero, 1981), 1:218, 258–271; Thevenot, Travels,
65–77. See also John Emerson, “Ex Occidente Lux. Some European Sources on the
Economic Structure of Persia between about 1630 and 1690” (Ph.D. diss, University
of Cambridge, 1969), 202–204.

48 At least in the nineteenth century, there was another route from Kirmanshah to
Isfahan, which passed through the middle of Tuy and Nihavand. For more details, see
below.

49 This less frequently traveled route is more dangerous but also quicker and taxed less.
Tavernier, Les six voyages, 1:258, 271.

50 The numbers presented by him are not always reliable. As for Nihavand, he points to
seven caravansaries and a big market including 1,000 small shops. Evliya Çelebi,
Seyâhatnâme, 4: 205, 209.

51 Fruits were taxed in only a few villages, but many villages seem to have produced
some fruits in their gardens.

52 We should not strictly interpret the data. There would have been some other villages
where these special yields are not registered but, probably in a small case, were
produced.

53 The village of Sangistan-i \ulya (42 taxpayers) in nâhiye of Kuhpayah is a case in
point. It had, as its name shows well, no arable land, but did have a patch of garden
(129 dönüm of bâğ ve bâğçe) and was also engaged in bee culture. Orcharding and
apiculture seem to have been their principal means of living.

54 The rate of tax on sheep is not specified in the register. In the list of tax items of the
city of Hamadan, however, 1,600 akçe is levied for 800 heads as the sheep tax. This
means that the Ottoman administration imposed 2 akçe per head in the province of
Hamadan. Consequently, in Isfandabad, the number of beasts per village averages out
at over 500 heads.

55 See Yamaguchi, “Ardalān,” 239. See also Mı̄rzā Shukrullāh Sanandajı̄ Fakhr al-
Kuttāb, Tuh

˙
fah-i Nās

˙
irı̄ dar Tārı̄kh va Jughrāfiyā-yi Kurdistān (Tehran: Amir Kabir,

1366/1987–8), 24.
56 In computing the population from the data of tahrir defters, one has often multiplied

the number of hâne in each settlement by a relevant coefficient. But we use the
number of taxpayers as a criterion, because the population of Hamadan city is not
classified as peasants and therefore it is not possible to know the number of hâne of
the city. However, strictly speaking, the concept of taxpayer is not quite accurate,
since we do not know when a boy came to be regarded as a man, that is, as a taxpayer.
In fact, the ratio of mücerred, who were generally of the younger generation, is quite
different from district to district. This probably means that the practice varied from
place to place.

57 “Small” means villages having fewer than thirty taxpayers; “medium,” thirty to
seventy-nine; and “large,” more than eighty. This categorization is arbitrary, but useful
to clarify the size distribution of rural settlements.

58 In the province of Ardalan, the taxpaying population of the biggest village is 146 and
the provincial average is 14.0, about half that of the province of Hamadan. In addition,
in Ardalan, more than 90 per cent of the villages have fewer than thirty adult males.
Generally speaking, rural settlements of Ardalan were smaller than those of
Hamadan. See Yamaguchi, “Ardalān,” 227–228.
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59 There are some exceptions, though possibly most of them pertain to scribes’ mistakes.
60 Cf. İnalcık’s theory of “çift-hâne system.” İnalcık, “Raiyyet Rüsûmu,” 581.
61 A similar function is also observed in TT1066 for the province of Ardalan, but

through this register, only Pattern 1 is found. See Yamaguchi, “Ardalān,” 228–229.
62 This assessment of tax seems to be a kind of masāh

˙
ah method, under which the

amount due was based on measurement of the land. See Ann K. S. Lambton, s.v.
“Kharādj, II.-In Persia,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn.; idem, Landlord and
Peasant in Persia, A Study of Land Tenure and Land Revenue Administration revised
ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969; London: I.B. Tauris & Co Ltd., 1991),
33. Cf. M. L. Venzke, “The Ottoman Tahrir Defterleri and Agricultural Productivity:
The Case for Northern Syria,” Osmanlı Araştırmaları 17 (1997): 1–61.

63 Feridun Emecen ,“Dönüm,” Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi, 9:521. As for
the ratio of çift to dönüm in different regions, see İnalcık, Halil and Donald Quataert
ed. An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, 1300–1914 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994), 147.

64 This investigation has yet another problem. As a matter of fact, mezra\as and arable
land belonging to uninhabited villages were often worked by peasants living in
neighboring inhabited villages, though in certain cases mezra\as were inhabited by a
few peasants. Therefore, calculation of the extent of land worked by peasants of a
given village should take into account these mezra\as and fields of deserted villages.
Certainly, for some mezra\as and deserted villages, the size of fields is shown by the
çift, and the name of the village whose peasants cultivated them is also given. But
such cases are rare. More complicated is the fact that peasants of different villages
could cultivate the same mezra\a. Thus we are obliged to neglect these fields in our
analysis, which distorts reality to some extent.

65 As for the villages for which only the total of taxed revenue is recorded without the
reference to individual taxes, we calculated their çift numbers from the sum total.

66 The figure shows that the number of çifts in a village is often even, and rarely odd.
This may be attributable to the method of survey, whose exact nature is unclear. In the
register for the province of Ardalan, such a phenomenon is not found.

67 In reality, seasonal movement of manpower between villages must have occurred.
Here we neglect this factor. See also Note 64.

68 It is strange that villages having only one taxpayer per çift were so numerous, given
that most peasants are classified as bennâk or caba, who in principle had less than half
of a çift. We are not in a position to explain this.

69 The difference between şehir and kasaba is not clear, but from the usage in our
register, the former seems to refer to the provincial capital.

70 Therefore we see the following phrase in the register: nefs-i şehr-i kal\e-i Hamedân.
71 In the register of the province of Ardalan, the term nefis is used for even a small rural

settlement with only eighteen taxpayers. Given that this village had the same name as
the nâhiye to which it belonged, it possibly functioned as an administrative center in
some manner. Yamaguchi, “Ardalān,” 257–258, Note 21.

72 H
˙

amd-Allāh Mustawfi explains Harsin as being a castle. Mustawfı̂, Nuzhat, 107. The
author of Tadhkirat al-Mulūk, edited around the same time as our register, mentions
the settlement as the seat of h

˙
ākim, which a contemporary chronicle, Dastūr al-

Shahriyārān also confirms. Vladimir Minorsky, ed. and trans., Tadhkirat al-Mulūk: A
Manual of S

˙
afavid Administration (circa 1137/1725), Persian Text in Facsimile (B M.

Or. 9496) (London: E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust, 1943), 104: Muh
˙
ammad Ibrāhı̄m b.

Zayn al-\Ābidı̄n Nas
˙
ı̄rı̄, Dastūr al-Shahriyārān, ed. Muh

˙
ammad Nādir Nas

˙
ı̄rı̄

Muqaddam, (Tehran: Bunyad-i mawqufat-i Duktur Mahmud Afshar, 1373/1984–5),
128. Obviously the town was the administrative center of the district of the same
name.
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73 The village of Chubin in the nâhiye of Malayir supported 410 taxpayers. See also
below in the text.

74 I am grateful to Kondo Nobuaki for enlightening me in this respect.
75 Note the following phrase in the list: mahalle-i Kina der mahalle-i Qalah. See Table

8.8. Two hundred years later, visiting the city, Rabino reports that it was divided into
four quarters: Dourdabad, Djoulahan, Mokhtaran, and Boneh Bazar. H. L. Rabino,
“Hamadan,” Revue du Monde Musulman, 43 (1921): 221.

76 Shaykh Muammad \Alı̄ H
˙

azı̄n Lāhı̄jı̄, Tārı̄kh va Safarnāmeh-i H
˙
azı̄n (Tehran:

Intisharat-i Markaz-i Asnad-i Inqilab-i Islami, 1375/1996–7), 212–14.
77 Evliya Çelebi, Seyâhatnâme, 4: 209–210. Cf. Tadhkirat al-Mulūk, 104, 106. Ker

Porter’s description of Hamadan is also noteworthy. Visiting Hamadan in the early
ninteenth century, he says, “At present it [the city] does not number more than 9,000
houses; one-third of these do not increase the revenue to the crown, 3,000 of them
being inhabited by persons in the employment of the state and thus not included in the
taxation of the town.” Ker Porter, Travels, 104.

78 Leila Erder, “The Measurement of Preindustrial Population Changes: The Ottoman
Empire from the 15th to the 17th Century,” Middle Eastern Studies 11/3 (1975):
284–301.

79 Concerning Nihavand, Evliya Çelebi says that in the town (kale) there were about
1,000 houses (hâne) without gardens and vineyards. This figure is one-seventh that of
Hamadan. Moreover, he adds, there were 700 soldiers (nefer) and 3,000 followers
(nöker). On the other hand, the suburb also seems to have had a substantial
population; according to him, the environs of the town were 9,000 steps while the
surroundings of the suburb were 13,000 steps. Evliya Çelebi, Seyâhatnâme, 4: 205.

80 Two villages, Qara Kul (nine taxpayers) and Ganjab-i sufla (fourteen taxpayers) in the
nâhiye of Isfandabad, seem to have been inhabited exclusively by Christians (gebrân).
Besides, according to European travelogues of the nineteenth century, in the village of
Shivirin neighboring Hamadan was an Armenian community, though TT907 counts
only Muslims. James Morier, Second Journey, 263; Morgan, Mission, 128. On the
other hand, it seems that there were no Jewish rural settlements in the province
concerned.

81 However, one could not expect that the amount of mukâta\a reflects the exact scale of
each economic activity, for the amount of mukâta\a seems to be merely the result of
bargaining between the state and tax farmers.

82 The following notice is added: “der hudud-ı şehir.”
83 According to the register, Hamadan paid 57,060 akçe for 1,902 dönüm of gardens and

vineyards. Compare Hamadan with the village of Furujan (224 taxpayers) in the
nâhiye of Siminrud, which had the most garden plots of any village (1,292 dönüm).
Evliya Çelebi for his part reports that Hamadan had 46,000 garden plots, some of
which were even owned by inhabitants of other towns. The gardens of Hamadan were
highly appreciated for their geometrical structure and produced a variety of fruits,
such as apples, apricots, plums of Buhara, pears of Keylan, grapes, pomegranates,
lemons, Seville oranges, and figs. Evliya Çelebi, Seyâhatnâme, 4: 211. See also
Thévenot, Travels, 72.

84 Comparison with Nihavand reveals the same result. Nihavand, which had a few more
taxpaying inhabitants than Sirkan, had 6,000 akçe allocated to gardens. This value is
about three times as much as that of Sirkan.

85 This observation is by no means new. Many scholars who study the Middle East and
Central Asia refer to this fact.

86 Stockbreeding was also practiced in the towns (see Table 8.11).
87 The ratio of identification differs greatly from nâhiye to nâhiye. For the identification

we used modern maps. It is possible that some settlements moved their locations
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during the period from the early eighteenth century to the present day, and thus
identification is never complete. Nonetheless, it will not pose a great problem for our
purpose.

88 On the method of mapping of the data from tahrı̂r registers, see, in particular, Wolf
Hütteroth, “The Demographic and Economic Organization of the Southern Syrian
Sançaks in the Late 16th Century,” in Türkiye’nin Sosyal ve Ekonomik Tarihi
(1071–1920), ‘Birinci Uluslararası Türkiye’nin Sosyal ve Ekonomic Tarihi Kongresi’
Tebliğleri, Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Ankara, July 11–13, 1977, ed. Osman Okyar and
Halil İnalcık (Ankara: Meteksan, 1980), 35–47; idem, “Methods of Historical
Geography – Examples from Southeastern Turkey, Syria and Iraq” in V. Milletlerarası
Türkiye Sosyal ve İktisat Tarihi Kongresi, Tebliğler (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu
Basımevi, 1990), 487–496.

89 We mean “within about 20km from urban settlements” by the term “around.”
90 However, Evliya Çelebi affirms that 150 town-like villages surrounded Nihavand,

each with a Friday mosque, a caravansary, a public bath, shops and bazaar. For
instance, the village of Hazrat-i Sa\ad ibn Vaqqas in the south of Nihavand
accommodated a thousand houses, a Friday mosque, a caravansary, a public bath and
markets. Evliya Çelebi, Seyâhatnâme, 5: 207. Yet according to our register, this
village (karye) was deserted. The story of Evliya Çelebi could be rather exaggerated,
for it is hard to believe that the vicinity of Nihavand should have had as many as 150
large villages equipped with a Friday mosque and other public facilities. However, at
least several villages may have had these institutions. Therefore, probably more
numerous larger villages were near the town, at least in the later seventeenth century,
than at the time of the Ottoman survey.

91 In fact, during the reign of Fath \Ali Shah Qajar, a new town called Dawlatabad was
built in the vicinity of Chubin and other villages, and this Dawlatabad is the predecessor
of actual Malayir. On the other hand, the village of Chubin was ruined around the
middle of the twentieth century. \Alı̄ Razmārā, ed., Farhang-i Jughrāfiyā|ı̄-i Īrān
(Tehran: Vizarat-i Jang, 1331/1945–6), 5:433. See also Ker Porter, Travels, 85.

92 However, the itinerary from Sine to Hamadan presented by Kinneir, a nineteenth-
century English traveler, does not mention Sarishabad as a station. Kinneir,
Geographical Memoir, 423–425.

93 There are exceptions. See, for example, the above-mentioned Damaq.
94 We should add that despite each village’s scanty plot of land, in some the villagers

could manage to support themselves, specializing in stock farming. See Yamaguchi,
“Ardalān,” 239–240. However, we have no evidence to show the importance of
stockbreeding in the large villages concerned. See Note 52.

95 This is noteworthy all the more as usually bread-makers were found only in towns,
since bread making was traditionally domestic activity. Hélène Desmet-Grégoire and
Patrice Fontaine, La région d’Arâk et de Hamadân: cartes et documents
ethnographiques (Leuven: Peters, 1988), 23.

96 Here is an interesting example: the village of Kurdkandi in Maraghah holds no arable
land, and the register (TT909) notes that the villagers were tradesmen (tüccâr). But no
commercial tax was levied on the village. TT909, 29.

97 Thévenot, Travels, 71. See also Abū-Dulaf, Abū-Dulaf Mis‘ar Ibn Muhalhil’s Travels
in Iran (circa A.D.A.D. 950), trans. Vladimir Minorsky (Cairo: Cairo University Press,
1955), 47; H

˙
amd-Allāh Mustawfı̄, Nuzhat, 107, 161, 166; G. Le Strange, Lands of

Eastern Caliphate, 188–189.
98 He calls Kangavar “darogalık”, that is, a jurisdiction of dārūghah (governor). This

seems to mean that Kangāvar functioned as an administrative center. Evliya Çelebi,
Seyâhatnâme, 4: 207. On the term dārūghah, see Ann K. S. Lambton, s.v. “Dārūgha,”
Encyclopaedia of Islam, New edn.
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99 Lycklama y Nijeholt, Voyage, 496. Isabella Bird also mentions “uncovered bazars” in
the settlement. Bird, Journals, 1:133. See also Buckingham, Travels, 268–269;
Ferrier, Caravan Journey, 31.

100 According to “Route from Tehraun to Hamadan, by Major Campbell” cited by
Kinneir, Geographical Memoir, Muhajiran was a first station from Hamadan.
Kinneir, Geographical Memoir, 463.

101 At that time, he proceeds from Dawlatabad to Kangavar, passing a route between
Tuy and Nihavand. Compt. de Sercey, Une ambassade extraordinaire: la Perse en
1839–40 (Paris: L’Artisan du Livre, 1928): 285–290. Layard also passed by
Dawlatabad. Layard, Early Adventures, 286. See also Note 91.

102 Originally she seems to have intended to go to Tehran through Asadabad and
Hamadan. But the route was blocked by snow and she took the other route to Tehran
by way of Qum. Bird, Journeys, 133.

103 Ker Porter, Travels, 90; Buckingham, Travels, 298; Layard, Early Adventures, 278.
Buckingham, leaving Hamadan, stopped at the village of Tafrijan before Yalfan.
According to the register, seventy-six adult males lived in the village of Tafrijan.

104 On the development of settlements along the caravan route, Suraiya Faroqhi’s works
are very stimulating, though her interest is concentrated mainly on the Ottoman
Anatolia during the sixteenth century. See, for instance, Leila Erder and Suraiya
Faroqhi, “The Development of the Anatolian Urban Network during the Sixteenth
Century,” Journal of Economic and Social History of Orient, 23/3 (1980): 265–303.

105 The village of Hamilabad in Malayir functioned as a station for caravans at least
during the nineteenth century, although in our register it was just a small village with
fourteen taxpayers. According to Morier, the village of Kabutarahang was a station
after Muhajiran-i Dun, which Kinneir also mentions. Kinneir, Geographical Memoir,
463. But according to our register it had less than five peasants at the period under
examination. Moreover, Della Valle and Thévenot, who seem to have taken almost
the same route between Kirmanshah and Isfahan, mention the village of Nashar,
about 30-km southeast of Hamadan, as a post between Hamadan and Isfahan. Della
Valle, Il vaggio, 1:25; Thévenot, Travels, 73. Yet this village is not in our register. At
the time of the survey, most of villages surrounding Nashar were vacant. This seems
to show that the Afghan and Ottoman invasions greatly affected this part of the
province. Perhaps the village of Nashar also ceased to exist, maybe temporarily,
because of those invasions.

106 See Note 90.
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